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The Wisdom of Young Minds

My picture is about what’s in my head. It’s a dream about lines and people.
People are walking on the road. They are going to the mall. I used lots of colours and lines.
My picture makes me feel excited because of colours and lines.
Girl, Grade 1

My art makes me feel peaceful because of the colours I used.
My art is saying, “Welcome to my world!”
I think I am a good artist because I drew this picture.
Boy, Grade 2

In my mind I wonder what’s there,
Miracles, dreams, all about me.
-YIMAGINATIONÛOWSTHROUGHTHISDELICATESYSTEM 
In my mind I wonder what’s there.
.OSPECIÚCPORTION SHAPEORSUBJECT 
-YMINDISMAGICAL SOMETHINGFORMETOÚGUREOUT
In my mind I wonder what’s there,
All my own for me to hold,
My mind a beautiful thing.
In my mind I wonder what’s there.
Girl, Grade 5

Words cannot describe how I feel about my painting, but these words can:
It is beautiful, it is great, that I think I should be crying right now.
The painting feels like a passage way to a new world.
Boy, Grade 6

My imagination showed me something I did not know
and I couldn’t describe, so I drew it out.
Boy, Grade 7

I can put my imagination on paper.
Girl, Grade 7

This artwork expresses one’s creativity and imagination.
It shows anyone can do anything.
Boy, Grade 8

I was sitting in my chair staring at the blank paper in front of me and wondering what should I draw about.
3O)BEGAN)TWASLIKEMYHANDHADABRAINOFITSOWN)TJUSTKEPTDRAWING)DIDNmTKNOWWHAT)WASDOING
By the time I knew, the drawing was complete. But I do remember having feelings of love, confusion,
HARMONYANDPEACE7HEN)LOOKATTHEÚNISHEDDRAWINGTODAY )STILLDONmTKNOWWHATITIS
Girl, Grade 8
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IMAGINATION, ART, CREATIVITY
IN THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM
SUMMARY
Exploring Creativity in Depth is an arts enrichment program for elementary schools that is sponsored by Arts Etobicoke, funded by public
SECTORAGENCIES ANDPROVIDEDBYQUALIÚEDARTIST TEACHERSOFTHE-ILKWEED#OLLECTIVETOTHESCHOOLSOF7EST4ORONTO CHILDRENFROM
grades 1 to 8, with their teachers and parent-volunteers, from schools in predominantly “priority” neighbourhoods have attended the
program since 2002.
The Report describes the ECID program and assesses its effects. Teacher questionnaires and interviews provide information on the effects
OFTHE%#)$ONTHEIRATTITUDESTOART THEIMAGINATION ANDCREATIVITY4EACHERSAFÚRMTHATTHEPROGRAMINCREASESTHEIRCONÚDENCEINTEACHING
art, and they provide examples of how they apply concepts and methods from the ECID in language arts, social studies, and other subject
AREAS4EACHERSREÛECTONTHEEFFECTSONSTUDENTCREATIVITY USEOFTHEIMAGINATION CONÚDENCEANDSELF ESTEEM ABILITYTOPAYATTENTION 
and empathy and social skills. They also note positive effects on self-understanding (meta-cognition), metaphorical thinking, inferencing,
creative problem-solving, and appreciation of multiple perspectives.
Student questionnaires provide data on what was learned about the imagination, about art, about themselves, and about their classmates.
An analysis of several hundred statements from student feedback forms have been catalogued with respect to the categories: Mind,
Imagination, Art, Creativity, Identity, Community. The drawings and writings of 27 students from grades 1 to 8 illustrate the transformative
effects of the creative process.
The discussion takes up the topics: Northrop Frye Revisited, Educating the Creative Imagination, The Rhetorics of Creativity, The Creative
0ROCESS AND4RANSFORMATION  2EÛECTIVE ,EARNING AND6ISIONING  AND4HE 2EVISED /NTARIO!RTS #URRICULUM4HE 2EPORT CONCLUDES WITH
16 Recommendations on: the role of the arts in the core curriculum; the capacity of teachers to implement the Revised Ontario Arts
#URRICULUMTHEIMPORTANCEOFREÛECTIVELEARNINGANDCREATIVITYACROSSTHECURRICULUMANDRESEARCHANDDEVELOPMENTOFTHE%#)$

SUMMAR
ECID est un programme d’éducation de l’imagination par les arts destiné aux enfants de niveau primaire et subventionné par Arts Etobicoke
ETLESECTEURPUBLIC,EPROGRAMMEESTACTUELLEMENTOFFERTAUXÁCOLESDELm/UESTDE4ORONTOETILESTENSEIGNÁPARDESARTISTESQUALIÚÁS
appartenant au Collectif Milkweed. Plus de 4’000 enfants de première à huitième années ont participé au programme depuis 2002,
accompagnés de leurs enseignants et de parents.
Ce rapport décrit le programme et évalue ses effets. Il est basé entre autres sur des interviews et des questionnaires remplis par les élèves
et les enseignants. Pour les enseignants, qui décrivent leur attitude par rapport à l’art, à l’imagination et à la créativité, le programme a
offert une nouvelle légitimation de leur capacité à enseigner l’art et de nouveaux concepts et méthodes à appliquer dans d’autres branches,
telles les langues et les études sociales. Les enseignants exposent aussi les effets que le programme a eu sur leurs élèves en matière de
CRÁATIVITÁ DmIMAGINATION DECONÚANCEPERSONNELLEETAMOUR PROPRE DECONCENTRATION ETPARRAPPORT¸LEUREMPATHIEETLEURHABILETÁ¸
manoeuvrer la vie sociale. Ils notent des effets positifs sur la capacité des élèves à s’auto-observer (méta-cognition), sur leur faculté à penser
ENMÁTAPHORESET¸RAISONNERPARINFÁRENCES SURLEURCRÁATIVITÁDANSLARÁSOLUTIONDEPROBLÀMESETÚNALEMENTSURLEURPENCHANT¸COMPARER
des perspectives différentes.
Dans leurs questionnaires, les élèves décrivent ce qu’ils ont appris sur l’imagination, sur l’art, sur eux-mêmes et leurs amis. Ce rapport
classe plusieurs centaines de leurs réponses dans les catégories suivantes: pensée, imagination, art, créativité, identité et communauté et
fait une analyse plus approfondie du travail de 27 élèves. Il conclut sur les effets transformateurs du programme.
,ADISCUSSIONSmARTICULESOUSLESTITRESSUIVANTSRÁÛECTIONSURLESCONCEPTSDE.ORTHROP&RYE ÁDUQUERLmIMAGINATIONCRÁATRICE LARHÁTORIQUE
DELACRÁATIVITÁ PROCESSUSCRÁATEURETTRANSFORMATION APPRENTISSAGERÁÛEXIFETVISUALISATION ET LARÁVISIONDUCURRICULUMDELm/NTARIOEN
éducation artistique. Le rapport se termine sur 16 recommandations portant sur: le rôle des arts dans le curriculum de base; la capacité
DESENSEIGNANTS¸APPLIQUERLARÁVISIONDUCURRICULUMDELm/NTARIOENÁDUCATIONARTISTIQUELmIMPORTANCEDmUNAPPRENTISSAGERÁÛEXIFETDE
la créativité dans toutes les branches d’enseignement; et recherche et développement de l’ECID.
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Ontario followed a similar trajectory in the late 1990s
with a new curriculum monitored by standardized
testing.1 While the Government recently assigned
funds to increase the number of teachers of the arts
and physical education, only 15% of the elementary
schools in the Province have a full- or part-time
visual arts specialist.2 The narrowing curriculum has
also severely impacted the secondary schools of the
Province with respect to the arts and humanities
(King, 2006, p. 62).

The reaction to these developments was led, at least in
the English-speaking world, by Ken Robinson’s 1999
report, “All Our Futures.” In 2002 the Government of
England founded the consortium “Creative Partnerships”
to promote the creativity of young people, teachers
and schools. In 2005 they introduced the concept of
‘Creative Learning’ to refer to contributions to curriculum
development, teaching and learning practices, and the
culture of schools in general. ‘Creative Learning’ is
DEÚNEDASnASETOFVALUESFOCUSEDAROUNDDEVELOPING
individual potential and with an emphasis on authentic
‘deep’ educational experiences,” and ‘creativity’ as part
of the learning process and as a capacity to be instilled
in young people” (Sefton-Green, et al, 2008, p. 12).
The reports, literature reviews, and teacher handbooks
published by Creative Partnerships embrace a broad
range of approaches to Creative Learning, but they
The documentation is extensive. Teachers, students generally agree on uncoupling the concept of creativity
ANDPARENTSÚLLOUTFEEDBACKFORMS ANDPOST PROGRAM from that of the arts. They regard the arts as the prime site
interviews are conducted with selected teachers. The for educating the creative process, but the principles of
ENTHUSIASMFORTHEPROGRAMTESTIÚESTOTHEURGENTNEED Creative Learning are applicable across all subject areas.
to revive the teaching of art, the imagination, and the Teachers who have no background in the arts and believe
creative process in elementary schooling. The need is they are not creative are encouraged to get in touch
caused by the narrowing of the curriculum during recent with their creativity. They are urged to reach beyond the
decades. A U.S. survey of one thousand elementary highly regulated and monitored curriculum and instill
and secondary school principals in four representative connections between the reason and the imagination,
States found that increased time for literacy, numeracy, skills and creativity, knowledge and spiritual well-being
and science drastically decreased time for the arts and (cf. Banaji & Burn, 2006, p. 58).
the humanities, with especially severe consequences
for schools in high-needs districts, where principals say
that the arts are what keep children interested in school
(von Zastrow, 2004).
The ECID originated in a university course on the creative
imagination (Clarkson, 2005). With the sponsorship
of Arts Etobicoke, the support of the Neilson Park
Creative Centre, and with funding from the Ontario
Arts Council, the Toronto Arts Council, the Ontario
Trillium Foundation and individual donors, the
program has been given to classes from mainly highneeds neighbourhoods since 2002 (Clarkson, 2008).
The artist-teachers who facilitate the program belong to
the Milkweed Collective, a community of visual artists,
writers, dancers, musicians, teachers, and therapists
that formed in 1995. The ECID program is also available
for children with learning and behavioral disabilities
and for youth at risk. ECID workshops for teachers are
offered on a regular basis.
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Exploring Creativity in Depth IS A ÚVE HOUR ARTS
enrichment program that enhances authentic creative
potential in an atmosphere that is relaxed, supportive
and well structured. Participants make two oil
pastel pictures, write poems and stories about them,
then discuss and interpret their artworks in small
GROUPS FACILITATED BY QUALIÚED ARTIST TEACHERS4AKING
participants through a two-fold cycle of the creative
process evokes meaningful and often transformative
experiences in the students, the teachers, and the
accompanying parent-volunteers.

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

1. Introduction

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`
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For its part the Ontario Ministry of Education
published a new curriculum for the arts.3 Despite
its title, the Revised Arts Curriculum, Grades 1 to 8
(2009) is a complete rethinking, redesign and fourfold expansion of the previous Curriculum. One
survival from the 1998 document is the text of the
Introduction, which begins, “Education in the arts
is essential to students’ intellectual, social, physical,
emotional growth and well-being” (p. 3). That
statement appeared in the 1998 document, but without
the words “and well-being.” That the authors of the
new Curriculum took the trouble to add ‘well-being’
(“State of being or doing well in life, happy, healthy
or prosperous condition,” Oxford English Dictionary)
to the mandate signals their intent to revitalize and
REORIENTARTSEDUCATIONl7ELL BEINGmSIGNIÚESTHATTHE
arts are not just another subject area with a particular
set of skills and concepts, but are crucial to the child’s
mental, physical, and spiritual wellness.

This Report describes the ECID and discusses the
responses of teachers and students. The ECID approach
to the creative and critical/analytic processes is
considered in the context of the new Ontario Arts
Curriculum and the literature on Creative Learning
from England. The topic of educating the imagination
begins with reference to the claim Northrop Frye
made a half a century ago, namely, that an educated
imagination is a necessity for all citizens of a free
society. The role of the creative imagination in
education, the contribution of aesthetic experience
to individual development, and the creative process
as the foundation of transformative learning are also
discussed. Pictures, creative writing, and feedback
FROMSELECTEDSTUDENTSARECITEDTOILLUSTRATETHEBENEÚTS
of teaching the imagination and the creative process.
Finally, the report Ontario in the Creative Age (Martin
Prosperity Institute, 2009) is cited for its claim that
early childhood development is crucial to heightening
THECREATIVITY SKILLSANDQUALIÚCATIONSOF/NTARIANS

The 1998 Curriculum geared expectations to three
readily testable categories (Knowledge of Elements,
Creative Work, and Critical Thinking). The new
Curriculum opens up a vastly richer and livelier vista
for the arts by grouping expectations under four broad
topics: (1) Developing creativity (aesthetic awareness,
creative
process,
problem-solving,
meeting
challenge creatively); (2) Communicating (expressing
thoughts feelings and ideas, critical analysis process,
communicating meaning); (3) Understanding culture
(cultural traditions and innovations, personal and
cultural identity, sense of self and other, social justice
and environment); and (4) Making connections
(connecting cognitive and affective domains,
working and performing collaboratively, connecting
the arts with other disciplines) (p. 6). The truly pathbreaking feature of the new Curriculum is the pride
of place given to creativity, a concept that was hardly
mentioned before. Another departure is that Dance
and Drama, which formerly were combined, are
NOW SEPARATE STRANDS ALONGSIDE -USIC AND 6ISUAL
!RTS!ÚFTHSTRAND n#ROSS #URRICULARAND)NTEGRATED
Learning,” is added to encourage the incorporation
of arts activities in other subject areas.

3
Arts Curriculum, Grades 1 to 8 (2009), http://
www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/elementary/arts.html

Figure 1.1 Festival of the Arts,
North Kipling Junior Middle School (2009)
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2. “Exploring Creativity in Depth”:
The Program
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9L[\YU [V [OL .HSSLY`;OL` IYPUN
[OL KYH^PUNZ [V [OL NHSSLY` HUK
WSHJL[OLTPUMYVU[VM[OLWHPU[PUNZ
[OL`SVVRLKH[K\YPUN[OL=PZPVUPUN
,_LYJPZL -PN\YL  :PKL
I` ZPKL ^P[O [OL JHU]HZLZ [OH[
PUZWPYLK [OLT [OL Z[\KLU[Z ZLL
[OH[[OLPYKYH^PUNZHYLJVTWSL[LS`
VYPNPUHS

-PN\YL-PYZ[KYH^PUN
^P[OVYPNPUHS.YHKL

0U[LYWYL[H[PVU:LZZPVU
-HJPSP[H[VYZ SLHK NYV\WZ VM Ä]L [V
ZL]LU Z[\KLU[Z PU [OL WYVJLZZ VM
PU[LYWYL[H[PVU :[\KLU[Z KLZJYPIL
OV^[OL`THKL[OLPYKYH^PUNZHUK
OV^[OL`YLSH[L[V[OLWHPU[PUNZPU
[OLNHSSLY`-PN\YLZ
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0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

7PJ[\YL4HRPUN 7HY[PJPWHU[Z SH`
KV^U H IHJRNYV\UK JVSV\Y [OLU
KYH^ H ZOHWL HUK ÄSS P[ PU ^P[O H
ZLJVUKJVSV\Y;OL`ISLUK[OL[^V
JVSV\YZ [VNL[OLY ^P[O [OL WHWLY
[V^LS VY [OL ÄUNLYZ [V JYLH[L
UL^ ZOHKLZ HUK [L_[\YLZ -PN\YLZ
 -\Y[OLY WYVTW[Z LUNHNL
[OL MLLSPUNZ Z\NNLZ[ HKKP[PVUHS
[LJOUPX\LZ
HUK
LUJV\YHNL
L_WLYPTLU[H[PVU HUK YPZR[HRPUN
;OL` HYL UV[ JVW`PUN [OL WPJ[\YL
[OL`SVVRLKH[PU[OL.HSSLY`[OL`
HYLTHRPUNHUVYPNPUHSKYH^PUNV\[
VM [OLPY V^U PTHNPUH[PVUZ (M[LY
TPU\[LZ[OL`[\YU[OLWHWLY
V]LYHUK^YP[LHIV\[[OLWPJ[\YLVU
[OLIHJR·ZLWHYH[L^VYKZWVLTZ
VY Z[VYPLZ -PN\YL  ;OL` ^HZO
[OLPYOHUKZOH]LJVVRPLZHUK[HRL
[OLPYWPJ[\YLZIHJR[V[OL.HSSLY`

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`
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.YHKL
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;OL` ZOHYL MLLSPUNZ PKLHZ
HUK HZZVJPH[PVUZ PU[LYWYL[ [OL
Z`TIVSZHUKKLZPNUZHUKKPZJ\ZZ
^OH[THRLZLHJOWPJ[\YL\UPX\L
;OL` YLHK [OL ^VYKZ [OL` ^YV[L
VU [OL IHJR ;OL PU[LYWYL[H[PVU
WYVJLZZ PUJS\KLZ PTWYV]PZPUN
ZV\UKZJHWLZ NYV\W KYHTH[PaPUN
-PN\YL  HUK [LSSPUN Z[VYPLZ
HIV\[[OLWPJ[\YLZ-PN\YL

-PN\YL+YHTH[PaPUN.YHKL

3\UJO[PTL3\UJO]HYPLZMYVT
[VTPU\[LZKLWLUKPUNVU[OL
HNLNYV\WHUK[OLKH`»ZZJOLK\SL
>LH[OLY WLYTP[[PUN [OL JSHZZ
NVLZ[V[OLWSH`NYV\UKPU[OLWHYR
HKQHJLU[[V[OL*LU[YL

*YLH[P]L7YVJLZZ00
(Y[PZ[;LHJOLYZ :OV^ HUK ;LSS
-HJPSP[H[VYZZOV^ZHTWSLZVM[OLPY
HY[^VYR HUK HZR MVY YLZWVUZLZ
;OL`[LSSOV^[OL`ILJHTLHY[PZ[Z
(TVUN [OL Z[HMM HYL ]PZ\HS HY[PZ[Z
-PN\YLZ  KHUJLYZ
HUK T\ZPJPHUZ ;^V KHUJLYZ
PTWYV]PZLK[VNL[OLY[OLUPU]P[LK
H Z[\KLU[ [V QVPU [OLT MVY HU
PTWYV]PZH[PVU -PN\YL 
;OL JOPSKYLU HYL RLLU [V TLL[
WYVMLZZPVUHSHY[PZ[ZHUKHZRTHU`
X\LZ[PVUZ

-PN\YL (Y[PZ[Z:OV^HUK;LSS
5HUJ`5L^[VU7HPU[LY
^P[O7H[YPJPH4J7OHPS

-PN\YL(Y[PZ[Z:OV^HUK;LSS
0UH7\JOHSH7HPU[LY

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

=PZPVUPUN ,_LYJPZL )HJR PU [OL
:[\KPV [OL TVYUPUN WPJ[\YLZ HYL
VU [OL ÅVVY ILZPKL [OL KLZRZ HUK
MYLZOZOLL[ZVMWHWLYVU[OLKLZRZ
;OL =PZPVUPUN ,_LYJPZL PZ NP]LU
^OPSL[OL`SVVRH[[OLWPJ[\YLZ[OL`
THKLPU[OLTVYUPUN
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-PN\YL(Y[PZ[Z:OV^HUK;LSS
+HUJLYZ9VIPU4J7OHPS+LTWZL`
HUK*SH\KPH>P[[THUUPTWYV]PZL
^P[OZ[\KLU[]VS\U[LLY

-PN\YL7PJ[\YL4HRPUN00.YHKL

-PN\YL0U[LYWYL[H[PVU00.YHKL



0U[LYWYL[H[PVU :LZZPVU ;OL` [HRL
IV[O WPJ[\YLZ [V [OLPY NYV\WZ HUK
JVTWHYL HUK JVU[YHZ[ [OLT ;OL
PU[LYWYL[H[PVU WYVJLZZ UV^ LT
7PJ[\YL4HRPUN ;OL` THRL H WOHZPaLZ [OL KPMMLYLUJL PU MLLSPUN
ZLJVUK WPJ[\YL IHZLK VU [OL [VUL HUK KLZPNU IL[^LLU [OL [^V
L_WLYPLUJL VM [OLPY V^U WPJ[\YL WPJ[\YLZ-PN\YLZ
-PN\YL(M[LYHIV\[
TPU\[LZ [OL` [\YU [OL WHWLY V]LY
HUKHNHPU^YP[LVU[OLIHJR
-PN\YL0U[LYWYL[H[PVU00.YHKL

-PN\YL0U[LYWYL[H[PVU00.YHKL

;OL WYVJLZZ TH` PUJS\KL HNHPU
PTWYV]PZLK ZV\UKZJHWLZ KYHTH
[PaPUN  HUK NYV\W Z[VY`
[LSSPUN 

-PN\YL7PJ[\YL4HRPUN00.YHKL
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Figure 2.31 Art Show, Grade 5 Students from
Wellesworth Junior School, Arts Etobicoke Gallery
(2007). Teacher, Clinton Wilson.

8\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ ;OL Z[\KLU[Z [OL [LHJOLY HUK [OL
WHYLU[Z ÄSS V\[ X\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ -PN\YL  (M[LY
JVTWSL[PUN[OLMVYT[OL`OH]L-YLLaPLZ.YHKLZHUK
HYLUV[NP]LUX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ0UZ[LHKHMHJPSP[H[VY
^P[OHOHUKOLSKTPRLSLHKZHX\LZ[PVUHUKHUZ^LY
ZLZZPVU;OL [LHJOLY PZ NP]LU H ZOLL[ VM Z\NNLZ[PVUZ
MVY-VSSV^\W7YVQLJ[ZPUJS\KPUNHN\PKL[V=PZPVUPUN
,_LYJPZLZ+LWHY[\YL

Figure 2.32 Festival of the Arts,
North Kipling Junior Middle School
(2009), Grade 2 Hallway.

-PN\YL8\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ.YHKL

+LIYPLÄUN(M[LY[OLJSLHU\W[OLMHJPSP[H[VYZYLHK[OL
X\LZ[PVUUHPYLZHUKKPZJ\ZZPZZ\LZ[OH[HYVZLK\YPUN[OL
WYVNYHT 7PJ[\YLZ MYVT ZLSLJ[LK JSHZZLZ HYL HYJOP]LK
HUKYL[\YULK[V[OLZJOVVSHML^KH`ZSH[LY=PL^PUN[OL
WPJ[\YLZHUKKPZJ\ZZPUN[OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZJVU[YPI\[LZ
[VZ[HMM[YHPUPUNHUKKL]LSVWTLU[

;OL X\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ [OH[ [LHJOLYZ ÄSS V\[ HM[LY [OL
WYVNYHT WYV]PKL H JHUKPK ZUHWZOV[ VM [OL WYLZLU[
Z[H[LVMHY[ZPUZ[Y\J[PVUPU[OLLSLTLU[HY`ZJOVVSZVM
,[VIPJVRL1;LHJOLYZ^OVOH]LILLU[V[OLWYVNYHT
ZL]LYHS [PTLZ ZH` [OH[ [OL ,*0+ PUZWPYLK [OLT [V
YL[OPUR [OLPY HWWYVHJO [V HY[ [OL PTHNPUH[PVU HUK
[OL JYLH[P]L WYVJLZZ 4HU` OH]L PUJYLHZLK [OL [PTL
[OL` NP]L MVY HY[ HUK MVY PU[LNYH[PUN HY[ HJYVZZ [OL
J\YYPJ\S\T( TLHZ\YL VM [OLPY YLNHYK MVY [OL ,*0+
PZ [OH[ ^OLU [OL KH[LZ MVY [OL UL_[ ZJOVVS `LHY HYL
HUUV\UJLKPU[OLZWYPUN[OLWYVNYHTPZHSSI\[M\SS`
IVVRLK^P[OPUHJV\WSLVM^LLRZ2

(;LHJOLYPU7YVÄSL
;OPZ PZ [OL Z[VY` VM H [LHJOLY ^OV JHTL [V [OL ,*0+
[OL ÄYZ[ `LHY P[ ^HZ VMMLYLK HUK ZL]LYHS [PTLZ ZPUJL
)HYIHYH UV[ OLY YLHS UHTL IYV\NO[ H JSHZZ VM ÄM[O
NYHKLYZ PU [OL ZWYPUN VM  >P[O ZL]LU `LHYZ VM
[LHJOPUNL_WLYPLUJLI\[UVIHJRNYV\UKPUHY[ZOL^HZ

;OL MVYTH[ VM [OL [LHJOLY X\LZ[PVUUHPYL JOHUNLK
MYVT[PTL[V[PTL;OLJ\YYLU[TVYLKL[HPSLKMVYTH[^HZ
HKVW[LKPU[OLMHSSVM;OPZKPZJ\ZZPVUPZIHZLKPUWHY[
VU[LHJOLYMLLKIHJRMYVTHSSWYVNYHTZHUKPUWHY[VU
[OL  X\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ PU [OL J\YYLU[ MVYTH[ MYVT   KPM
MLYLU[[LHJOLYZ:VTL[LHJOLYZOH]LKVUL[OLWYVNYHTHZ
THU`HZÄ]L[PTLZ

;OLU\TILYVMWYVNYHTZPZSPTP[LKHZ[OL5LPSZVU
7HYR*YLH[P]L*LU[YLPZ[OLVUS`JVTT\UP[`JLU[YLPU[OL
.YLH[LY;VYVU[V(YLH^P[OHZ[\KPVHKQHJLU[[VHWYVMLZ
ZPVUHSHY[NHSSLY`[OH[JHUHJJVTTVKH[LHJSHZZVM
Z[\KLU[ZH[ZLWHYH[L[HISLZ

0U)HYIHYH^HZHZZPNULK[V[LHJONYHKLHUKZOL
HZRLKPMZOLJV\SKIYPUNOLYJSHZZ>LKPKUV[RUV^
PM[OLWYVNYHT^V\SK^VYRMVY`V\UNLYJOPSKYLUI\[
P[^LU[^LSSHUKZOL^YV[L¸6UJLHNHPUHMHU[HZ[PJ
L_WLYPLUJL¹ :OL HKKLK [OH[ [OL ,*0+ ¸KL]LSVWLK
JV\YHNL [V [Y` HUK ZLSMLZ[LLT MYVT [OL LMMVY[ HUK
MLLKIHJR¹:OLZHPK[OH[ZOLWSHUULK[VHWWS`[OL,*0+
HWWYVHJOPUKYHTHZJPLUJLSHUN\HNLHUKT\ZPJ
)HYIHYHYLZWVUKLK[VHX\LZ[PVUUHPYLPUJVUQ\UJ[PVU
^P[O HU ,*0+ HZZLZZTLU[ .LL  6U [OL MVYT
ZOLUV[LK[OH[ZOLNH]LTPU\[LZMVY]PZ\HSHY[WLY
^LLR  TPUZ MVY KHUJLKYHTH HUK  TPUZ MVY
T\ZPJ MVY H [V[HS VM  TPU\[LZ MVY [OL HY[Z HUK
[OH[ [OL ,*0+ OHK ZOV^U OV^ [V PU[LNYH[L HY[ ^P[O
3HUN\HNL(Y[Z :OL HKKLK [OH[ P[ [H\NO[ OLY OV^ [V
HJJLW[H^PKL]HYPL[`VMJYLH[P]LYLZWVUZLZHUKTHKL
OLY H^HYL VM [OL PTWVY[HUJL VM JYLH[PUN ^YP[PUN
HIV\[HUKZOHYPUNHY[MVY[OLJOPSK»ZZLSMLZ[LLT:OL
HKKLK[OH[ZOLOVWLK[OH[H]LYZPVUVM[OLWYVNYHT
^V\SKILH]HPSHISLMVY`V\UNLYZ[\KLU[Z
(ZP[OHWWLULK)HYIHYH^HZUL_[HZZPNULK[VNYHKL
HUKHNHPUHZRLK[VIYPUNOLYJSHZZ/LYMHP[OPU[OL
WYVNYHT WYL]HPSLK V]LY V\Y KV\I[Z HUK ZOL OLSWLK
\ZHKHW[[OLWYVNYHTMVYÄ]LHUKZP_`LHYVSKZ;OL
YLZ\S[ZZOLZHPK^LYLV\[Z[HUKPUNHZ[OLJOPSKYLUUV^
ZLL[OLTZLS]LZHZHY[PZ[Z)HYIHYH»ZPUZPZ[LUJLYLZ\S[LK
PU[OL,*0+ILPUNTHKLH]HPSHISLMVYHSSLSLTLU[HY`
NYHKLZHUKVULX\HY[LYVMHSS[OLWYVNYHTZHYLUV^
MVYÄYZ[HUKZLJVUKNYHKLYZ
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 JSHZZLZ OH]L ILLU [V [OL 5LPSZVU 7HYR *YLH[P]L
*LU[YL ZPUJL  >L OH]L JVTL PU [V\JO ^P[O
KVaLUZ VM [LHJOLYZ ^OVZL YLZWVUZLZ ^LYL JY\JPHS
[V [OL NYV^[O HUK KL]LSVWTLU[ VM [OL ,*0+ ;OL
J\S[\YLVMJLY[HPUZJOVVSZ^HZZ\JO[OH[[LHJOLYZMYVT
ZL]LYHS NYHKLZ IYV\NO[ [OLPY JSHZZLZ ^OPJO NH]L \Z
[OL VWWVY[\UP[` [V VIZLY]L [OL LMMLJ[Z VU Z[\KLU[Z
^OV JHTL [V [OL WYVNYHT ZL]LYHS [PTLZ>L ILNHU
[V KVJ\TLU[ [OL WPJ[\YLZ HUK JYLH[P]L ^YP[PUN MYVT
[OLJSHZZLZVM[OL¸MVJ\Z¹ZJOVVSZHUKJVUK\J[MVSSV^
\W PU[LY]PL^Z ^P[O [OL [LHJOLYZ;OPZ LUHISLK \Z [V
VIZLY]LOV^[OL`HKHW[LKJVUJLW[ZHUK[LJOUPX\LZ
MYVT [OL ,*0+ PU [OLPY JSHZZYVVTZ :L]LYHS [LHJOLYZ
OH]L H[[LUKLK ,*0+ ^VYRZOVWZ [OH[ WYV]PKLK H
KLLWLYL_WLYPLUJLVM[OLWYVNYHTHUKHUVWWVY[\UP[`
[VKPZJ\ZZJSHZZYVVTHWWSPJH[PVUZ

KLSPNO[LKI`[OLWYVNYHT:OL^YV[LVU[OLMLLKIHJR
MVYT[OH[^OH[ZOLSPRLKHIV\[[OL^VYRZOVW^HZ[OL
N\PKLK ]PZ\HSPaH[PVU [OL HJJLW[PUN H[TVZWOLYL HUK
[OL ^VYRZWHJL ^P[O PUKP]PK\HS [HISLZ HUK Z\WWSPLZ
[OH[ HSSV^LK [OL JOPSKYLU [V MVJ\Z :OL HKKLK [OH[
[OLHY[HUKJYLH[P]L^YP[PUNOLYZ[\KLU[ZWYVK\JLKPU
[OLWYVNYHTYLHSS`Z\YWYPZLKOLY,PNO[`LHYZSH[LYZOL
YLJHSSLK[OH[ÄYZ[LUJV\U[LYYLTLTILYPUNOLYKLSPNO[
H[ ^OH[ [OL Z[\KLU[Z OHK JYLH[LK ;OL WYVNYHT OHK
HSSV^LK[OLTHSS[VOH]LHWVZP[P]LL_WLYPLUJLHUK[V
MLLSJYLH[P]LS`Z\JJLZZM\SWHY[PJ\SHYS`[OVZL^OVYHYLS`
OHK[OH[VWWVY[\UP[`PU[OLUVYTHSJV\YZLVMZ[\KPLZH[
ZJOVVS :OL OLYZLSM MLS[ ]LY` JYLH[P]L HUK OHWW` ^P[O
^OH[ZOLWYVK\JLK;OLL_WLYPLUJLIYV\NO[OVTL[V
OLY[OL]HS\LVM[OLJYLH[P]LWYVJLZZHUKVMPU[LNYH[PUN
[OLHY[ZHJYVZZ[OLJ\YYPJ\S\TZV[OH[HSSZ[\KLU[ZOH]L
[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[VMLLSHUKILZ\JJLZZM\S

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

3.0 Teachers and the ECID

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

)HYIHYH KPK UV[ YL[\YU \U[PS  ^OLU ZOL HNHPU
IYV\NO[ H NYHKL  JSHZZ 6U [OL MLLKIHJR MVYT ZOL
UV^PUKPJH[LK[OH[ZOLOHK[OLULJLZZHY`RUV^SLKNL
HUKZRPSSZ[V[LHJOHY[HUK[OH[ZOLZWLU[LUV\NO[PTL
[LHJOPUNHY[HUKJYLH[P]P[`/LY[PTL[HISLUV^PUJS\KLZ
=PZ\HS (Y[  TPUZ 4\ZPJ   TPUZ +HUJL 
TPUZ+YHTHTPUZHUK0U[LNYH[PUN(Y[PU4H[O
3HUN\HNL(Y[Z:JPLUJLHUK:VJPHS:[\KPLZTPUZ
;OPZPZHMV\YMVSKPUJYLHZLV]LY[OLTPU\[LZZOL
NH]L[V[OLHY[ZMV\Y`LHYZILMVYL
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)HYIHYH YLTHYRLK VU [OL WVZP[P]L JOHUNLZ [OH[ ZOL
ZH^ PU [OL Z[\KLU[Z! [OL JYLH[P]L WYVJLZZ YLZ\S[LK PU
JOPSKYLU¸HJRUV^SLKNPUNLHJOV[OLY»ZWLYZWLJ[P]LZ¹"
SLHYUPUNHIV\[[OLPTHNPUH[PVUSLK[V¸TL[HJVNUP[PVU
VMP[¹"ILJH\ZL[OLJOPSKYLUSPRLKKVPUN[OLWYVNYHT
HUK MLS[ Z\JJLZZM\S P[ PUJYLHZLK [OLPY JVUÄKLUJL
HUK ZLSMLZ[LLT" OLY ¸`V\UN¹ ÄYZ[NYHKLYZ KPK ^LSS
PU MVJ\ZPUN HUK WH`PUN H[[LU[PVU ILJH\ZL ¸ZL[[PUN
[OL L_WLJ[H[PVU LUJV\YHNLZ [OL KLZPYLK YLZ\S[¹"
WYLZLU[H[PVU HUK JVTT\UPJH[PVU ZRPSSZ PTWYV]LK
ILJH\ZL [OL WYVNYHT NH]L [OLT HU ¸VWWVY[\UP[` [V
[HSRHIV\[[OLPYV^UPKLHZHUKOH]L[OLT]HSPKH[LK¹"
HUKLTWH[O`PUJYLHZLKILJH\ZL[OL`ZOHYLKJYLH[P]L
^VYR[OH[PU]VS]LK[OLLTV[PVUZ
)HYIHYH ^HYTS` HWWYV]LK VM [OL JOHUNLZ PU [OL
WYVNYHT ZPUJL ZOL SHZ[ KPK P[! [OL ^HYT\W HJ[P]P[`
HUK[OLKYHTH[PaPUNHUKZ[VY`[LSSPUN:OL^YV[L[OH[
ZOLOHKUL]LYMLS[Z\JJLZZM\SPUHY[I\[[OH[[OL,*0+
OHKPUJYLHZLKOLYJVUÄKLUJLPUOLYHIPSP[`[V[LHJO
JYLH[P]LS`HUKPUOLYZ[\KLU[Z»HIPSP[`[V[OPURHUKHJ[
JYLH[P]LS`0UHMVSSV^\WPU[LY]PL^)HYIHYHYLÅLJ[LK
VUOV^[OL,*0+OHKJOHUNLKOLYWYHJ[PJLHZH[LHJOLY!
¸;OH[ÄYZ[L_WLYPLUJLBPUDOLSWLKTLYLJVNUPaL
[OL]HS\LVM[OLJYLH[P]LWYVJLZZHUKVMPU[LNYH[PUN[OL
HY[ZPU[VHSSZ\IQLJ[HYLHZZV[OH[HSSZ[\KLU[ZOH]L[OL
VWWVY[\UP[`[VMLLSHUKILZ\JJLZZM\S6]LY[OL`LHYZ
[OH[PUZPNO[JV\WSLK^P[OT`NYV^PUNJVUÄKLUJLPU
PU[LNYH[PUN[OLHY[ZPU[VT`[LHJOPUNWYHJ[PJLOHZSLK
[V T` WYVNYHTTPUN ILPUN IL[[LY Z\P[LK [V TLL[ [OL
ULLKZ VM HSS T` Z[\KLU[Z HUK [OLPY ]HYPV\Z SLHYUPUN
Z[`SLZHUKZ[YLUN[OZ(^VUKLYM\SHKKP[PVUHSILULÄ[PZ
[OH[0HTLUQV`PUNT`[LHJOPUNTVYL[OHUL]LY^OPJO
PZKPYLJ[S`YLSH[LK[VNP]PUNTVYL[PTL[V[OLHY[ZHUK
JYLH[P]LHJ[P]P[PLZ¹


7LYZVUHSLTHPSJVTT\UPJH[PVUZ1\S`


)HYIHYH ^HZ VUL VM THU` [LHJOLYZ ^P[O SP[[SL VY UV
IHJRNYV\UK PU HY[ ^OV NHPULK JVUÄKLUJL PU [OLPY
JYLH[P]LULZZ HUK KPZJV]LYLK OV^ [V IYPUN HY[ [OL
PTHNPUH[PVU HUK [OL JYLH[P]L WYVJLZZ PU[V [OLPY
WYHJ[PJL/LYZ[VY`PSS\Z[YH[LZOV^[OL,*0+PUZWPYLZ
[LHJOLYZ ZV [OH[ [LHJOPUN HUK SLHYUPUN OH]L H
YLUL^LK L_JP[LTLU[ >OPSL )HYIHYH»Z JVU[YPI\[PVU
^HZL_JLW[PVUHSTHU`V[OLY[LHJOLYZOH]LOLSWLK[V
PUJYLHZL[OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVM[OLWYVNYHT

;LHJOLY9LZWVUZLZ
:PUJL [OL MHSS VM  [LHJOLYZ OH]L ÄSSLK V\[ [OL
X\LZ[PVUUHPYL ZOV^U PU(WWLUKP_( 0[ HZRZ! ;OL
[PTL[OL`NP]LMVYHY[WLY^LLRS`J`JSL">OL[OLY
[OL,*0+TV[P]H[LZ[OLT[VZWLUKTVYL[PTLVUHY[
HJ[P]P[PLZ HUK PM ZV ^OH[ ^V\SK [OL` KV"  /V^
[OL`MLLSHIV\[[LHJOPUNHY[JYLH[P]P[`";OLLMMLJ[Z
VM [OL ,*0+ VU [OLPY Z[\KLU[Z"  >OH[ [OL` [HRL
H^H`MYVT[OLWYVNYHT[OH[[OL`JV\SKPTWSLTLU[PU
[OLPY JSHZZYVVTZ"  *VTTLU[Z VU [OL LSLTLU[Z VM
[OL WYVNYHT" (Y[ IHJRNYV\UK" HUK  0U[LYLZ[ PU
H[[LUKPUNHU,*0+^VYRZOVW
-PN\YL;LHJOLY8\LZ[PVUUHPYL8\LZ[PVU¸>OPJO
Z[H[LTLU[ILZ[KLZJYPILZOV^`V\MLLSHIV\[[OL[PTL`V\
\Z\HSS`ZWLUK[LHJOPUNHY[&¹U$ 
(0^V\SKSPRL[VZWLUKTVYL[PTLI\[SHJR
ULJLZZHY`RUV^SLKNLZRPSSZ
)0OH]L[OLULJLZZHY`RUV^SLKNLZRPSSZ
I\[KVUV[OH]LLUV\NO[PTLNP]LUV[OLY
J\YYPJ\S\TKLTHUKZ
*0OH]L[OLULJLZZHY`RUV^SLKNLZRPSSZHUK
ZWLUKLUV\NO[PTL[LHJOPUNHY[JYLH[P]P[`






;OL HUZ^LYZ [V 8\LZ[PVU  HYL [HI\SH[LK PU -PN\YL
(IV\[VULOHSM[OL[LHJOLYZZH`[OH[[OL`^V\SK
SPRL [V ZWLUK TVYL [PTL [LHJOPUN HY[ I\[ SHJR [OL
ULJLZZHY`RUV^SLKNLHUKZRPSSZ(^OPSL[^VPUÄ]L
ZH`[OL`OH]L[OLULJLZZHY`RUV^SLKNLHUKZRPSSZI\[
KVUV[NP]LTVYL[PTLVUHJJV\U[VMV[OLYJ\YYPJ\S\T
KLTHUKZ)6US`VULPU[^LU[`ZH`[OL`OH]L[OL
ULJLZZHY` RUV^SLKNL HUK ZRPSSZ HUK ZWLUK LUV\NO
[PTL[LHJOPUNHY[*

MLZ[P]HSZHUKOVSPKH`Z7YVQLJ[Z[OH[OH]LHWYLKPJ[HISL
V\[JVTL HUK H ZWLJPÄJ W\YWVZL OHYKS` X\HSPM` HZ
PUZ[Y\J[PVUPUHY[MVY[OL`KVUV[LUNHNL[OLJYLH[P]L
WYVJLZZ;OPZ ^V\SK L_WSHPU ^O` THU` JOPSKYLU ZH`
[OH[[OL`[OV\NO[HY[^HZK\SSHUKIVYPUNI\[[OH[[OL
,*0+OHKZOV^U[OLTP[^HZYLHSS`¸M\U¹¸L_JP[PUN¹
¸JVVS¹ HUK ¸H^LZVTL¹>OLU HY[ PZ HU VWLULUKLK
WYVJLZZ[OLV\[JVTLVM^OPJOPZ\URUV^UP[HYV\ZLZ
J\YPVZP[`L_JP[LTLU[HUKWYPKLPUJYLH[PUNZVTL[OPUN
WLYZVUHSH\[OLU[PJHUKVYPNPUHS

^P[OHY[IHJRNYV\UK^OVNP]LZH[V[HSVMTPUZ
>OLUHY[SLZZVUZKVUV[PU]VS]L[OLJYLH[P]LPTHNPUH[PVU MVY[OL]HYPV\ZHY[Z[YHUKZPU[LNYH[LZHY[PU[VZL]LYHS
HY[TH`KL]VS]LPU[VJYHM[HJ[P]P[PLZVU[OL[OLTLZVM V[OLY WYVNYHT HYLHZ HUK H NYHKL  [LHJOLY ^P[O
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;HRPUNNYV\WZ(HUK)[VNL[OLY^LZLL[OH[ULHYS`
HSS[OL[LHJOLYZ^V\SKSPRL[VPUJS\KLTVYLHY[PU[OLPY
[PTL[HISLZHUKHJJVYKPUN[V8\LZ[PVUTVZ[^V\SK
SPRL [V H[[LUK HU ,*0+ ^VYRZOVW VY OH]L HSYLHK`
KVUL ZV ;OLZL [LHJOLYZ L]PKLU[S` YLNHYK [OL ,*0+
HZ HU LMMLJ[P]L WYVNYHT ^OL[OLY VY UV[ [OL` OH]L >OLU [LHJOLYZ JVTL [V [OL ,*0+ MVY [OL ÄYZ[ [PTL
IHJRNYV\UKPUHY[
[OL`ZVTL[PTLZOH]LKPMÄJ\S[`PUSL[[PUNNV[OLULLK
[VJVU[YVS^OH[PZOHWWLUPUN6UJL[OL`ZLL[OH[[OL
;OL [PTL [OH[ [LHJOLYZ NP]L MVY HY[ ZOV^Z LUVYTV\Z MYHTL^VYRVM[OLWYVJLZZOHZILLUÄYTS`LZ[HISPZOLK
KPZWHYP[PLZ º(Y[» OLYL ZPNUPÄLZ ºÄUL» VY º]PZ\HS HY[» [OL`SLHYU[VNV^P[O[OLÅV^:VTL[LHJOLYZJVUMLZZ
HUKºHY[HJ[P]P[PLZ»TH`PUJS\KLPU[LNYH[PVUVMHY[^P[O [OH[[OLÄYZ[[PTL[OL`JHTL[OL`^LYLHU_PV\ZHIV\[
V[OLY Z\IQLJ[Z(Z ^L ^V\SK L_WLJ[ [OVZL [LHJOLYZ OH]PUN[VTHRLHY[HSVUN^P[O[OLPYZ[\KLU[Z)\[HZ
^P[OHY[IHJRNYV\UKNP]LT\JOTVYL[PTL[VHY[[OHU ZVVUHZ[OL`SL[[OLPTHNPUH[PVUOH]LMYLLYLPU[OL`
[OVZL^P[OV\[([LHJOLY^P[OHY[IHJRNYV\UKMYVTH YLSH_HUKNL[PU]VS]LKPU[OLJYLH[P]LWYVJLZZ>OLU
ZJOVVSPUHUHMÅ\LU[ULPNOIV\YOVVKNP]LZOV\YZ ÄYZ[[PTL[LHJOLYZJVU[PU\L[VJOLJR[OH[Z[\KLU[ZHYL
VM HY[ HJ[P]P[PLZ WLY J`JSL ^OPSL [LHJOLYZ ^P[OV\[ MVSSV^PUN PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ H MHJPSP[H[VY NLU[S` YLTPUKZ
HY[ IHJRNYV\UK PU SLZZ HMÅ\LU[ HUK \UKLYYLZV\YJLK [OLT [OH[ P[ PZ 62 [V NP]L JVU[YVS V]LY [V [OL Z[HMM
HYLHZNP]LMYVT[VTPU\[LZ^P[OHUH]LYHNL HUK Q\Z[ LUQV` [OL WYVNYHT HZ PM [OL` ^LYL VUL VM
VMTPUZWLYJ`JSL;O\Z[OLYLHYLZ[HYRKPMMLYLUJLZ [OLZ[\KLU[Z([SLHZ[\U[PS[OLS\UJOWLYPVK^OLU[OL
IL[^LLUVULZJOVVSHUKHUV[OLYHUKL]LUIL[^LLU [LHJOLYULLKZ[VILPUJOHYNL
JSHZZYVVTZH[[OLZHTLNYHKLSL]LS^P[OPU[OLZHTL
ZJOVVS6ULNYHKLTH`NL[TPUZ^OPSLHUV[OLY -PN\YL;LHJOLY8\LZ[PVUUHPYL8\LZ[PVU¸)HZLKVU
NYHKLTH`NL[TPUZWLYJ`JSL;OL[PTLHSSV[[LK [OLLMMLJ[ZVM[OL,*0+WYVNYHT^V\SK`V\^PZO[VZWLUK
ZH`ZUV[OPUNHIV\[^OH[[OLHY[HJ[P]P[PLZJVUZPZ[VM TVYL[PTLVUHY[HJ[P]P[PLZ&0MZVOV^^V\SK`V\KVP[&¹
*H[LNVYPaLKYLZWVUZLZU$ 
)\[^LKVVIZLY]L[OH[[LHJOLYZ^OVOH]LILLU[V[OL
,*0+TVYL[OHUVUJL[LUK[VPUJYLHZL[OL[PTL[OL`
(@LZ0U[LNYH[L^P[OV[OLYZ\IQLJ[HYLHZ

NP]LMVYHY[
)@LZ+L]LSVWPTHNPUH[PVUJYLH[P]P[`

(Y[ ZWLJPHSPZ[Z THRL H KYHTH[PJ KPMMLYLUJL [V [OL YLÅLJ[PVUPU[LYWYL[H[PVUVMHY[^VYR
J\S[\YLVMHZJOVVS;OLHY[[LHJOLYVMHQ\UPVYTPKKSL *5VHUZ^LY

ZJOVVSNP]LZTPU\[LZ[^VTPU\[LWLYPVKZWLY
ZP_KH` J`JSL [V HSS JSHZZLZ MYVT NYHKLZ  [V ;OL 8\LZ[PVUHZRZ^OL[OLYIHZLKVU[OLPYL_WLYPLUJL
OVTLYVVT [LHJOLYZ VM [OVZL JSHZZLZ ZH` [OH[ [OL` VM[OL,*0+[LHJOLYZ^V\SKSPRL[VZWLUKTVYL[PTL
WYV]PKL HKKP[PVUHS HY[ HJ[P]P[PLZ VM MYVT  [V  VUHY[HJ[P]P[PLZHUKPMZVOV^[OL`^V\SKKVP[-PN\YL
TPU\[LZH]LYHNLTPUZWLYJ`JSL;OLHY[[LHJOLY ;OL` MHSS PU[V [^V THPU JH[LNVYPLZ! [OVZL ^OV
VYNHUPaLZH¸*LSLIYH[PVUVM[OL(Y[Z¹LHJOZWYPUNPU ^V\SK PU[LNYH[L HY[ ^P[O V[OLY Z\IQLJ[Z (  
^OPJO HY[^VYRZ MYVT HSS OLY JSHZZLZ HYL KPZWSH`LK HUK[OVZL^OV^V\SKMVJ\ZVUHY[[OLPTHNPUH[PVU
[VNL[OLY ^P[O WPJ[\YLZ MYVT [OL ,*0+ WYVNYHTZ 0U HUK[OLJYLH[P]LWYVJLZZ) ;OLSHYNLYNYV\W
HKKP[PVU[OLYLHYLWLYMVYTHUJLZVMT\ZPJKHUJLHUK TVZ[S`TLU[PVUZPU[LNYH[PUNHY[^P[O3HUN\HNLHZ[OL`
KYHTH :L]LYHS O\UKYLK Z[\KLU[Z HUK [OLPY WHYLU[Z OH]LZLLUOV^LMMLJ[P]L[OL,*0+PZPULUJV\YHNPUN
H[[LUK[OLZLWVW\SHYL]LU[Z
^YP[[LU HUK VYHS JVTT\UPJH[PVU( NYHKL  [LHJOLY

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

(IV\[VULOHSMVM[OL[LHJOLYZ)WS\Z*ZH`[OL`OH]L
[OLULJLZZHY`RUV^SLKNLZRPSSZULLKLK[V[LHJO]PZ\HS
HY[I\[[OPZW\[ZPUX\LZ[PVU^OH[[OL`\UKLYZ[HUKHZ
¸ULJLZZHY` RUV^SLKNLZRPSSZ¹ (JJVYKPUN [V 8\LZ[PVU
VUS` OH]LIHJRNYV\UKPUHY[

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`
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HY[ IHJRNYV\UK ZH`Z [OH[ ZOL PU[LNYH[LZ [OL HY[Z PU
3P[LYHJ` :VJPHS :[\KPLZ HUK 7O`ZPJHS ,K\JH[PVU (
NYHKL  [LHJOLY MYVT H ZLWHYH[L ZJOVVS NP]LZ 
TPUZ[VHY[HJ[P]P[PLZHUKPU[LNYH[LZHY[^P[O:JPLUJL
9LSPNPVUHUK/PZ[VY`(UKHNYHKL[LHJOLY^P[OUV
HY[IHJRNYV\UK^OVOHZILLU[V,*0+ZL]LYHS[PTLZ
^HU[Z [V THRL H TVYL JVUZJPV\Z LMMVY[ [V PU[LNYH[L
HY[ HZ T\JO HZ WVZZPISL I\[ ÄUKZ P[ KPMÄJ\S[ [V KV
ZV ( NYHKL  [LHJOLY ^OV OHZ ILLU [V [OL ,*0+
ZL]LYHS [PTLZ NP]LZ H [V[HS VM  TPUZ MVY [OL HY[Z
HUKZH`Z[OH[[VNP]LTVYL[PTLYLX\PYLZPU[LNYH[PVU
^P[OV[OLYZ\IQLJ[Z(NYHKL[LHJOLYJVTPUN[V[OL
,*0+MVY[OLÄYZ[[PTLZHPK[OH[OL^V\SKSPRL[VNP]L
TVYL[PTLI\[KVLZU»[RUV^OV^;OL,*0+Z\NNLZ[Z
WVZZPISL^H`ZMVYPU[LNYH[PUNHY[PUV[OLYZ\IQLJ[HYLHZ
I\[ML^OH]L[OLRUV^SLKNLHUKZRPSSZ[VMVSSV^\W
VU[OLPYNVVKPU[LU[PVUZ4;OL[LHJOLYZ^OV^V\SK
SPRL [V PUJYLHZL [PTL I` MVJ\ZPUN VU HY[ P[ZLSM THRL
PU[LYLZ[PUN Z\NNLZ[PVUZ ( NYHKL VUL [LHJOLY ^OV
NH]L VUS`  TPUZ [V HY[ HJ[P]P[PLZ ^V\SK PUJYLHZL
[OL[PTLI`SL[[PUNZ[\KLU[Z\ZL[OLPYPTHNPUH[PVUZ[V
JYLH[LHY[^VYR6ULNYHKL[LHJOLYZHPKZOL^V\SK
ZWLUK TVYL [PTL ¸L_WSVYPUN PUZ[LHK VM WYVK\JPUN¹
HUKHUV[OLY^V\SKTVKLSL_WLYPLUJLZVU[OL,*0+
( NYHKL  [LHJOLY ^OV UV[PJLK [OH[ [OL MHJPSP[H[VYZ
^LYL [HSRPUN HIV\[ HY[ PU H ZWLJPHS ^H` ZHPK ZOL
^V\SK \ZL ¸ZVTL VM [OL º^VUKLYM\S SHUN\HNL VM
HY[»¹6ULNYHKL[LHJOLY^V\SKZWLUK¸TVYL[PTL
TV[P]H[PUN T` Z[\KLU[Z [V \ZL [OLPY PTHNPUH[PVU¹
HUKHUV[OLY^YV[L[OH[ZOL^V\SK¸MVJ\ZVU[LHJOPUN
JYLH[P]L JVUJLW[Z YH[OLY [OHU OH]L ZWLJPÄJ [HZRZ
^OLYL Z[\KLU[Z JYLH[L [OL ZHTL [OPUN¹ ( NYHKL 
[LHJOLY^V\SK¸PUJVYWVYH[LHSV[TVYLVWLUHJ[P]P[PLZ
[OH[ HSSV^ [OL Z[\KLU[Z [V \ZL [OLPY PTHNPUH[PVU¹
(UV[OLY ÄM[O NYHKL [LHJOLY Z\NNLZ[LK L_WSVYPUN [OL
\ZLVMWPJ[\YLZHUKKYH^PUNZHZ¸HUHS[LYUH[LTL[OVK
VM JVTT\UPJH[PVU¹;OLZL [LHJOLYZ \UKLYZ[HUK [OH[
HY[ PU]VS]LZ H ZWLJPHS TVKL VM [OPURPUN PU [LYTZ VM
PTHNLZZ`TIVSZHUKMLLSPUNZ
;LHJOLYZHWWYLJPH[L[OH[PU[LYWYL[H[PVUPZWHY[VM[OL
JYLH[P]L WYVJLZZ HUK [OH[ PU[LYWYL[H[PVUZ HYL OPNOS`
PUKP]PK\HS


:\JO WYVNYHTZ HZ 3LHYUPUN ;OYV\NO [OL
(Y[Z ^^^S[[HJVT HUK 3P[LYHJ` ;OYV\NO +YHTH
^^^SP[LYHJ`[OYV\NOKYHTHVYN WYV]PKL L_JLSSLU[ SLZZVU
WSHUZMVYPU[LNYH[PVU

;LHJOLYZHYLPTWYLZZLKI`OV^MVJ\ZLKHUKLUNHNLK
JOPSKYLUHYL^OLU[OL`KL]PZL[OLPYV^UZVS\[PVUZ[V
HWYVISLTYH[OLY[OHUMVSSV^PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ[OH[KLÄUL
L]LY` Z[LW VM [OL WYVQLJ[;OL` KPZJV]LY [OH[ [LSSPUN
Z[\KLU[ZUV[[VILHMYHPK[VTHRLTPZ[HRLZLUJV\YHNLZ
[OLT [V [OPUR V\[ZPKL [OL IV_ ;LHJOLYZ UV[L [OH[
[OPZ PZ HZ ]HS\HISL MVY [OL NPM[LK WLYMLJ[PVUPZ[ HZ MVY
[OVZL^OVZ[Y\NNSLHJHKLTPJHSS`;OL`VIZLY]L[OH[
[OLJVUÄKLUJL[OH[YLZ\S[ZMYVT[OLJYLH[P]LWYVJLZZ
JHYYPLZV]LYMYVTHY[PU[VV[OLYZ\IQLJ[Z
)LMVYL[OL,*0+UPULV\[VM[LU[LHJOLYZ^V\SKSPRL
[V KV TVYL HY[ I\[ HYL \UHISL [V MVY VUL YLHZVU VY
HUV[OLY-PN\YL^OLYLHZHM[LY[OLWYVNYHTUPUL
V\[[LU^V\SKSPRL[VNP]LTVYL[PTLMVYHY[HJ[P]P[PLZ
-PN\YL  ( NYHKL  [LHJOLY ^YV[L! ¸0 KVU»[ MLLS
[OH[T`SHJRVMZRPSSZPUHY[ZOV\SKZ[VWTLMYVTKVPUN
HY[ SLZZVUZ¹ (UK H NYHKL  [LHJOLY ZHPK! ¸B0D MLLS
TVYLJVUÄKLU[HIV\[T`V^UHIPSP[`[VMHJPSP[H[LHY[
L_WLYPLUJLZ HUK KPZJ\ZZPVU HM[LY ZLLPUN P[ TVKLSLK
ZVILH\[PM\SS`[VKH`¹;O\Z[OL,*0+NYLH[S`PUJYLHZLZ
JVUÄKLUJLPUHUKTV[P]H[PVUMVY[LHJOPUNHY[
-PN\YL;LHJOLY8\LZ[PVUUHPYL8\LZ[PVU¸0U^OPJO
VM[OLMVSSV^PUNHYLHZKV`V\ZLLHWVZP[P]LJOHUNLPU
`V\YZ[\KLU[ZHZHYLZ\S[VM[OL,*0+WYVNYHT&7SLHZL
JPYJSLHU`[OH[HWWS`¹U$ 
+LZPYL[VLUNHNLPUHY[



<ZLVM[OLJYLH[P]LPTHNPUH[PVU



*VUÄKLUJLHUKZLSMLZ[LLT



(IPSP[`[VWH`H[[LU[PVU



:VJPHSZRPSSZ



,TWH[O`



8\LZ[PVUHZRZ[LHJOLYZ[VJOLJRVMMHYLHZPU^OPJO
[OL`ZLLWVZP[P]LJOHUNLZPU[OLZ[\KLU[Z-PN\YL
5LHYS`HSS[LHJOLYZ  VIZLY]LNYLH[LY\ZLVM[OL
JYLH[P]LPTHNPUH[PVUHUKTVYL[OHULPNO[V\[VM[LUZLL
LUOHUJLKPU[LYLZ[PUHY[HUKPUJYLHZLKJVUÄKLUJLHUK
ZLSMLZ[LLT)`NP]PUNZ[\KLU[ZMYLLKVT[VJVTWSL[L
[OLPYWPJ[\YLZPU[OLPYV^U^H`[OLWYVNYHT[Y\Z[Z[OH[
LHJOZ[\KLU[»ZPU[\P[P]LZLUZLVMMVYT^PSSWYVK\JLH
WPJ[\YL^P[OVYPNPUHSP[`PU[LUZP[`HUKWV^LY;OLYVSL
VM[OLPU[LYWYL[H[PVUWYVJLZZPZ[OLU[VOLSWKPZJV]LY
[OLPTHNLZMLLSPUNZHUKTLHUPUNZ[OH[[OLWPJ[\YLZ
JVU]L`+PZJV]LYPUN[OH[[OLPYWPJ[\YLZHYL\UPX\LPU
MVYT MLLSPUN HUK TLHUPUN IVVZ[Z [OLPY JVUÄKLUJL
HUKWYPKLPU[OLPYHY[PZ[PJLMMVY[Z

;LHJOLY9LÅLJ[PVUZ
;OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYLPU]P[LZ[LHJOLYZ[VJVTTLU[VU[OL
]HYPV\Z LSLTLU[Z VM [OL WYVNYHT! [OL MHJPSP[H[VYZ [OL
MHJPSP[`[OL^HYT\WHJ[P]P[`[OL]PZPVUPUNL_LYJPZL[OL
WPJ[\YLTHRPUN[OLKPZJ\ZZPVUNYV\WZ[OLHY[TH[LYPHSZ
HUK [OL JVZ[ ( ML^ Z\NNLZ[ PTWYV]LTLU[Z I\[ TVZ[
VMMLYWVZP[P]LJVTTLU[ZVUHZWLJ[ZVM[OLWYVNYHT

=PZPVUPUN ,_LYJPZL;OL L_LYJPZL YLSH_LZ [OL TPUK HUK
IVK` PU WYLWHYH[PVU MVY [OL HY[ THRPUN! ¸H ^VUKLYM\S
PU[YVK\J[VY`HJ[P]P[`¹NYHKL"P[NP]LZZ[\KLU[Z¸HX\PL[
H[TVZWOLYL[VYLHSS`[HWPU[V[OLPYPTHNPUH[PVUZ¹NYHKL
0[MVJ\ZLZ[OLH[[LU[PVU!¸;OLN\PKLKVIZLY]H[PVUVM
HUHY[PZ[»Z^VYR^HZH^LZVTL;OLZ[\KLU[ZHYLJHWHISL
VMZP[[PUNZ[PSSMVYL_[LUKLKWLYPVKZHUKYLÅLJ[PUNVU^OH[
[OL`ZLL¹NYHKL6UHJ[P]H[PUN[OLPTHNPUH[PVU!¸(Z
[LHJOLYZ^LZVTL[PTLZMVYNL[[OH[[OLHY[ZHYLHSSHIV\[
\ZPUN V\Y PTHNPUH[PVU¹ NYHKL " ¸B;OL PTHNPUH[PVUD
[HRLZZ[\KLU[Z[VHKPMMLYLU[WSHJL¹NYHKL6U\ZPUN
[OL ^VYR VM WYVMLZZPVUHS HY[PZ[Z HZ H ¸ZWYPUNIVHYK MVY
[OLPTHNPUH[PVU¹NYHKL(NYHKL[LHJOLYZHPK[OL
]PZPVUPUN L_LYJPZL ^HZ ¸H IP[ Z[YHUNL [V ILNPU ^P[O¹
I\[^HZPTWYLZZLKI`[OLYLZ\S[Z!¸5V[L]LY`VULMLLSZ
JVTMVY[HISLI\[P[KVLZSVVZLU\Z\W¹NYHKL(UHY[
ZWLJPHSPZ[SPRLK¸[OLHY[TLKP[H[PVU¹

:[\KLU[Z^P[OSLHYUPUNHUKILOH]PVYHSWYVISLTZHSZV
OH]LZ\JJLZZ(NYHKL[LHJOLY^YV[L[OH[ZOL^HZ
Z\YWYPZLK OV^ ^LSS [OL Z[\KLU[Z ^P[O ILOH]PVYHS
PZZ\LZ ^LYL HISL [V JVUJLU[YH[L( NYHKL  [LHJOLY
^YV[L[OH[P[^HZ¸L_JLSSLU[MVY3+Z[\KLU[Z^P[O(++
VYHU_PL[`¹HUKH:WLJPHS,K[LHJOLY^P[OHNYHKL
JSHZZ^YV[L!¸>LZH^Z[\KLU[Z[OH[UVYTHSS`KVUV[
WHY[PJPWH[LPUJSHZZILPUNHJ[P]LPUKPZJ\ZZPVUZ[VKH`¹
(NYHKL[LHJOLYYLTHYRLK[OH[HZ[\KLU[^OV^HZ
HJHKLTPJHSS` H[ H NYHKL  SL]LS Z\YWYPZLK OPT I`
HZRPUN NVVK X\LZ[PVUZ K\YPUN [OL (Y[PZ[Z :OV^ HUK
;LSS(ZOVY[LY]LYZPVUVM[OL,*0+PZNP]LU[VJOPSKYLU
^P[OSLHYUPUNJOHSSLUNLZPU/VTL:JOVVS7YVNYHTZ
([VULZ\JOWYVNYHT[OL:WLJPHS,K\JH[PVU[LHJOLY
YLWVY[LKHUL_[YHVYKPUHY`IYLHR[OYV\NOPU[OLHY[^VYR 7PJ[\YL4HRPUN 6U [OL YLSH_LK H[TVZWOLYL [OL JSLHY
PUZ[Y\J[PVUZMVYILNPUUPUN[OLWPJ[\YLZHUK[OLVWLULUKLK
VMHIV`^P[OZL]LYLILOH]PVYHSPZZ\LZ
WYVJLZZ!¸0^PSS\ZLHSV[VM[OLPKLHZMYVT[OLN\PKPUN[HSR
5LHYS`OHSM[OL[LHJOLYZVIZLY]LWVZP[P]LJOHUNLZPU WYV]PKLK K\YPUN [OL HY[ JYLH[PVU WYVJLZZ¹ NYHKL " ¸0[
ZVJPHSZRPSSZHUKLTWH[O`;OPZYLZ\S[ZMYVTKPZJ\ZZPVU YLHSS`OLSWLK[OVZL^OVULLKLKPKLHZI\[^HZVWLULUKLK
NYV\WZ [OH[ LUJV\YHNL ZOHYPUN VM WLYZVUHS [OV\NO[Z LUV\NO [V HSSV^ MVY [OLPY V^U JYLH[P]P[`¹ NYHKL " [OL
HUK MLLSPUNZ PU H YLZWLJ[M\S T\[\HSS` Z\WWVY[P]L HY[THRPUNPZ¸[V[HSS`VWLUZV[OH[L]LY`VULJHUZ\JJLLK¹
UVUJVTWL[P[P]L THUULY ;LHJOLYZ YLTHYR [OH[ NYHKL(NYHKL[LHJOLYUV[LK[OH[Z[\KLU[Z^LYLHISL
HM[LY [OL WYVNYHT [OLPY JSHZZLZ ZLLT TVYL MYPLUKS` [VJYLH[L[OLPYV^U¸THZ[LYWPLJLZTHRPUNP[TVYLWLYZVUHS
ZV [OLPY VWPUPVUZ ÅV^LK¹ 6U [OL ILULÄ[ VM UV[ [HSRPUN
YLSH_LK HUK JVOLZP]L ( NYHKL ZP_ [LHJOLY ^YV[L!
HIV\[[OLWYPUJPWSLZVMKLZPNUHOLHKVM[PTLI\[PUMLYYPUN
¸:[\KLU[Z HUK [LHJOLY HM[LY L_WLYPLUJPUN [OL ,*0+
[OLT MYVT [OL WPJ[\YLZ! ¸0UZ[Y\J[PVU PZ UV[ ZWLJPÄJ [O\Z
NV IHJR [V ZJOVVS HUK L]LY`KH` SPML YL[HPUPUN HU
HSSV^PUNZ[\KLU[[VZLL[OLWYPUJPWSLZVMKLZPNUHM[LY^HYK
\UZWVRLUJVUULJ[PVUVUHKLLWLYSL]LSHSTVZ[HZPM [OYV\NO [OLPY V^U HY[¹ NYHKL " [OL ¸ÅL_PISL HWWYVHJO¹
VUHZV\SM\SSL]LS.YLH[LYYLZWLJ[MVYLHJOV[OLYHUK [H\NO[[OH[[OLYLPZUV¸YPNO[^H`¹[VTHRLHY[I\[[VQ\Z[SL[
[OLPY]\SULYHIPSP[`=;Y\Z[¹
NVHUKL_WSVYLHUK¸SL[[OLOHUKZHUKPTHNPUH[PVUJYLH[L
^P[OV\[ULJLZZHYPS`HW\YWVZL¹NYHKL(NYHKL[LHJOLY
VIZLY]LK [OH[ Z[\KLU[Z ^OV KPK UV[ LUQV` HY[ H[ ZJOVVS

;OLZ[HMMVM,*0+MHJPSP[H[VYZPUJS\KLZMV\YX\HSPÄLK
JYLH[LK¸^VUKLYM\SWV^LYM\SWPLJLZ¹(UKHNYHKL[LHJOLY
HY[[OLYHWPZ[Z.
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>HYT\W (J[P]P[` (U L_JLSSLU[ WYLWHYH[PVU HUK
PUZWPYH[PVU MVY [OL HY[ HJ[P]P[PLZ [OH[ MVSSV^" Z[\KLU[Z
ULLKHUKLUQV`IVK`TV]LTLU["[OLL_LYJPZLZHYLNYLH[
MVYKLTVUZ[YH[PUN[OLHY[LSLTLU[ZVMSPULZOHWLHUK
JVSV\Y(NYHKL[LHJOLY^YV[L[OH[[OL^HYT\W¸NL[Z
\Z [OPURPUN PTTLKPH[LS` 0JLIYLHRPUN 3L[Z \Z ILJVTL
JVTMVY[HISLX\PJRS`¹

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

([[LU[PVU PZ VM[LU ZHPK [V IL [OL TVZ[ WYLJPV\Z
JVTTVKP[` PU [OL JSHZZYVVT ;OL Z[\KLU[Z ZP[ PU
ZPSLUJLK\YPUN[OL]PZPVUPUNL_LYJPZLTPU\[LZ
^VYRPUKLWLUKLU[S`^OPSLWPJ[\YLTHRPUNTPUZ
[OLUZP[PUZTHSSNYV\WZ[VKPZJ\ZZ[OLPYWPJ[\YLZ
TPUZ(M[LY[OLS\UJOWLYPVK^OPJO]HYPLZMYVT
[VTPU\[LZKLWLUKPUNVU[OLHNLSL]LSMHJPSP[H[VYZ
KPZJ\ZZ[OLPYHY[^VYRTPUZ;OLU[OLYLPZHUV[OLY
J`JSLVMTHRPUNHUKPU[LYWYL[PUNWPJ[\YLZTPUZ
HUK ÄSSPUN V\[ X\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ  TPUZ )` [OL
LUKVM[OLKH`[OLZ[\KLU[ZOH]LILLUMVJ\ZLKHUK
H[[LU[P]LMVY\W[V[^VHUKHOHSMOV\YZTPU\[LZ
^VYRPUNVU[OLPYV^UHUKTPU\[LZPUKPZJ\ZZPVU
NYV\WZ HUK `L[ [OL` SLH]L [OL HY[ JLU[YL I\IISPUN
^P[OLULYN`,UNHNPUN[OLJYLH[P]LWYVJLZZ[HWZPU[V
WV^LYM\S LULYNPLZ [OH[ THUPMLZ[ HZ TV[P]H[PVU HUK
LU[O\ZPHZTMVY[OL[HZRH[OHUK

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

YLTHYRLK[OH[[OLWYVJLZZHSSV^LKZ[\KLU[Z[OLMYLLKVT[V
[HRLYPZRZHUKL_WSVYL!¸6WLUTPUKLKULZZ4VYLMYLLKVT
MVYT`Z[\KLU[Z[VYLHJOM\Y[OLYV\[VM[OLIV_^P[O[OLPY
[OPURPUN B0[D TV[P]H[LK Z[\KLU[Z [V [HRL JOHUJLZ L_WSVYL
[OLPYJYLH[P]P[`¹(:WLJPHS,K;LHJOLY]HS\LK[OL¸YLSH_LK
MLLSPUNHUKNP]PUNZ[\KLU[Z[PTL[VQ\Z[L_WLYPTLU[¹
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>YP[PUN (M[LY KYH^PUN MVY  TPU\[LZ [OL Z[\KLU[Z
[\YU[OLWHWLYV]LYHUK^YP[LHIV\[[OLKYH^PUNVU[OL
IHJR;OLJYLH[P]LPTHNPUH[PVU^OPJOPZLUNHNLKK\YPUN
[OLKYH^PUNJHYYPLZV]LY[V[OL[HZRVM^YP[PUN;LHJOLYZ
HYL ]LY` PTWYLZZLK I` OV^ L_WYLZZP]LS` HUK MYLLS` [OLPY
Z[\KLU[Z ^YP[L HIV\[ [OL WPJ[\YLZ ;OL` VIZLY]L [OH[
¸YLS\J[HU[¹^YP[LYZ^YP[LMHYTVYLYLHKPS`PU[OL,*0+[OHU
H[ZJOVVS.YHKL[LHJOLYZ^YV[L!¸:[\KLU[ZPUJVYWVYH[LK
SHUN\HNLHUK^YP[PUN[VJVUULJ[^VYKZHUKPTHNLZ¹HUK
¸:[\KLU[ZSVVR^P[OPU[OLTZLS]LZHUKL_WYLZZ^P[O^VYKZ
^OH[[OL`MLS[H[[OLTVTLU[VMHY[PZ[PJKPZJV]LY`¹6U[OL
PU[LNYH[PVUVMHY[^P[OSHUN\HNL!¸0^PSSJVU[PU\L[VL_[LUK
^OH[^LOH]LKVULOLYL[VKH`I`OH]PUN[OLZ[\KLU[Z^YP[L
Z[VYPLZ WVLTZ ZVUNZ ZJYPW[Z L[J HIV\[ [OLPY HY[^VYR¹
NYHKL;LHJOLYZ^OVNP]LMVSSV^\W^YP[PUNWYVQLJ[ZZH`
[OH[[OLZ[\KLU[ZNL[IHJRPU[V[OLPTHNPUH[P]LZ[H[LHUK
^YP[LJVWPV\ZS`HIV\[[OLPYWPJ[\YLZ
0U[LYWYL[H[PVU ;OL KPZJ\ZZPVU NYV\WZ KYH^ TVYL
JVTTLU[Z [OHU [OL V[OLY LSLTLU[Z HZ [LHJOLYZ HYL
PTWYLZZLK I` OV^ [OL` LUJV\YHNL YLZWLJ[M\S ZOHYPUN
HUK VYHS JVTT\UPJH[PVU >OLU [OL Z[\KLU[Z MVYT PU[V
NYV\WZ[OL`HYLPTTLYZLKPU[OLPTHNPUH[P]LL_WLYPLUJL
VMKYH^PUNHUK^YP[PUNHUKHYLRLLU[VZOHYL[OV\NO[ZHUK
MLLSPUNZHIV\[[OLPYWPJ[\YLZ;OLZTHSSNYV\WZLUJV\YHNL
PU[PTHJ`HUK[OLMHJPSP[H[VYZHYLZRPSSLKH[LUNHNPUNL]LU
[OL TVZ[ ZO` HUK YL[PJLU[ Z[\KLU[Z ( NYHKL  [LHJOLY
UV[LK[OH[ZOHYPUNPUZTHSSNYV\WZPZSLZZPU[PTPKH[PUN[OHU
PU[OLJSHZZHZH^OVSLHUKZ[\KLU[ZJHU¸MVJ\ZHUKZOHYL
PU UVU[OYLH[LUPUN ^H`Z¹ ;OL KPZJ\ZZPVUZ IYPUN \W ¸H
^PKLYHUNLVMJYLH[P]LYLZWVUZLZ[VHY[¹NYHKLHUKHYL
¸PTWVY[HU[[V[OLJOPSK»ZZLSMLZ[LLT¹NYHKL+PZJ\ZZPUN
WPJ[\YLZ Z[PT\SH[LZ L_WYLZZP]L SHUN\HNL HUK YLZWLJ[ MVY
KPMMLYLU[ WLYZWLJ[P]LZ! ¸;HSRPUN HIV\[ HY[ HUK L_WYLZZPUN
^OH[ P[ ºJVU[HPULK» ^HZ [OLYHWL\[PJ 0U]HS\HISL·ZLLPUN
LHJOV[OLYZ»^VYRHUKOV^^LLHJOZLLKPMMLYLU[[OPUNZ¹
NYHKL(NYHKL[LHJOLYSPRLK¸[OLHIPSP[`[VJYP[PX\L
HY[HTVUNZ[WLLYZ·ZOHYPUNHY[PKLHZ^P[OLHJOV[OLY¹;OL
Z[\KLU[Z ZH` [OPUNZ HIV\[ [OLTZLS]LZ PU [OL PU[PTHJ` VM
[OL ZTHSS NYV\WZ [OH[ [OL` KV UV[ ZOHYL H[ ZJOVVS;OL`
¸WYV]PKLNYLH[PUZPNO[MVYTLHUK[OLZ[\KLU[Z¹HUKHYL¸H
NYLH[VWWVY[\UP[`[VSLHYUMYVTLHJOV[OLY¹NYHKL

LUJV\YHNPUN [OV\NO[M\S JVTTLU[Z¹ ;OVZL ^OV
Z[Y\NNSL HJHKLTPJHSS` OH]L H JOHUJL [V ZOPUL HUK IL
HWWYLJPH[LK MVY [OLPY [HSLU[Z 6U [OL JYP[PJHS HUHS`ZPZ
VM HY[! ¸B;OL`D SLHYULK [V JYP[PX\LHUHS`aL V^UV[OLYZ»
^VYR PU BHUD HY[PZ[PJ THUULY¹ HUK OLSWLK [V HJOPL]L
L_WLJ[H[PVUZ^P[OYLZWLJ[[V¸JVTWYLOLUZPVUZRPSSZ¹HUK
¸PUMLYLUJPUN¹NYHKL(NYHKL[LHJOLYZHPK[OH[[OL
NYV\WZ^LYL¸NYLH[MVYKL]LSVWTLU[VMVYHSHUK]PZ\HS
JVTT\UPJH[PVU¹HUK^HZPTWYLZZLKI`[OL¸HIPSP[`[V
[HSR HIV\[ YLWYLZLU[H[PVU VM SPML HUK MLLSPUNZ [OYV\NO
HY[¹/LHWWYLJPH[LKOV^[OLHWWYVHJO[VPU[LYWYL[H[PVU
LUJV\YHNLK¸UVUSPULHYHIZ[YHJ[[OPURPUN¹
+PZJ\ZZPUN MLLSPUNZ LUJV\YHNLZ T\[\HSP[` HUK
YLJPWYVJP[`!¸HTHaLKOV^^LSS[OLJOPSKYLUL_WYLZZLK
LTV[PVUYLSH[PUNP[[V[OLWPJ[\YLZ¹NYHKL"[OLNYV\WZ
¸MVZ[LYLK Z[\KLU[ IVUKPUN HUK T\[\HS YLZWLJ[¹ NYHKL
" ¸UPJL JOHUJL [V WYHJ[PJL ZVJPHS ZRPSSZ    NYLH[ MVY
ZVJPHS NYV^[O LTWH[O` Z[YL[JOPUN [OL PTHNPUH[PVU
WVPU[ VM ]PL^    SV]LK [OL VWLUULZZ HUKJOHUJLMVY
RPKZ[VZOHYL[OLPY^VYR[OLZTHSSNYV\WZHSSV^MVY
PU[LYHJ[PVUVMHSS¹NYHKL
;LHJOLYZ KPZJV]LY [OH[ PM [OL` ZL[ [OL MYHTL^VYR VM H
WYVQLJ[ HUK SLH]L [OL V\[JVTL VWLULUKLK [OLU
Z[\KLU[Z L_LYJPZL [OLPY PTHNPUH[PVUZ HUK YLSLHZL [OLPY
JYLH[P]P[`( NYHKL  [LHJOLY ZHPK [OH[ ZOL PZ NLULYHSS`
]LY` Z[Y\J[\YLK HUK ^HZ HMYHPK [OH[ PM ZOL KPKU»[ NP]L
L_HTWSLZ VM [OL YLZ\S[Z [OL JOPSKYLU ^V\SK UV[ RUV^
^OH[ [V KV;OL ,*0+ ZOV^LK OLY OV^ [V V\[SPUL [OL
WYVQLJ[ [OLU NP]L [OL JOPSKYLU MYLLKVT [V ÄUK [OLPY
V^U ZVS\[PVUZ ;OPZ PUJYLHZLK [OLPY TV[P]H[PVU HUK
JVUÄKLUJLHUKZOLZH^ZPKLZVM[OLJOPSKYLU[OH[ZOL
OHK UV[ ZLLU ILMVYL -\Y[OLYTVYL [OL SV^ HJOPL]LYZ
^LYLHISL[VZOPUL

;OLYL PZ HU PTWVY[HU[ WSHJL PU [OL J\YYPJ\S\T MVY H
Z\IQLJ[ ^OLYL [OLYL HYL UV TPZ[HRLZ HUK [OH[ HSSV^Z
Z[\KLU[Z [V L_WYLZZ ^OH[L]LY PZ VU [OLPY OLHY[Z HUK
TPUKZ -VY H NYHKL  [LHJOLY ¸HY[ I\PSKZ JVUÄKLUJL
ILJH\ZL P[»Z JVTPUN MYVT ^P[OPU¹ :OL HWWYLJPH[LK
OV^ [OL ]PZPVUPUN L_LYJPZL OLSWZ Z[\KLU[Z MVJ\Z
LZWLJPHSS`[OVZL^P[OWYVISLTZVMH[[LU[PVUHUK[OH[[OL
PTHNPUH[PVU PZ JY\JPHS ^OLU HUHS`aPUN HUK JYP[PX\PUN
HY[ >OLU Z[\KLU[Z PU[LYWYL[ [OLPY V^U HY[^VYR [OL`
SLHYU[VHWWYLJPH[L[OL]HSPKP[`VMKPMMLYLU[WLYZWLJ[P]LZ
(UV[OLYNYHKL[LHJOLYZHPK[OH[HZHYLZ\S[VM[OL,*0+
ZOL UV SVUNLY NP]LZ L_HTWSLZ VM ^OH[ HU HY[ WYVQLJ[
ZOV\SKSVVRSPRL:OLMV\UK[OH[[OLJOPSKYLU»ZJYLH[P]P[`
PUJYLHZLKNYLH[S`^OLU[OL`^LYLMYLL[VJHYY`V\[[OL
>OPSL¸HWWYLJPH[PUN[OLPYV^U^VYRHUKPKLHZ¹Z[\KLU[Z WYVQLJ[PU[OLPYV^U^H`:OLOHKSLHYULK[V[Y\Z[[OL
KL]LSVW JVTT\UPJH[PVU ZRPSSZ ^P[O ¸TLHUPUNM\S JOPSKYLU»ZJYLH[P]LPTHNPUH[PVU

4.0 Students and the ECID

A. This picture makes me feel calm. The colours
I used were orange, red, brown and blue.
When the forest is silent it is calm,
B. The sun set. All looks so cool too.
When you see it is all different colours.

Before discussing the results in general, let us note
THERESPONSEOFAGRADETHREEBOY"OYMADEHISÚRST
drawing after looking at a landscape in the Gallery
(Figure 4.1A). On the back he listed the colours he
used and added that the forest scene was silent and
made him feel calm. On the feedback form he said
THATHISÚRSTDRAWINGWASSPECIALBECAUSEHETRIEDHIS
best. The creative process had evidently sparked his
motivation to do well. There is an increased focus
and intensity in his second drawing (Figure 4.1B).

$IFFERENTQUESTIONNAIREFORMATSWERETRIEDFORÚRST AND
SECOND GRADERSBUTWERENOTSUFÚCIENTLYRELIABLE)NSTEAD WHILE
the children sit in the studio having Freezies, a guide circulates
with a portable microphone asking what they learned about art
and the imagination.

Boy 1 wrote on the feedback form that the second
drawing was special because he thought about
what he was going to do and then tried out his idea
(Appendix D4.1). This suggests that he was aware
OF HAVING REÛECTED BEFORE PROCEEDING TO MAKE THE
drawing and was conscious of the difference between
directed thinking and the creative imagination.
He also said that he learned that you can do anything
with your imagination, that if you mess up you can
make something else of it, and that he can be anything
if he puts his mind to it. The afternoon drawing
CONÚRMSTHATHETRUSTEDHISIMAGINATIONANDRISKED
nMESSING UPo!S A RESULT  HE GAINED CONÚDENCE IN
his creative potential. The radiant sun mirrors his
INCREASED CONÚDENCE  AND THE MULTI COLOURED SEA
CREATURESSYMBOLIZETHEINÛUXOFFEELINGSANDENERGIES
from deep in the personality.
Figure 4.2 Student Questionnaire, Question 3.
“What do you like about the program?”
Categorized responses.
2008-2009, Grades 3-8, Boys 52%, Girls 48% (n=401)
4A. I like to see/make art.

55%

4B. Generally favorable comments.

14%

4C. I like everything.

8%

4D. I like learning about art, creativity, and 8%
SPECIÚCTECHNIQUES
4E. I like to show and talk about the art we 7%
made.
4F. I like that we are free to draw whatever we 6%
want.
4G. I like nothing. (.005%), No answer (2%)

2%
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Figure 4.1A/B Boy 1, Grade 3

4HE SUN  WHICH WAS A PLAIN ORANGE DISC IN THE ÚRST
drawing, is now blazing with radiant energy and
ÚLLS THE UPPER HALF OF THE PAGE )NSTEAD OF THE CALM
landscape, the sea is alive with swimming creatures.
He thought the second picture looked “cool,” meaning
he really admired it, because it had so many different
colours. The program emphasizes the association
between colours and feelings, so that there is a
direct relation between the variety and intensity of
colours and the variety and intensity of feelings. The
switch from a landscape to a seascape is typical of
the reversals that occur between the morning and
afternoon drawings.

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

3TUDENTS IN GRADE  TO GRADE  ÚLL OUT THE
Questionnaire shown in Appendix B.1 The form has
provided data for two assessments (Gee, 2006; C.
Clarkson, 2008) and tabulations (Wittmann, 2009,
2010) that monitor the effectiveness of the program.
The 2006 assessment recommended that more
should be done to address the needs of boys (Gee,
2006, 23). This resulted in the addition of the warmup activity, having cookies after the morning picturemaking, and adding soundscapes, dramatization,
and storytelling to the discussion groups. There was
a marked increase in the approval of the program.
A measure of the increase is the last question on
the feedback form: “Would you like to do more arts
and crafts?” In 2006, 76% of the students (n=284)
ANSWERED IN THE AFÚRMATIVE 'EE      WHILE
THREEYEARSLATERTHEAFÚRMATIVEANSWERSINCREASEDTO
94% of the girls (n=192) and 89% of the boys (n=209)
(Wittmann, 2009).

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`
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The third question asks what they like about the
program (Figure 4.2). 98% of the students from
September 2008 to June 2009 approved of the
program. More than half said that they liked looking
at art or making art, and another 14% made generally
favourable comments: “The program has nice people
and is very fun”; “It is fun energetic and joyful.” A
grade 4 girl went into detail about the staff: “The nice
staff that don’t act like robots programmed to be nice
but they were nice, just not like robots.” 8% liked
everything, and another 8% named techniques and
skills that they learned: “It helps kids learn what art
is about”; “We learn different ways to think of ideas
and start our picture.” 7% mentioned discussing their
artwork: “We got to tell stories about our pictures”;
“I liked that even if I didn’t like my picture, my group
and [the guide] made me feel good about it.” Another
group (6%) emphasized the freedom to draw what
they wanted: “I liked the fact that you are able to
express yourself without being laughed at or teased”;
“I loved just using my imagination and doing whatever
I wanted.”
Figure 4.3 Student Questionnaire, Question 4.
“What do you not like about the program?”
Categorized responses. 2008-2009, Grades 3-8 (n=401)
5A. There is nothing I don’t like.

55%

"3PECIÚCCONSTRAINTSOFTHEPROGRAM

26%

5C. Incidental/peripheral remarks.

4%

5D. I don’t like getting dirty.

2%

5E. I don’t like sharing with others.

2%

5F. It’s kind of boring.

1%

5G. I don’t like making art.

1%

5H. No answer.

9%

Question 4 asks what they do not like about the
program (Figure 4.3). 55% said that there’s nothing
they didn’t like, while some had complaints, such as,
there’s only one recess, the lunch area is too small,
and discussions are too long. 6% said that there’s
too much sitting and that they didn’t like the “art
meditation.” However, some said that what they didn’t
like was the program was too short, that they would
like to use paints as well as pastels, and they wished
to make three pictures. A grade 3 boy wrote, “I don’t
like this program because we have to leave.”

Figure 4.4 Student Questionnaire, Question 5.
“What did you learn about your imagination?”
Categorized responses. 2008-2009, Grades 3-8 (n=401)
6A. I have an imagination.

44%

6B. Imagination helps make art.

30%

6C. Generally positive statements.

11%

6D. It makes me feel unique.

5%

6E. Nothing (4%), No answer (5%).

9%

Question 5 asks what they learned about the
imagination (Figure 4.4). Nearly one half said that they
learned that the imagination is a powerful part of their
minds, that it is huge, and limitless, and that it provides
access to a unique and wonderful inner world.2 30%
said that the imagination is essential for making art:
“You can draw anything with your imagination”; “Art
is imagination.” They note that the imagination gives
access to their feelings: “I can express more emotion
in my pictures if I put my imagination in it.” A crucial
discovery is that the imagination is autonomous and
independent of directed thinking: “[The imagination]
is very smart and has a life of its own”; “it has a mind
of its own”; “your imagination is the one that controls
the painting.” The differences among the pictures leads
to the conclusion that everyone’s imagination is unique
and valuable: “No one has a better imagination than
you and no one has a bad imagination.” This results
in the recognition that the imagination is the key to
art and self-expression: “I can use my imagination
to express myself.” Discovering the imagination
impresses students so that many, especially older
students, remark on it when answering the next
questions.
Figure 4.5 Student Questionnaire, Question 6.
“What did you learn about art?”
Categorized responses. 2008-2009, Grades 3-8 (n=401)
7A. There is no right and wrong in art.

35%

7B. Generally positive statements.

30%

7C. Learned skills (blend colours, use imagination, 20%
etc.).
7D. Art is about self-expression.

9%

7E. Nothing (2%), No answer (4%).

6%

2
Statements selected regarding each item are given in
Appendix D.

While working on the drawings, children notice that
what they are imagining is appearing directly on the
paper. This contradicts the usual idea that art is about
copying something in outer reality.
3
There is a shift in use of the pronouns in speaking of
the imagination. 32% of children grades 3 to 5 (n=258) used
“your imagination,” “you can,” “everyone,” “everyone’s imagination,” while this usage appeared in only 19% of students, grades
6 to 8 (n=145) (Wittmann, 2009).

Figure 4.6 Student Questionnaire, Question 7.
“What did you learn about yourself?”
Categorized responses. 2009-2010, Grades 3-8 (n=433)
7A. I have an imagination and am creative.

24%

7B. I learned to like art and be an artist.

22%

7C. Everyone is unique.

18%

7D. If I try hard, I can make good art.

15%

7E. I can show my feelings in my artwork.

12%

&)AMMORECONÚDENTANDCANACHIEVEIF)PUT 9%
my mind to it.

Question 7 asks what they learned about themselves
(Figure 4.6). The answers show that experiencing,
making, and interpreting art has a powerful impact
on self-awareness and self-knowledge (Appendix C7).
Third-graders said: “I have a lot of imagination”; “I
can be artistic”; “I am a artist every day”; “I have warm
colours inside”; “to just believe in myself”; “it’s OK to
make mistakes.” A grade three girl who had been to
the ECID twice before said she learned: “That I can
be more and more creative year after year.” Grade
eight students made similar statements. The responses
of grade 8 students are given according to derived
categories:
• That they have an imagination and are creative:
“I’m more creative than I thought”; “I have lots of
creativity and imagination”; “my imagination and art
go well together.”
4
The teacher wrote this on the cover of a booklet of letters of appreciation that the class wrote to the staff of the ECID.
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One of the most remarkable discoveries is the
connection between art and the imagination. Several
conclude that “art is imagination.” A grade 5 girl wrote:
“I learned that art is your imagination in disguise.
Art is not about drawing people or [being] perfect,
it comes from your mind. That it is your imagination
that expresses you, not the other way round” (ECID
2007, 3). Since art is an expression of “your mind” and
since the imagination is independent of the conscious
mind (the “you”), she concluded that it is not the
conscious “you” that expresses the imagination, but
rather the imagination that expresses “you.” She
inferred that the imagination is more extensive than
ORDINARYEGOCONSCIOUSAWARENESS4HISAFÚRMEDTHAT
the imagination provides access to the unconscious
levels of the mind.3

When they experience that art comes from the
imagination, they infer that art is about expressing
inner reality: “I learned that art is about what and how
you feel.” Art is also about transformation, as thoughts
and feelings become colours and shapes. A grade 5
boy said that what he learned about art is: “You can
transform things” (ECID 2007, 3), and a grade 8 boy
remarked that he learned to “transform one thing into
another” (ECID 2009, 31). It is but a step to realize
that the artwork mirrors the inner reality of the artist:
“I found out my artwork symbolizes me.” And that as
the artwork is transformed, so is the artist: “I found
out that my ideas are really good and if I look into
them I will be good” (Clarkson, 2008, 137). A grade
6 boy said that the ECID gave him “a new perspective
on things in life.” And a grade 8 teacher who had not
painted a single picture before she came to the ECID,
wrote: “You have changed the way we look at life.”4

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

Question 6 asks what they learned about art. More
than 90% gave a positive answer (Figure 4.5). While
they work on their drawings, a guide provides a series
of prompts: “You are making an original picture out
of your own head and not a copy of the artwork you
looked at in the gallery. Your picture doesn’t have to be
neat and perfect. It doesn’t have to look like anything
you’ve ever seen before. You don’t have to like what
you’re doing. There are no mistakes. What you think
is a mistake may give you a chance to do something
new and different. It’s OK to take risks. You can make
DOTS STREAKS ANDSCRATCHLINESWITHYOURÚNGERNAILS
You can even scribble.” These prompts show up in
what they learned about art: “You don’t have to be
happy with your art”; “There does not have to have a
meaning you can just scribble”; “It doesn’t have to be
perfect”; “You don’t even have to like what you did.”
They learn skills and concepts: “Colours and lines and
movement”; “Texture, creativity, and imagination”;
“To be free with my mind.” They learn that art is about
self-discovery: “I learn to draw a dream”; “Art shows
what or how you feel”; “Art represents yourself”; “Art
is how you describe your feelings through paper and
paint”; “Every form of art is related to emotion.”

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`
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• That they like art and can be an artist: “I have
hidden talent”; “I can actually draw”; “I’m artistic.”
• That everyone is unique in their own way: “I have
different artistic skills than everyone else”; “A lot about
my personal style and imagination”; “that we are
unique people that have a different perspective.”
• That if they try hard, they can make good art: “I
can be very good at things if I try hard and imagine.
I have learned a lot and have improved”; “I can do
better if I try.”
• That they can show feelings in their artwork:
“Although I might try to hide my emotions, I really
don’t have to”; “I can express my feelings on paper”;
“that I could draw hearts and express myself to
others.”
• 4HATCONÚDENCEHASINCREASEDn)CANTHINKQUITE
deeply”; “I’m a good storyteller”; “I’ve always thought
I was bad at art, but I’ve found my niche in art”; “I
should always think positive and not put my own work
down”; “That it’s not so scary to talk with a group, and
)ALSOLEARNTOBEMORECONÚDENTINMYSELFo
Figure 4.7 Student Questionnaire, Question 8.
“What did you learn about other students in your class?”
Categorized responses. 2008-2009, Grades 3-8 (n=401)
8A. They can draw too.

42%

8B. We are all unique.

19%

8C. Generally positive statements about others.

11%

8D. They have imaginations too.

10%

8E. No answer or didn’t understand.

7%

8F. I don’t know (2%), Negative statement (1%). 3%

Question 8 asks what they learned about others in
their class (Figure 4.7).
• 90% said they learned something positive about
their classmates.
• 42% were impressed that their classmates are also
good at art: that they are “creative,” are “good artists,”
and can draw “just as good as me.”
• 19% learned that everyone is unique in their own
way: “They have different imagination and no one is
the same”; “Other people can see the same picture as
something completely different.”

• 11% made generally positive statements about
others: “It is fun working together”; “They love art”;
“They are friendly on their inside”; “First impressions
are not always correct.”
• 10% said that others also have imagination: “a wild
imagination just like me”; “such a big imagination”;
“They are more profound than I thought.”
Figure 4.8 Student Questionnaire, Question 9.
“This workshop makes me feel . . .”
2008-2009, Grades 3-8 (n=401)
More creative.

88%

-ORECONÚDENT

87%

More interested.

84%

More excited.

79%

More happy.

78%

Less bored.

68%

Question 9 asks how they feel after the workshop and
gives multiple choices: “more creative, less creative,
NO CHANGE MORE CONÚDENT  LESS CONÚDENT  NO
change,” etc. (Figure 4.8). 78% to 88% indicated that
the workshop made them feel more creative, more
CONÚDENT  MORE INTERESTED  AND HAPPIER  AND MORE
than two-thirds said they felt less bored.
A substantial number of students add their own words:
that they feel “proud,” more “inspired,” and that
the program was “fun.”5 The comments from some
ÚFTYSTUDENTSARETABULATEDIN!PPENDIX$!TEACH
grade level the girls are listed, then the boys, with an
INDICATIONOFWHETHERITISTHEÚRSTTIMEX ORSECOND
time (2x) at the program. Feelings of pride, enjoyment,
creativity, energy, inspiration, surprise, excitement,
and amazement are frequent. Several add that they
love the program and want to come again. Girls tend
to be more introspective, referring to feeling more
THOUGHTFUL!NDAGRADEGIRLWASGLADTOÚLLOUTTHE
FORMSOTHATSHECOULDnREÛECTABOUTOURDAYo

5
The word ‘fun’ is not in the questionnaire, but 16%
of the students use ‘fun’ in their answers about art or about the
program in general (Wittmann, 2009).

8A. Yes.
Drawing/painting.

89%
63%

&ILM6IDEO
Photography.

22%

Dance.

22%

Music.

21%

Drama.

15%

Other, pottery, weaving, etc.

15%
11%

The positive feelings generated by the ECID translate
into heightened motivation for art. The last question
asks whether they would like to do more arts and
crafts, and, if so, which ones (Figure 4.9). 89%
indicate that they would like to do more arts/crafts,
and more than two-thirds of these chose ‘drawing/
painting.’ The lopsided preference for visual art
PROBABLY REÛECTS THE FACT THAT THE %#)$ PROGRAM IS
based in visual art.
4HE CHILDREN CONÚRM WHAT THE TEACHERS OBSERVE 
namely, the crucial role of art, the imagination, and
the creative process in the elementary classroom.
Their drawings, writings, and feedback provide
ample evidence that the creative process and the
imagination powerfully motivate learning both in
the arts and across the curriculum. Students attest
that art gives them access to their talents; that the
creative imagination reveals their uniqueness; that
the imagination is crucial to making art; that they can
express their thoughts and feelings in art without fear
of making mistakes and being judged right or wrong;
that their artwork makes them proud and gives them
CONÚDENCEANDSELF ESTEEMTHATARTISTRANSFORMATIVE
and that sharing and discussing artwork with each
other helps them to understand differing points of view
and develops a sense of kinship and community.
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8B. No, or No answer.

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

Figure 4.9 Student Questionnaire, Question 10.
“Would you like to do more arts and crafts?”
2008-2009, Grades 3-8 (n=401)

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

3TUDENT!RTWORKAND2EÛECTIONS

may have come from a morning picture by another
GIRLWHODREWAVASEOFÛOWERS)NANARCABOVETHE
plant are the circular forms, red rectangle, and cup4WO'IRLSIN0ROÚLE
like shape. The wandering lines from the morning are
now organized as sets of lines that suggest clouds,
Two girls, a nine-year-old in grade four and a 13wind, and rain, and swirly shapes. Two black corners
YEAR OLDINGRADE DIDTHE%#)$FORTHEÚRSTTIMEIN
provide a partial frame. Compared with the morning
the fall of 2009.
PICTURE THEÚGUREANDGROUNDAREMOREDISTINCT THE
palette more varied, and the colours warmer and
Figure 5.1A/B Girl 1, Grade 4
more saturated. On the back of the second picture
she wrote a poem:
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Art is belief.
The picture is peace.
The thought is what counts,
The picture is belief,
Whatever you draw,
is a way to make peace.
A. This picture makes me feel calm. It says, “Artwork isn’t
drawing, it is the peace that comes within you.”
B. Art is belief./ The picture is peace./ The thought is
what counts,/ The picture is belief,/ Whatever you draw,/
is a way to make peace.

The six lines deepen the realization that art is a way
of embodying what she is thinking and feeling. The
second picture is a direct expression of her belief in
the need for peace. The creative process enabled her
to transform a core value into a work of art.

Figure 5.2A/B Girl 2, Grade 8
After sitting in front a picture she chose in the gallery
and listening to the visioning exercise, Girl 1 went to
THESTUDIOANDMADEHERÚRSTDRAWING&IGURE! 
Two black columns frame circular and oblong shapes,
wandering lines, hazy textures, and cool colours.
On the back of the picture she wrote: “The picture
makes me feel calm. It says, ‘Artwork isn’t drawing, it
is the peace that comes within you.’” As she worked
on the picture, it seemed to come alive and spoke
to her, saying that it was not just a drawing, it was
the peace that she was experiencing. The girl inferred A. Who I Am???? Who I am? 10 years from now? 15 years
that the drawing was not about replicating something from now? I know what my personality is. But what will I
be like then, years from now?
in outer reality, it was about embodying inner reality.
B. My Rules. Respect, friendship, family, courage, love,/
!CTIVATING THE IMAGINATION HAD EVOKED THE nÛOWo manner & live like a rock star. By the end of the day it is
state in which mind and matter merge, and the artist
my life and my rule. Peace Out.
becomes one with the artwork.
Older students come to the ECID with more life
After lunch she returned to the studio and sat at her experience, emotional intelligence, and capacity for
DESKWITHTHEMORNINGPICTUREONÛOORBESIDEHER4HE SELF REÛECTION  AND DESCRIBE THEIR RESPONSES WITH A
facilitator guided her through the visioning exercise wider vocabulary of ideas and feelings. Girl 2 was 13
while she looked at her picture. She was asked to years old and in grade 8 when she came to the program
focus on two colours and two shapes. To begin the FORTHEÚRSTTIME(ERMORNINGPICTUREISAWREATHOF
second picture, she was told to lay down a background DELICATEÛORALSHAPESAGAINSTANORANGEBACKGROUND 
with those two colours in any way she liked, and she with a decorative border of curved lines and dots,
made mauve and light blue stripes (Figure 5.1B). She while the central area is a wash of intense reds (Figure
was asked to add two shapes and then told to go 5.2A). On the back of the picture she wrote:
ahead and make the picture. The idea for the plant

Girl 2 began the second picture by covering the
upper and lower thirds with the magenta from the
centre of the morning picture and over it drew a large
broken heart (Figure 5.2B). The broken heart motif
appears quite frequently in children’s pictures as an
emblem of suffering love, and a classmate’s morning
picture included a black and red divided heart.
On the feedback form Girl 2 said that after seeing
the morning pictures she had a better idea of how
creative she could be. In her interpretation a jagged
line splits the heart into red and black halves, with
a streak of black extending into the red half and a
streak of red into the black half. Above the heart she
WROTEn,/6% oANDAROUNDTHEHEARTSHEADDEDWORDS
for feelings and values associated with the two sides:
“hater,” “back stabber” for the dark side, “courage,”
“laugh,” “friendship,” “peace,” and “empathy” for the
light side. She explained that she wanted to express
the two sides of love in family, friendship, and so on:
“Sometimes you have an argument, then you make
up.”1 The connection between the opposed aspects is
shown by the black streak in the red half and the red
streak in the black half of the heart. The word “Me”
AFÚRMSTHATTHEPICTUREREPRESENTSHER3HEIDENTIÚED
the rainbow, sun, peace sign, and three trees that
encircle the heart as emblems of hope, strength,
peace, and the beauty of nature.

1
The teacher brought Girl 2 with him to an interview
with the author. She brought her picture with her and discussed
it in some detail.

My Rules
respect, friendship, family, courage, love,
manner & live like a rock star
By the end of the day
It is my life and my rule
Peace Out.
She explained that the message of the picture is that
you must decide how you want to live your life, then
say what you want. But you must do it in the right way,
in the right manner. To “live like a rock star” means you
are free to hang out with people you like, do different
things, and go different places. But when cliques
form and there is backbiting and hatred, she feels
disoriented: “you don’t know where you belong.” The
picture expresses her belief that Love will conquer the
forces that divide the heart. If she takes responsibility
for her feelings and values and lives by her principles,
SHEWILLÚNDPEACE4HESECONDPICTURETHUSHELPED
to resolve the questions of identity and destiny that
surfaced in the morning by putting her in touch with
her core values.
On the feedback form Girl 2 wrote at length about
what it meant to discover the imagination (Appendix
D5.2). Now that she knows about it, she will use it
every day. During the program she saw “AMAZING
art work” that made her wonder whether she would
ever be able to use her imagination the way the artists
did. She had known the dictionary meaning of the
word, but the ECID showed her what imagination feels
like and what it really means. The imagination was no
longer a concept, it was something she experienced.
4HEWORKSHOPMADEHERFEELHAPPIER MORECONÚDENT 
more creative, and less bored, and she added, “I really
did enjoy myself!!!”
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/NTHEFEEDBACKFORMSHEWROTETHATHERÚRSTPICTURE
was special because she didn’t know what she was
going to do, so she let her imagination take over
(Appendix D5.2). In other words, she gave over
conscious control to the creative imagination. This
allowed core concerns of her identity and her future to
ÛOWINTOTHEART MAKINGPROCESS4HEPICTURECONVEYS
the tension between her poised attitude to the outside
WORLD THE ÛORAL BORDER  AND HER INNER UNCERTAINTY
(the central wash of colours).

On the back of the picture she wrote:

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

Who I Am????
Who I am?
10 years from now? 15 years from now?
I know what my personality is.
But what will I be like then, years from now?

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

5.2 Drawings and Writings of 25 Students

Figure 5.6 A/B Girl 4, Grade 2

Drawings, writing and feedback from 11 boys and 14
girls who came to the program between September
2009 and June 2010 document their experiences
while exploring creativity in depth.
Figure 5.3A/B Boy 2, Grade 1
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!!ÛOWERSTARTSHERLIFELIKEYOU3HEmSLIKEYOUTOO
A beautiful life for you.
B. I feel that I am happy in my secret world.
It’s a pretty world of mine.

!SEA CRAB TURTLE SHARK ÚSH SHIP ANDWATER
B. sun, snake, sand, hot, sky, cloud, bumble bee, rock
Figure 5.4A/B Girl 3, Grade 1

A. I feel happy! B. I feel excited.
Figure 5.5A/B Boy 3, Grade 2

A. Tree. There was a tree and a rain cloud. The rain cloud
PUTWATERONTHETREE THEGRASS ANDTHEÛOWERS
B. There was a sunset and the dark is coming. All the
people are sleeping.

Figures 5.3-5.6 are from grades 1 and 2. Note that the
AFTERNOONPICTURESSHOWMORECONÚDENCEINHANDLING
the materials, and the palette, forms, feelings, and
subject matter are more resolved. The morning
pictures are more or less related in subject matter
to the pictures the children looked at in the gallery,
while the afternoon pictures are more original.
The morning picture by Boy 2 is a dark seascape,
WHILETHEAFTERNOONPICTUREISASUN ÚLLEDLANDSCAPE
with a more varied palette (Figure 5.3). The turbulent
sea is rough with heavy scribbles, while the sunny
landscape has a richer variety of shapes and colours
and greater attention to detail. The items that Boy 2
listed on the back are easier to identify in the second
picture. The teacher was surprised to see him draw
LANDSCAPES ASHETYPICALLYDREWCHARACTERSFROM46 
movies, and video games. She said he did not have a
positive attitude to art and didn’t like what he drew at
school, throwing his drawings into the recycling bin.
When she gave out the ECID pictures to take home,
Boy 2 left his in the hall. She chased after him and
put them in his backpack, as she thought his parents
would appreciate them. It will be interesting to see
whether his attitude to his artwork will be different
the next time he comes to the ECID.
The morning picture of Girl 3 is made up of various
shapes (triangles, squares, rectangles) surrounding
a large circle, against a background lightly covered
in mauve (Figure 5.4A). For the background of the
second picture she picked the bright yellow from the
small triangle and covered the page more densely
(5.4B). The squares and circles from the morning
picture become jolly party balloons with funny hats.
The morning picture made her feel happy, while the

'IRL  DREW A ÛOWER WITH FOUR DENSELY COLOURED
petals against a saturated red background (Figure
! 4HEHANDLINGISCONÚDENT WITHTHESYMMETRY
in the placement of the border and the corners, and
the attention to the detail in the rendering of the
ÛOWER 7HAT SHE WROTE ON THE BACK INDICATES THAT
WHILEMAKINGTHEPICTURESHEEXPERIENCEDTHEÛOWER
as an image of her own growth and the promise
of a beautiful life. Her afternoon picture is again
symmetrical about the vertical axis, but it differs in
having a quality of movement through the use of line
and patterning. She creates a playful yet intricate
design, using bands of stars and curly lines from the
BORDEROFTHEÚRSTPICTURE BUTADDINGROWSOFHEARTS
that add more feeling (5.6B). The diamond shape
marks the centre of the secret world that she has
CREATEDINWHICHSHEÚNDSHAPPINESS

A. Happy Face in the Sky. My face in the sky to help me
ÚNDMYHEARTANDSOUL TOHELPÚNDMUSICTOQUIETØ
The colours I used were rainbow colours. My picture
makes me feel warm and calm and a little bit sad.
B. Water Fall Lily. As water falls down/
Drip drip, and wind blows - ssshhh
I blow with Power and hot water steam/
Grow to millions of more.

&ROMGRADEONTHESTUDENTSÚLLOUTFEEDBACKFORMS 
and the answers of those in this survey are given in
!PPENDIX $4HE ÚRST PICTURE OF A GRADE  GIRL IS A
mix of scrambled lines that nevertheless has deep
SIGNIÚCANCE &IGURE ! 4HE n(APPY &ACE IN THE
3KYoISASELF PORTRAITTHATHELPEDHERÚNDHERnHEART
and soul” and also “music to quiet.” The rainbow
colours of the picture made her feel warm, calm,
and a bit sad. In this case the afternoon picture has
a darker palette (5.7B) and depicts a fantastic scene
of a “Water Fall Lily.” The scene is alive with sounds
(dripping water, blowing wind, and “chirps” of the
BIRDPERCHEDONTHELILY ANDACTIONS3HEISÚLLEDWITH
power and hot water steam, as though the picture
is about to explode (“grow to millions of more”).
4HE WATER LILY WITH BUTTERÛY AND BIRD SURROUNDED
by the waterfall, blowing winds, and hot steam is a
remarkable image of intense energies surrounding
the still centre of the personality. Having been to the
program once before, Girl 5 was ready for the creative
process and took advantage of the opportunity to
express herself. On the feedback form she said that
THEÚRSTPICTUREHADALOTOFFEELINGABOUTHERANDTHE
second was about spring, which was the time of her
birthday (Appendix D5.7). She liked the program so
much that she wanted to make three pictures, and
she remarked that making mistakes is OK, as they
HELPYOUBECOMEMORECONÚDENT
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4HEÚRSTPICTUREOF"OYISASCENEWITHRAINFALLING
ONATREE GRASS ANDÛOWERS&IGURE! 4HESTURDY
tree trunk with symmetrical limbs thoroughly tipped
with green, four clouds streaming down rain, the sun
UNDIMMEDBYTHEWEATHERCREATEALIVELY CONÚDENT 
composition. The second picture (5.5B) is a complete
contrast. The strong vertical of the tree becomes two
HIGHRISEAPARTMENTBUILDINGSÛANKEDBYTWOTREES4HE
foreground is a road with two vehicles (a truck and
a car), and the sun is now setting. Darkness is falling
and everyone is sleeping. The second picture very
often takes children home. It may be an idyllic picture
of the land where their family emigrated from, or, in
this case, a peaceful scene of the neighbourhood of
apartment buildings where they now live.

Figure 5.7A/B Girl 5, Grade 3
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afternoon made her feel excited, indicating that the
the second picture released more energy. The teacher
SAIDTHAT'IRLEXPRESSEDHERSELFMORECONÚDENTLYIN
painting and drawing than in written work, and that
she would draw a picture in her journal, but comment
on it with only one or two sentences. But when the
teacher scribed for her, she said much more about
her pictures. This explains why the comments on the
backs of the pictures and in the feedback form are so
brief. It also suggests that continuing to make artwork
will help Girl 3 with her writing.

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

Figure 5.8A/B Boy 4, Grade 4
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A. A colourful mixture of different shades of green and
purple. This picture leads me into a magical world of art. It
opens a doorway to my imagination.
B. Patterns. A colourful pattern. A doorway to my
imagination!!

An astronaut has stolen an artifact from aliens.
He knew the artifact was important but the
government didn’t, so they let him keep it. So he
QUICKLYRETIREDFROMHISASTRONAUTJOBANDCREATEDA
farm. But before he got a chance to examine it, the
ALIENSCAMETORETRIEVEWHATWASTHEIRS4HEYJUST
wanted to scare the astronaut, but when he [the
alien] entered Earth’s atmosphere, it created all sorts
of weather that caused havoc among the farm.

The story is about retribution for a human who stole
a precious “artifact” from an alien and retired to a
farm. The alien’s attempt to retrieve the artifact caused
havoc. The boy’s afternoon picture (Figure 5.9B),
! FOURTH GRADE BOY COMING TO THE %#)$ FOR THE ÚRST “Travelling Through Time and Space,” channels those
time described his morning picture as “a mixture of CONÛICTINGENERGIESINTOAMOREFOCUSEDCOMPOSITION
different shades of green and purple” that led him 4HE BLACK ÚGURE IN THE FOREGROUND THE ARTIST  IS THE
into a magical world and opened a doorway to his astronaut speeding through space. Concentric circles
imagination (Figure 5.8A). The morning picture is a convey the dimensionality of space and the speed
peaceful landscape with an assortment of plant forms. and distance travelled. He noted on the back of the
His afternoon picture took him through a doorway picture that the colours made him feel like he was
to his imagination into an abstract play of “colourful travelling really fast, and on the feedback form he
patterns” (5.8B). Banners of pink and streams of small said that the shapes felt like they were moving. The
green circles and blue teardrops radiate out from the war-like scenario in the morning picture resolved
CENTRE4HEÚRSTPICTUREISCONTAINED CALM ANDSTABLE  INTO A THRILLING ÛIGHT THROUGH TIME AND SPACE IN THE
while the second is a swirl of unleashed energies. It afternoon. The workshop showed Boy 5 that his
WAS EVIDENTLY HIS ÚRST ENCOUNTER WITH THE CREATIVE imagination is really big and that he will always have
imagination, as he learned that his “imagination is IT!PPENDIX$ 4HOUGHTHISWASHISÚRST%#)$ HE
a key to another world.” The workshop changed his HADNODIFÚCULTYGETTINGINTOTHECREATIVEPROCESSAND
idea of art, because he learned that “art is not about making two pictures. He discovered that “I can also
how good you do, it’s about how good you feel.” be an artist.”
He declared that the program was “Awesome!!”
Figure 5.10A/B Girl 6, Grade 5
(Appendix D5.8).
Figure 5.9A/B Boy 5, Grade 5

A. When Mother Nature Attacks
B. Travelling Through Time and Space. The colours
make me feel like I’m travelling really fast.

A. World of Feelings. My artwork is about sympathy, love,
and how the world and everyone in it has feelings!
B. Happy Memories. My artwork represents me and my
family. This design makes me feel happy.

! ÚFTH GRADE GIRL TITLED HER ÚRST PICTURE  n7ORLD OF
Feelings,” and said that it was about “sympathy, love,
! ÚFTH GRADE BOY COMING FOR THE ÚRST TIME TITLED HIS and how the world and everyone in it has feelings”
morning picture, “When Mother Nature Attacks” (Figure &IGURE !  4HE ÛOWING  BALANCED DESIGN  AND
5.9A). Back at school as part of a follow-up assignment MUTEDCOLOURSOFTHELANDSCAPEWITHHEART ÛOODED
in Language Arts he wrote a story about the picture:
her with feelings. Her second picture is a constellation

The second picture was in effect a portrait of herself
and her family. Her story included a striking comment
on the ECID: she said that they were shown not only
how to see pictures, but how to feel the emotions. She
noted on the feedback form how important it was to
show her feelings in her artwork (Appendix D5.10).
Figure 5.11A/B Boy 6, Grade 6

Boy 6 described his second picture, “Two Worlds
Collide,” as what happens when two worlds magically
collide and everything gets messed up (5.11B). The
trees and the water have dual colouring, as do the
people, who are both white and black. The two
worlds, which are mirror images of each other, could
be seen as modeling the inner world and the outer
world. The collision between the two worlds freed
him from his illusory world and released energies
that made him feel “powerful, brave, and strong.”
2EÛECTINGONWHATHELEARNEDABOUTTHEIMAGINATION 
he said it runs free and wild, is never the same, and
can be powerful, and that he never knew he had so
much imagination (Appendix D5.11). His attitude to
art changed also, as apparently he did not think he
was good at it. The ECID taught him that “art is good
no matter how messy and bad it is.” The guide said
that he seemed pleased with the story-telling process,
and that he participated in it enthusiastically and with
a great deal of sophistication.
Figure 5.12A/B Boy 7, Grade 6

A. Trapped Illusion. I feel dizzy and I am trapped in an
illusion that is not even real. I also feel like
it is impossible to come out.
B. Two Worlds Collide. In this picture I feel powerful,
brave, and strong. This picture is about two worlds that
magically and randomly, out of nowhere, got sucked into
the other’s world. During and after that, the trees were not
only green they were half green and half purple.
The water would be half blue and half yellow. So that after
the collision the two worlds got messed up.
The people on those planets were white and black (half
white, half black). Also in the middle of my picture, it
could possibly be a mirror with symmetrical shapes,
people, etc. It is kind of an abstract picture.

A. A little bull running from the meat market.
B. The little bull got back home.

"OY  CAME TO THE %#)$ FOR THE ÚRST TIME IN GRADE
5. At that time he wrote on the feedback form that
if you have fun with your art, your imagination can
make great pictures. So he was well prepared when
he returned with his grade 6 class. After the warm-up
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My favourite picture was my second picture,
because it told more about me and my family,
and it was closer to my heart. It meant different
things, like dolphins mean a lot to my family.
The breast cancer ribbon means that my family
does a lot for charities. In my picture was a grave
and it reminded me of my Great Grandpa. Also in
the gallery there were beautiful pictures, and we
did not only have to see the pictures, we got to
feel the pictures, not touch them but feel emotion.
When it comes to our trip I loved it and I hope my
other classmates loved it too.

Grade 6 marks a stage when students who are not
aware of their imaginations and are unfamiliar with
THE CREATIVE PROCESS HAVE MORE DIFÚCULTY WITH THE
PROGRAM4WOGRADEBOYS ONECOMINGFORTHEÚRST
time and the other for the second time, illustrate the
difference. The creative process in the morning was
disorienting for Boy 6. The intersecting, overlapping
planes of “Trapped Illusion” made him feel dizzy
and claustrophobic (Figure 5.11A). During the
interpretation the guide suggested that instead of a
trap, it might be a safe place, which seemed to please
him. She quoted a line from Carpet Crawlers by Peter
Gabriel, “You’ve got to get in to get out.” He was
interested and was going to check out the song.
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of emblems (sun, tombstone, pink ribbon, dolphin,
etc.) and words (love, family, past, future). The words
in the corners and a yellow circle surrounding the
emblems are all in a brown frame. She called it
n(APPY -EMORIESo 4HE GLOBAL FEELINGS OF THE ÚRST
picture are now focused on personal connections
with her family. She wrote a story about this picture
for a follow-up writing assignment at school:

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

activity he chose a canvas that depicted the head of
ABLACKBULLINPROÚLEAGAINSTTHEWALLOFABUILDING
His morning picture was a powerful rendering of the
BULL ITSHULKINGFORMÚLLINGTHECENTRALSPACE&IGURE
5.12A). The sign above the bull, “Meat Market,” was his
INTERPRETATIONOFANUNSPECIÚEDSHAPEINTHEORIGINAL
painting. The density of the black areas conveys the
intensity of his focus on the drawing, which he titled,
“The little bull running from the meat market.” The
drawing conveyed Boy 7’s sympathy for the bull,
which he imagined was afraid of being killed.
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When Boy 7’s picture came up in the group, the
facilitator asked what is the difference between the
body when it is alive and when it is dead meat. Boy
7, who seemed to be introverted and intuitive, did not
contribute much to the conversation on life and death
and the instinct for survival. But it had an effect on his
afternoon drawing, “The little bull got back home”
(5.12B). The bull, now much smaller, is standing at the
margin looking at a peaceful landscape. The central
area that in the morning picture was dominated by
the frightened bull is now open and calm, held in
BALANCE BY THE SURROUNDING ÚGURATIVE ELEMENTS4HE
second picture transformed the scene of fearful threat
into a harmonious place of safety, security, and wellbeing. During the discussion the facilitator led a
dramatization of how the scared bull escaped from
the meat market and found his way home (Figure
2.32). She recalled that Boy 7 was watchful but a bit
reserved. She had to encourage him to become the
bull, and he was the last one to engage.

Figure 5.13A/B Girl 7, Grade 6

!PRETTY QUIET
B. Bubbles in the Sea0RETTY PEACEFUL QUIET BUBBLES WATER
Figure 5.14A/B Girl 8, Grade 6

!%IFFEL4OWER0EACEFUL SOFT WARM ÛOWING
B. This picture makes me feel happy and sad.

Girls 7 and 8, both in grade 6, chose an impressionistic
painting of the Eiffel Tower in which the shimmering
SPACEAROUNDTHE4OWERWASÚLLEDWITHCOLOUREDÛECKS
OF LIGHT 4HEIR ÚRST DRAWINGS SET THE SIDE VIEW OF THE
Tower in the centre, as in the painting in the gallery, but
otherwise are very different (Figures 5.13 and 5.14). Girl
7 placed the Tower in a simple landscape of grass and
ÛOWERS AGAINST A BLUE BACKGROUND  WITH SMALL CIRCLES
INTHEAIRTOCONVEYTHEÛECKSINTHEPAINTING'IRLmS
drawing complements the vertical thrust of the Tower
"OY   COMING FOR THE ÚRST TIME  LACKED CONÚDENCE with a broad horizontal band that is an aerial view of
in himself as an artist, was unaware that he had an pathways and pedestrians on each side of the Tower. The
imagination, and found himself a bit overwhelmed by drawing thus combines perspectives from the side and
the creative process. Boy 7, who had been once before, from above.
FOUNDNEWCONÚDENCEASANARTIST/NTHEFEEDBACK
form he said that he was proud of his drawings, then In the afternoon the two girls produced completely
added, “with my imagination I can make anything,” original drawings. Against a warm background of
and “art is your imagination” (Appendix D5.12). vertical red and mauve stripes, Girl 7 made a wellThis time he learned that the imagination gave him balanced design of four large circles and four sets
the ability to make anything he put his mind to, of tiny circles that she titled, “Bubbles in the Sea.”
and that art was a direct manifestation of his mind. She liked “the water and the bubbles,” which was
He had arrived at a crucial and empowering self- a radical contrast in texture and feeling tone to the
understanding, namely: “I can express the uniqueness imposing, solid iron Tower. She learned that you can
of my mind through art.”
dramatize drawings and that her ideas were good. She
was shy to show her artwork, and so was glad that the
other students had respect and didn’t laugh at her art.
!LTHOUGHTHISWASHERÚRST%#)$ 'IRLLEARNEDTHAT
you “use your mind to make art” (Appendix D5.13).

Figure 5.16A/B Boy 8, Grade 7
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Figure 5.15A/B Girl 9, Grade 6

imagination plays a big role in everybody’s life.” The
creative process compensated for the bleak mood of
THEMORNINGANDBROUGHTFORTHLIFE AFÚRMINGEMOTIONS
that restored her faith in the world.
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The second drawing of Girl 8 was a bold and complex
design of strongly contrasted colours and forms. She
WROTETHATHERÚRSTPICTUREHADALOTOFBRIGHTCOLOURS
and looked like she was moving, and that the second
was quiet and made her feel sleepy. The previous
year, in grade 5, she learned that everyone has a
different imagination and makes different pictures.
What impressed her in grade 6 was that there are no
mistakes in art and that she is creative. Despite the
fact that her second picture made her feel sleepy, the
program left her feeling energetic (Appendix D5.14).
When students see that different drawings result
from different people looking at the same painting,
they infer that the interpretation of a work of art is
completely individual. That every one has his or her
point of view is an important step toward respecting
many perspectives.

A. Race Cars Tracks
"!QUAWORLD

A grade 7 boy illustrates a reversal of a different kind.
(IS ÚRST DRAWING IS OF CARS AT A RACETRACK  WHILE THE
SECOND  n!QUAWORLD o DEPICTS ÚVE COLOURFUL ÚSH IN
the sea (Figure 5.16). Boy 8 noted that his second
PICTUREDIFFERSFROMTHEÚRSTINHAVINGnALITTLENATURE o
but that it is also similar. He probably meant that the
ÚSHLOOKASCOLOURFULASTHERACINGCARS ANDTHATTHEY
A. This picture is empty, incomplete, sad, depressing, scary, are headed in the same direction as though in a race.
(IS ÚRST COMPOSITION IS QUITE SOPHISTICATED  WITH AN
unhappy, and you don’t want to look at it for too long!
B. My picture is beautiful, creative, colourful, wonderful,
intuitive grasp of positive and negative space, and
IMAGINATIVE SPECIAL PEACEFUL PRETTY GRACEFUL JOYFUL 
asymmetrical balance. The second drawing is more
INTERESTING AJOBWELLDONE
STABLE AND ORDERLY  WITH THE ÚSH IN A SYMMETRICAL
In older students the range of emotions released by triangle that is enclosed in a blue frame. Boy 8 showed
the creative process becomes wider and more intense. a strong aesthetic sensibility, with heightened focus on
'IRLmSÚRSTDRAWINGISABLEAKLANDSCAPEWITHASINGLE shapes and colours, and varied relationships among
bare tree and a dark cloud shooting bolts of lightning THEÚSH(EWASPROUDOFHISDRAWINGSTHATCONTRASTED
(Figure 5.15A). An oppressive red rectangle dominates the world of machines (land) and the world of nature
the picture plane, creating a high degree of tension. (sea).
She described the drawing with a string of adjectives
that signaled a depressed mood. On the feedback form )TWAS"OYmSÚRSTTIMEATTHE%#)$ ANDHEMADEAN
she added that the drawing “shows a gloomy day and unusual comment about the imagination: “it’s how
how the world’s ending.” Her afternoon picture swings you see the drawing in your eyes that makes it good.”
to the opposite end of the spectrum. A resplendent sun He was referring to the visioning exercise when he
RISESOVERASEAÚLLEDWITHÚSH THEWHOLESURFACEALIVE closed his eyes and saw the painting he was looking
with rapid strokes of many colours. She described the AT WITH HIS IMAGINATION ,IKE MANY ÚRST TIMERS HIS
second drawing with another string of adjectives, this CONÚDENCEINARTINCREASED(ETHOUGHTHISPICTURES
time of joy and wonder at her creativity and imagination. would “come out bad,” but he felt he “did good.” He
She prided herself on a job well done and added on the also liked sharing his “art ideas with a group.” Boy 8
feedback form that the picture showed her emotions concluded that “art is very fun.”
and “a beautiful world.” Her comment on the program
was that it teaches you that art is mainly about your
imagination and how you’re feeling, and that “the
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Figure 5.17A/B Girl 10, Grade 7
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A. Darkness. My picture shows that the moon was high up
INTHEAIR THENIGHTÛOWERBLOOMSAND
THE FLOWER OF THE MORNING SUN has turned colour
and slowly goes to sleep.
B. HAPPINESS. My picture that I created is showing my
feeling. Right now my picture shows that I ‘m happy.
And I like that they are having a party.
Figure 5.18A/B Girl 11, Grade 7

A. The Outside World Which I Can’t See: Words/Feelings!
Sad/ locked up/annoyed feeling!
This is a story about a creature locked away. This creature
wants to escape to the beautiful world outside but can’t!
The world is beautiful outside of this creature but not
where the creature is.
B. Mellow, bored, wonder, magic.

Two Grade 7 girls experienced the creative process
QUITEDIFFERENTLY'IRLmSÚRSTDRAWINGISANIGHTTIME
SCENEOFÛORALMOTIFS4HEINTERESTOFTHECOMPOSITION
LIESINTHECONTRASTBETWEENTHEÛOWERTHATISBLOOMING
AND THE ÛOWER THAT IS FALLING ASLEEP7HILE THE ÚRST
picture made her feel sad and emotional, her second
PICTUREISBUSTLINGWITHLIFE!ÛOWERFROMTHEMORNING
picture reappears in miniature, surrounded by a heart,
a golden sickle (like the moon?), and bright red leaf,
all dancing against a background of lively rhythms.
It’s a happy party (Figure 5.17B). The second drawing
WHILE SIMILAR IN ÚGURATIVE MATERIAL MARKS A REVERSAL
of mood.
4HE ÚRST PICTURE BY 'IRL   n4HE /UTSIDE 7ORLD
Which I Can’t See,” is about a trapped, sad, annoyed
creature that it is unable to see the beautiful outside
WORLD 7HAT LOOKS LIKE A CLENCHED ÚST IS TRYING TO

break free of the circular enclosure. Broken forms
and jagged lines alongside repeated lines convey
movement and the violence of the struggle (Figure
5.18). Only a tenuous horizontal line speaks of quiet
and repose. Her second drawing is a warm and
colourful composition held by a static vertical that
balances the dynamic quality of the jagged lines. The
violent zig-zags of the morning now consolidate into
stable forms that delineate what seems to be a richly
textured mountain scene. She described the drawing
as “mellow, bored, wonder, magic,” and said that
what was special were “the different shapes and the
AMOUNTOFCOLOUR)USEDo4HEDENSECOLOURS ÚRMLY
organized gestures, and a couple of smiley faces
indicate that her feelings have lightened. The magic
and wonder come through in the free and inventive
use of design elements. Her comment on the feedback
form is remarkable: she wrote that she was amazed
how the facilitators “actually reach into you and pull
the creativity and the imagination out of you.” She
appreciated how the program helped her break out
of the limitations that prevented her from seeing the
big picture. She conceded on the feedback form that
“I may just be creative and I do have an imagination”
(Appendix D5.18).
With greater knowledge and maturity, eighth-grade
students set in relief the issues of art, imagination,
and creativity in elementary schooling. They employ
the imagination and the creative process with skill,
insight, and sophistication, although some who
ENCOUNTERTHEMFORTHEÚRSTTIMEMAYBEREGRETFULTO
discover what they have been missing.

Figure 5.19A/B Boy 9, Grade 8

A. Gone Unnoticed. Alone, Misunderstood, Depressed,
Nowhere to go, Life-less, Gone
B. Complexity & Depth of THE MIND. Different
Intelligences/ The mind had endless possibilities/
Impossible in Nothing.
Figure 5.2A/B Girl 12, Grade 8

A. empty, fear, everything, lonely, weird,
OVERWHELMED ALONE JOYFUL SCARED
B. One tree can make a big Difference. All it takes is a seed.

The morning drawings in Figures 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21
show a range of depressed and disoriented images and
FEELINGS "OY  NOTED THAT HIS ÚRST DRAWING  n#OLOUR
)NFUSION o IS INÛUENCED BY nOTHERSo NAMELY  THE
painting in the gallery), that it contains opposed qualities
(random/ focused; two/one), and that it is random,
as is life. The drawing is special because the different
coloured elements eventually blended together to form
AUNIÚEDWHOLE(EHADLETHISIMAGINATIONTAKEOVER
and was surprised that the drawing turned out OK.

The afternoon pictures of the three grade 8 students
produced remarkable transformations. Boy 9’s
“Colour Implosion” (Figure 5.19B) is an accomplished
composition of planes organized around a central black
hole, the “portal.” The crisp forms, vibrant colours and
value contrasts make for a successful drawing. On
the feedback form he said the drawing was special
BECAUSEITHADGREATERDEÚNITIONANDAMORECAPTIVATING
focal point to catch the viewer’s attention. While the
afternoon had the unity of the morning drawing, it also
had the focus that had been missing in the morning.
The critical/analytical judgment showed a sophisticated
sense of aesthetic form. The reversal here was on the
level of aesthetic judgment.
In Boy 10’s “Complexity & Depth of THE MIND”
&IGURE" ACIRCULARCENTRALFORMÛOATSINASPACE
enclosed by concentric squares of primary colours
SETAGAINSTAÚELDOFGREEN4HEBLOOD TIPPEDARROWS
that in the morning pointed threateningly outwards
are now turned inward to focus on the mind. Boy 10
said that the second drawing was about the endless
possibilities of the mind, that it made him feel that
nothing was impossible, and that it represented him
MORE THAN THE ÚRST DRAWING ! STEREOTYPICAL DEATH
mask transformed to an empowering portrait of the
mind.
7HILETHECENTREOF'IRLmSÚRSTDRAWINGISOBSCURED
by a dark diagonal, the centre of her second drawing,
“One tree can make a big Difference,” is a tree
enclosed in a circle (Figure 5.21B). From the circle
radiate curvilinear sweeps of colour, each representing
a different type of energy. The ecological theme of
planting a seed is a metaphor for tending the seminal
part of the personality. Caring for that tree would
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'IRL  SAID THAT SHE DID THE ÚRST DRAWING nCREATIVELY
A. COLOUR INFUSION4HEINÛUENCEOFOTHERS RANDOM  without being afraid of messing up,” that is, she let the
creative imagination direct the process, rather than
life as it is, focused, excited, bizarre.
control it consciously. She had been to the ECID once
In the end, two becomes ONE!
before and knew she could trust the imagination to come
B. Colour IMPLOSION, Captivating, Inviting, Fluid,
Explosive, Scary, Contrast, Crazy, Strobe lights, Spacious,
UPWITHAGOODPICTURE4HEDARKSTREAMÛOWINGACROSS
Portal, Unknown, black hole, Open, Dimension (alternate) a broad swathe of rainbow colours, circles, and curved
lines left her feeling “empty, fear, everything, lonely,
Figure 5.20A/B Boy 10, Grade 8
weird, overwhelmed, alone, joyful, scared.”
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Boy 10 said that he put “thought and emotion” in the
ÚRSTPICTUREBUTITDIDNOTREPRESENTHISDEEPERFEELINGS
The death’s head against a puzzle background was
typically associated with death and so was not
authentically his own. He called the picture “Gone
Unnoticed,” and added “misunderstood, depressed,
nowhere to go, lifeless, gone.”
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solve the problem of feeling lonely, fearful, empty
and overwhelmed. Girl 12 liked her drawing because
it was about nature and turned out beautifully. The
answer to being overwhelmed and fearful is to tend
the seed of the tree that is growing at the centre.
The afternoon pictures by these three students are
organized around a central focus and embody a core
value of the individual. The disparate, disorienting
qualities of the morning pictures resolve in mandalalike designs that symbolize the state of harmonious
well-being at the core of their personalities.
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Figure 5.22A/B Girl 13, Grade 8

A. The Place I Used to See. The place on this place, It was
so cool. Others who destroyed it are big fools. They never
saw the wonder, They never even pondered. All they want
is power and fame, but I think they are lame.
B. The Magical Land of Dreams. Dreams really do come
true, Well most really do. Things might always stay the
same. Because you never know what will happen in the
future. So Beware!!
Figure 5.23A/B Girl 14, Grade 8

7HENAGROUPOFÚVEORSIXSTUDENTSLOOKSATTHEIRÚRST
SETOFDRAWINGS THEFACILITATORPLACESONEONTHEÛOOR
in the middle of the circle and asks for comments.
Figure 5.22A drew the following remarks: “the heart in
the middle surrounded by bombs looks like a girl who
has just gone through a break-up”; “looks like someone
who has had their heart broken”; “looks violent.”
When the guide asked who made the drawing, Girl 13
IDENTIÚED HERSELF 3HE SAID THAT THE HEART REPRESENTED
her homeland of Afghanistan, which is like the heart
of that part of the world, and that if Afghanistan breaks
up, then the whole area is in trouble. Girl 13 said that
HERFAMILYÛED!FGHANISTANBECAUSESHEWASAGIRL AND
things were really bad for girls. She added that many
people were dying and that her beautiful country was
being destroyed. She then read the poem on the back
of the picture:
The Place I Used to See
The place on this place, it was so cool.
Others who destroyed it are big fools.
They never saw the wonder,
They never even pondered.
All they want is power and fame,
But I think they are lame.
The other members of the group were silent, fascinated
by her story and her knowledge of the international
situation in that part of the world. The facilitator then
asked if anyone else in the group had immigrated to
Canada from another country, and they shared where
their families had come from. Two of them were
SURPRISED TO ÚND OUT THAT THEY WERE FROM THE SAME
small island in the Bahamas.

Girl 13’s drawing had a powerful effect on the group.
That afternoon Girl 14 responded with a drawing that
borrowed the image of the green, bleeding, divided
heart and combined it with an image of the Earth.
She added a band-aid to heal the jagged wound
A. The name is: The Colour Factory.
(Figure 5.23B). The eye from her morning picture
B. Why? Let’s overcome violence everywhere. Why is
reappeared weeping tears. On the back she titled the
THERESOMUCHHATEINTHEWORLD7HYCANmTPEOPLEJUST
picture “Why?” and poured out a stream of agonized
love each other? Why is it that people are being killed
because of their skin colour? Why are people polluting the questions asking why there has to be so much hatred
world? Can’t you see that the world is crying and begging in the world. Girl 14 said that her second picture was
USTOSTOP7HY WHY 7(97HYCANmTPEOPLEJUSTFORGIVE special because it brought people together to see
ANDFORGET4HEREARESOMANYQUESTIONSTOBEANSWERED what they are doing to the world.
Why can’t we work together and make the world a better
place? Why, oh why?

Girl 13’s guarded optimism contrasted with Girl 14’s
despair. The facilitator observed that Girl 14 was
quite oppositional during the morning session and
HADDIFÚCULTYSETTLINGINTOHERSPACE BUTTHATINTHE
afternoon she was relaxed, at peace, and interested
in participating. Girl 14 remarked that what she
learned about others was “that we are unique people
that have different perspectives.”

The facilitator noted that bonding within the group
strengthened after the discussion, and that Boy 11
had a positive experience of the session. He wrote on
the feedback form that he liked how the members of
HISGROUPFOUNDAHIDDENMEANINGINHISÚRSTPICTURE
and that he really liked his second drawing (Appendix
$  (IS ÚRST DRAWING CONVEYS AN AESTHETIC
awareness of composition, balance, and variation
of line and shape. However, in the second drawing,
n0EACEFUL 6ALLEYo &IGURE "  HE ABANDONS THE
sophistication in favour of authentic self-expression.
4HE GENTLE CURVES OF THE HILLS AND ÚELDS ARE NICELY
counterpointed by the building and the sweeping
RHYTHMS OF THE CLOUDS  RAIN SHOWERS  SKY  AND ÛOCK
of birds. The sun, which in the morning picture was
dominant, is now a more integral part of the design.
4HETINYSTICKÚGURESANIMATETHEFOREGROUNDWITHTHE
promise that all things can live in peace.

The facilitator was surprised that two months into the
school year these students knew so little about each other.
While interpreting the artworks they shared thoughts and
feelings that they did not know before.2 She felt that the
sharing in the group had healed some divisions and that
a sense of community was forming.
Figure 5.24A/B Boy 11, Grade 8

A. Quiet Forest.
B. Peaceful Valley. This valley welcomes all living things,
big and small. So everything can live in Peace.
2
See Appendix C8 for what they learned about others in
their classes.

The second drawing speaks of an upswing of energy
from the body (home) to earth and sky, a rhythm of
interconnectedness. It was a response to the feedback
Boy 11 received from his classmates in the morning. He
learned a lot about himself and how others perceived
him, and his classmates learned that although he
appeared stoic he was very much interested in others.
This dialogue opened lines of communication that were
not there before and may develop into new friendships.
The facilitator heard Boy 11 ask other male students
about whether they had any brothers. As the group of
ÚVEBOYSSHAREDTHENUMBEROFSIBLINGSANDWHERETHEY
ÚTINTOTHEFAMILYSTRUCTURE ITWASCLEARTHATTHEYHAD
not spoken this openly to each other before.
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When the group looked at drawing 5.24A, the comments
were “vibrant,” “expressive,” “bright,” “emotional.” When
"OYIDENTIÚEDHIMSELFASTHEARTIST THEREWEREEXPRESSIONS
of shock and surprise. One said, “This picture is nothing
LIKEYOUØ9OUDONmTSHOWEMOTIONANDYOUAREDEÚNITELY
not expressive.” Boy 11 replied, “But I am emotional and
expressive. You don’t think so?” Seeing the group was in
agreement, he was taken aback and sat back in his chair.
The facilitator asked the group to describe the behaviours
that led them to think this way, and they showed how he
behaved. Boy 11 said that, even so, he was very emotional
and interested. The facilitator then led a discussion on
whether you could tell what artists are thinking and feeling
by just looking at their art. The conclusion was that you
could only tell by speaking directly with the artist. They
agreed that you should not judge others by the way they
look, and that you can only know someone by speaking
with them directly and getting to know them.
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The second cycle of the creative process either
INTENSIÚES THE ISSUE PRESENTED IN THE ÚRST CYCLE OR
provides some kind of resolution. With Girl 13, it is
the latter. Her afternoon drawing, “The Magical Land
of Dreams,” is of “Afghanistan before the Taliban took
over.” The heart, now in the form of a peace sign, is
SURROUNDEDBYVERDANTÚELDSANDHIGHMOUNTAINS AND
even clouds have the shape of a heart and a peace
sign. A student asked whether the tree lying across
the river was forming a bridge between one land and
another. The bridge was discussed as possibly a sign
of peace. Girl 13 said that the bridge was a mango
tree that used to be fruitful, but now was dying. She
added that “maybe something or someone has to die
to help bring peace.” She read the words on the back,
saying that she hoped the dream of her homeland at
peace might come true, but you never know what
will happen in the future, “So Beware!!”
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Figure 5.25A/B Girl 15, Grade 8

Figure 5.27A/B Girl 17, Grade 8
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A. Emotions. I used these colours to show emotion and
LINELIKEWHENYOUmRESAD ANGRY CARING JOYFUL CRAZYAND
many more emotions or feelings. I used the yellow over
everything because it means that even if I’m sad, unhappy,
! GIRL IN GRADE   COMING TO THE %#)$ FOR THE ÚRST HAPPY JOYFULORANGRYITMAKESMETHINK ATTHEENDOFTHE
time, titled her morning picture, “Multicultural,” and day, I am who I am. If I am angry then that is how I am. If
)AMSADTHENTHATISHOW)AM)F)AMJOYFULTHENTHATIS
described it as a “black heart against a background
how I am.
of different colours” (Figure 5.25A). On the feedback
B.
Puzzled.
form she said she learned that she has “a good
A. Multicultural
B. Doors to Imagination! Open your doors!

imagination,” that “the more you use it, the [more]
creative you get,” and that “using the imagination
makes [art] better” (Appendix D5.25). Discovering
the imagination inspired her second drawing, “Doors
to the Imagination!” Massive doors with doorknob
ANDKEYHOLEAREOPENEDBYAÚGUREHOLDINGTHEKEYTO
the world of the imagination. This ‘big’ drawing gives
a sense of expansiveness by using value contrasts to
convey the illusion of space. The facilitator said that
Girl 15 added the unicorn with a golden horn at the
last minute.3 She was so enthused by her discovery
that she commanded the viewer to “Open your
doors!”
Figure 5.26A/B Girl 16, Grade 8

A. This picture makes me feel happy, sad and loved. When I
look at it, it makes me want to express myself [and] cry. And
some of the things on it make me want to laugh.
B. The Mystery. I feel like I’m trapped in a box
and I don’t know why.

3

Compare with Figure 2.27.

This gallery of elementary school art closes with two
GRADE  GIRLS WHOSE ÚRST DRAWINGS WERE BRIGHT AND
lively expressions of rich emotions, whereas their
second drawings were darker and posed profound
questions. Girl 16’s morning drawing is a design of
red hearts in light green squares, blue circles, and
ÛOWINGORANGESHAPESANDSPIRALS! )TBROUGHT
up a mix of feelings—happiness and sadness,
laughter and tears. Her second drawing focused on
an imposing purple box with black question marks
on each side. The box and the words “The Mystery”
are superimposed on the diagonal that divides the
surface into red and blue zones. Each zone has a
pierced heart, while saturated green squares have
retreated to two corners. The picture made her feel as
though she were trapped, although she didn’t know
why. On the feedback form Girl 16 said that she liked
everything about the program, that she could imagine
and express anything that comes to mind, and that
“it kind of changed me, but not really” (Appendix
$ 4HISWAS'IRLmSÚRSTVISITTOTHE%#)$
Girl 17 did the visioning exercise while looking at a
CANVASDOMINATEDBYALARGEÛOWERSEE&IGURE 
She responded with a highly charged composition
of strongly interacting forms—curved bands of blue,
horizontal bands of red, light green and black circles,
around a central, open circle, all linked by yellow
lines that knit the design together. The text on the
back described the many feelings and emotions that
EMERGEDWHILESHEWASDRAWING4HEYELLOWAFÚRMED

3TUDENT2EÛECTIONSONTHE%#)$
The naturalist Barry Lopez remarked on how the language of the Inuit helped him to experience and understand
the landscape of the Arctic: “A local language discriminates among the local phenomena, and it serves to pry
the landscape loose from its anonymity” (Lopez, 1986, p. 260). Just as the lived meanings of the lands and
WATERS  ÛORA AND FAUNA OF THE!RCTIC INFORM THE )NUIT LEXICON  SO THE LANGUAGE OF CHILDREN EMBODIES THEIR
experiences of schooling and pries their landscape loose from adult assumptions and preconceptions.
Children who come to the program have little knowledge of the imagination and describe its effects with a
vast fund of vivid adjectives:

pnHUGE onBIG onFULL onWIDE onNON STOP onENDLESS onINÚNITE onLIMITLESSo
• “wild,” “crazy,” “wacko,” “freaky,” “funky,” “strange,” “weird”
• “active,” “open,” “free,” “alive,” “fun,” “playful,” “cool”
• “important,” “helpful,” “useful,” “interesting”
• “creative,” “unique,” “original,” “colourful”
• “abstract,” “adventurous,” “amazing,” “powerful”
• “exciting,” “breathtaking,” “fascinating,” “magical,” “awesome”
4HELEXICONINCLUDESTHEVERBSnÛOWoANDnSOAR oANDTHEPHRASESnFULLOFLIFE onLIKEAMAZE onFULLOFDETAILS o
“a great place to be,” “always available,” “beyond the box,” “beyond the norm.” The imagination enables them
to “do anything,” “go anywhere,” “get new ideas,” and takes them “beyond the world” to “a totally different
world” where “nothing is impossible.”
While Section 4, above, analyzed student feedback from 2008 to 2010, this survey of verbal responses is
based on a selection of some 500 forms from 2002 to the present. Statements were selected and sorted
according to categories derived from the questionnaires. The questions what they learned about the
imagination, art, themselves, and others in their class gave rise to the categories ‘Imagination,’ ‘Art,’ ‘Identity,’
and ‘Community.’ While sorting the statements the words ‘mind,’ ‘brain,’ ‘thought,’ and ‘thinking’ appeared
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This study of artwork from grades 1 to 8 illustrates the
power of the creative process to promote trust in the

imagination, the joy of making art, understanding of
the self, and engagement with others. The drawings and
WRITINGSAFÚRMTHATREÛECTIVELEARNINGANDTHECREATIVE
imagination can play a crucial role in the education of
young minds. Comparing the responses from children in
primary (1-3), junior (4-6), and intermediate (7-8) grades,
we observe how their drawings and writings express
increasingly intense feelings and profound values. As
might be expected, primary students respond to the
program spontaneously, playfully and enthusiastically.
Junior students, while playful and enthusiastic, are able
to express emergent feelings and thoughts about life in
drawings and writings of remarkable depth. Intermediate
STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT BEEN EXPOSED TO REÛECTIVE
learning may resist engagement in the creative process.
When they do participate, the self-understanding and
sense of well-being that result are commensurate with
their level of maturity. It is clear from observing the
effects on children who have been to the ECID more
THAN ONCE  THAT REÛECTIVE LEARNING AND THE CREATIVE
process are teachable skills.
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the core of her identity: whether she is angry, sad, or
joyful, “I am who I am.” For her afternoon drawing
'IRL  ÚLLED THE SURFACE WITH PIECES OF A PUZZLE
drawn with dark shades of four colours. The idea of
a puzzle may have come from a girl friend, whose
morning picture included a portion of a puzzle, and
the text was, “Confusion; fear; incomplete; guarded.
Not. Quite. There…” The word “Puzzled” written
ÚRMLY OVER THE DRAWING POSED A PROFOUND QUESTION
TO THE EARLIER AFÚRMATION n) AMo )T WAS 'IRL mS
second visit to the ECID, and her answers on the
QUESTIONNAIRE SHOWED CONÚDENCE IN THE CREATIVE
process. Her “Puzzled” picture was special because
she was “thinking hard about how I felt about going
on this trip.” She felt she had a great imagination, that
art comes from the heart and how you’re feeling at the
moment, and that she draws pictures according to her
emotions (Appendix D5.27).
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with remarkable frequency. Thus ‘Mind’ was added to the list of categories. Similarly, ‘creative’ and ‘creativity’
occurred often enough in the statements to warrant adding ‘Creativity.’ The resulting set of six categories
formed into a sequence: Mind–Imagination–Art–Creativity–Identity–Community. It was also noted that the
children’s statements were often formulated in terms of functional relationships between pairs of categories,
for example, Mind– Imagination, Imagination–Art, etc. The resulting catalogue of statements is thus ordered
ACCORDINGTOÚVEPAIRSOFCATEGORIES -IND⇔	
 Imagination; (2) Imagination ⇔ Art; (3) Art ⇔	
 Creativity; (4)
Creativity ⇔	
  Identity; (5) Identity ⇔	
 #OMMUNITY7HILEOTHERPAIRINGSAREPOSSIBLE THEÚVEPROVESUFÚCIENT
for cataloguing the children’s statements.
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!FTERTHESTATEMENTSWERESORTEDINTOTHEÚVEMAINCATEGORIES THEYWERESORTEDFURTHERINTOSUBTOPICSANDTHEN
ordered by grade level, with statements by males following those by females. The number of statements was
reduced to eliminate redundancies while still retaining the variety of expression, and the distribution among
younger and older children and boys and girls. The number of statements at each grade and the proportion of
male and female entries vary according to the topic and subtopic. Spelling is normalized, but the orthography
ISOTHERWISEORIGINAL7ORDSINBRACKETSAREEDITORIAL4HEAUTHOROFEACHSTATEMENTISIDENTIÚEDBYGENDERAND
grade (B4 = boy, grade 4; G5 = girl, grade 5).

5.3.1 Mind ⇔ Imagination
The imagination is activated during the visioning exercise. While viewing artworks in the gallery, the children
CLOSETHEIREYES IMAGINETHATTHEREISA46SCREENBEHINDTHEIREYELIDS THENSEETHEARTWORKONTHATSCREEN
They remark on this newfound ability to see an artwork with the eyes of the imagination.
1. I can imagine pictures in my mind (head, brain):
• I imaged all the things in my head then draw it on the paper. (G4)
• I could visualize and could see things in my brain. (B4)
• I learned that you could put that picture in your head and imagine that you are in it. (G5)
• I learned that imagination is not something you see, it’s something you imagination in your head. (B5)
• I learn about my imagination is that when you look at a picture up close you can think it’s really happening. (B5)
• You can be in the picture go to the picture and feel the picture with your imagination. (G6)
• I learned how you could travel through the picture, absorbing and learning. (G6)
• I learned that you can see art in your head with your mind if you try hard enough. (B6)
• When you imagine it’s like you enter a different world of many different stuff. (G7)
• I learned that I don’t need eyes to see. I can use my mind to paint. Whatever picture pops into my imagination I can
do on paper. (G7)
• The “going somewhere in your picture” was essential to the artwork. (B7)

2. I have an imagination:
• I learned that I actually have an imagination at this old. (G5)
• I learned that it is 1,00,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 times bigger than I imagined. (B5)
• I have a very imaginative brain. (B5)
• I discovered that I have a vast, crazy imagination, where I thought up of lots of unbelievable things. (B6)
• I learned that I have a very big imagination and now I know I can use it. (B7)
• I think I have a good imagination because I never did something like this before. (B7)

4HEIMAGINATIONÛOWS
p4HAT;THEIMAGINATION=CANÛOWIFYOUGETINSTRUCTIONSTOFOCUSONONETHING'
p)LEARNEDTHATYOURIMAGINATIONCANLETOUTSOMANYDIFFERENTIDEASANDTHINGSTHATYOURPICTURECANBEÛOWINGWITH
different thing. (G6)
p)LEARNEDABOUTTHEIMAGINATIONTHATITCANÛOWEASILYWITHOUTSTRESSANDHAVEABEAUTIFULWAYOFEXPRESSINGITSELF'
p)LEARNEDABOUTTHEIMAGINATIONNOTTRYINGTODEMANDAPICTUREJUSTLETYOURHANDSÛOWISBETTERTHANANYTHING'
p)LEARNEDTOBEMORECREATIVEANDLETMYIMAGINATIONTAKECHARGESOTHATITCOULDÛOWINMYMIND'
p;4HEIMAGINATION=ÛOWS" 

5. The imagination is helpful, so let it be your guide:
• When you’re bored you always have an imagination. (G4)
• I learned that you can imagine anything you want without being told. (G4)
• I learned that it is bigger and if you let it guide you it turn out to be beautiful. (G4)
p)LEARNEDTHATJUSTSTICKWITHWHATYOURIMAGINATIONSAYS'
• If I am not too sure on what to do then let your imagination guide you. (G5)
• That my imagination goes very far and it helps you in life. (B5)
• I learned that my imagination does not work during boring stuff. (B5)
p)LEARNEDTHATIFYOUHAVENOTHINGTODOONABORINGDAYYOUCOULDJUSTPICKUPAPAPERANDPENCILANDLETYOURCREATIVE
imagination come to life. (G6)
• I learned that the imagination is the best tool that any artist can have because the best ideas start there. (G6)
p)LEARNEDTHATYOUDONmT;HAVE=TOLEARNFROMAPERSONORANYTHINGJUSTUSEYOURIMAGINATION"
• You can draw whatever’s in your head and hand. (G7)
• I learned that I should trust it because it will tell me what to do. (G8)
• If you give it somewhere to start, it will guide your hand. (B8)
• That I can do anything and to let my hand take over instead of my mind. (B8)

6. What you imagine is true, good, and beautiful:
• I learned that whatever you imagine it will always come true. (G3)
• I learned that any imagination we got was always good. (G4)
• I learned that anything can happen and anything you imaginate will always come true for yourself. (B5)
• I learned that if you let your imagination work, it will make something beautiful. (G6)

7. The imagination shows your feelings and values:
• It helps you feel things you never felt before. (G4)
• I learned that you have to let your imagination free to its feelings. (G5)
• I learned that imagination likes contrast and anger. But also it likes the swaying feel of a cool breeze on a summer day. (G5)
• Imagination can do whatever you believe in. (B5)
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• [The imagination] can really open up to what you want if you open up too. (G3)
• I learned that I have many things in my mind that are important. (G4)
• I had more to my mind than I thought. (B4)
• I learned you can go anywhere in your mind. (G5)
p)LEARNEDTHATIFYOULOOKDEEPINTOYOURIMAGINATIONYOUWILLÚNDSOMETHINGNEW'
• My imagination is a different world in my head. Some things that I imagine even surprise me. (G5)
p)LEARNEDTHAT)HAD;ANIMAGINATION=THATISSOLARGE)mMSURPRISEDITÚTSINMYHEAD' 
• That it never ends, and that to never stop thinking. (G5)
• I learned about imagination to have an open mind. (B5)
• It is like a whole new world in your mind. (B5)
p)LEARNEDYOURIMAGINATIONTAKESYOUTOPLACESNOONEHASGONEANDYOUCANBEÚRST"
• I learned that your imagination is like magic. You can think of anything you want. (B5)
p-YIMAGINATIONÛEWAND)GOTIDEASABOUTTHETHINGSTHATWEREINSIDE"
• I learned that I imagine a lot of things and also when I used my imagination to draw the painting I couldn’t believe what
I could do. (G6)
• I learned that if I think a lot my imagination will expand. (G6)
• When you let it free you’ll be amazed what you come up with. (B6)
• I learned that your imagination takes you to different places in your mind. (B6)
• It can take me anywhere I want to go or to places I didn’t know I could go. (G7)
• I learned the most that my ideas can travel far and that some is still unfound and some will be released every day. (G7)
• I realized how accessible and deep [the imagination] could be. The program opened my mind when I look at a piece
of art. (B7)
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4. The imagination is like a whole new world in your mind:
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• I learned my imagination has a peaceful side and an evil side. (B5)
• I learned that I had different views and opinions I never knew I had. (G6)
• My imagination is crazy but has a lot of feelings and that I have a lot of love. (G8)
• I found out the place I should go in my imagination when I’m sad, mad. (B8)

8. The imagination has a mind of its own and speaks to you:
• I learned about my imagination it has a mind of its own. (B4)
• My imagination could ‘speak’ to me. (G5)
• My imagination has a mind of its own. (B5)
• Your imagination can speak for itself if you give it a chance. (B6)
• It is very smart and has a life of its own. (B7)
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9. The imagination is hard to control:
• My imagination is so hard to control. Sometimes I start writing and when I’m not writing, ideas pop into my head.
It’s out of control. (B4)
• At times it is hard to control. (B5)
p)LEARNEDTHATTHINGSWILLJUSTPOPOUTOFMEWHEN)mMTHINKINGOFSOMETHINGTODRAW'
• My imagination is a place where there are no rules and the world is wild. (B6)
• It did things I didn’t want it to do. (B7)

10. You can learn a lot from your imagination:
• I learn that [I] can learn from your imagination. (B3)
• I learned that it is a big place and you don’t know if everything in your imagination makes sense. (G4)
• I learned that things that come out of your imagination don’t also have to be what you think. (G5)
• I found out more than I knew I knew. (B5)
• A million times better than TV and video games. (B5)
• It opens mysterious and unknown doors. (B5)
• I learned what you think you see when you look at a painting isn’t always what your mind and imagination and soul sees. (G8)
p)CANTHINKQUITEDEEPLY)LEARNEDTHATOURMINDSCANCONSTRUCTTHINGSTHATWECOULDNEVERHAVETHOUGHTOFrTHISPART
of the program was to go into the depths of our thought. (B8)

11. To imagine you have to put your mind to it:
• I learned that if you think hard you will get imagination. (B3)
• I learned that you can do anything with your imagination if you put your mind to it. (G4)
• I learned that if I set my mind to something my imagination would carry me through. (B4)
• I learned that I have a wide and wild imagination all I have to do is think really really hard and like my heart. (G5)
• I learned that when I concentrate hard and when I want to use my imagination and remember things it really is useful. (G5)
• I learned about my imagination was that I can do anything if I put my mind to it. (G6)
p)LEARNEDTHAT)CANIMAGINEANYTHING)JUSTHAVETOPUTMYMINDTOIT!LSO)LEARNEDTO%80!.$MYIMAGINATIONAND
let other aspects come into play. (B7)

12. The imagination needs time, quiet and patience:
p)LEARNEDTHATMYIMAGINATIONCANGETMECREATIVE ANDTHATWHENITmSQUIET)CANIMAGINEMORE'
• I learned that imagination takes time and you can’t rush. (G5)
p7HAT)LEARNEDABOUTMYIMAGINATIONISTHAT)IMAGINATEMOREWHENITmSQUIET" 
p)LEARNEDTHATIFJUSTSTOPFORASECONDANDTAKETHETIMETOTHINKALOTWILLCOMEINTOYOURHEAD'
• I must be patient to let my imagination think. (B8)

13. The imagination is different from outer reality:
p)LEARNEDTHATMYIMAGINATIONISNOTJUSTFOCUSEDIMAGESBUTITISABSTRACTASWELL'
• That it’s weird and it gives you a random picture in your head. (B5)

14. I should use my imagination more:

15. The imagination gets better with practice:
• I can be more and more creative year after year. (G3) [The student was doing the program for the 3rd time.]
• I learned that my imagination grows. (G4) [4th time.]
• That every time you get older you have a different imagination. (G4) [4th time]
• I learned about the imagination that you get better and better when you get older. (B4) [4th time.]
• My imagination grew larger. (B4) [4th time]

5.3.2 Imagination ⇔	
 Art
1. Art comes from your imagination:
p)LEARNEDABOUTARTTHATYOUÚRSTHAVETOIMAGINATIONIT'
p)LEARNEDTHAT;ART=ISNOTJUSTABOUTCOLOURINGAPICTURE ITISALSOABOUTIMAGINATION'
• I learned that your imagination leads the way to all of your drawings. (B3)
• With my imagination I could create anything. I learned that art leads you to a brand new place. (G4)
• I learned that everything you draw comes of your imagination. (B4)
• I can make any picture I visualize. (G5)
• I learned I can draw my imagination on paper. (G5)
• Art is actually about imagination. (G5)
• My imagination draws the picture for you. Your artwork all comes from your imagination. (B5)
• I learned that my imagination like draws the picture for you. (B5)
• Your imagination is like art but in your head. (B5)
• I learned that my imagination can change something ordinary into a wonderful piece of artwork. Or it shows me that
my imagination can do anything. (B5)
• I learned that my imagination could create really nice pictures. (G6)
• I learned that when you draw your imagination it looks like art. (B6)
• Imagination is really critical in your artwork. (G7)
• Imagination contributed a lot to the creation of art. (G7)
• I like how I got to do pictures out of my imagination. (B7)
• I learned that with my imagination I can make masterpieces. (B8)
• Imagination can make art. (B8)
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• I learned to use it and stretch it, not to let it rot. (G4)
• I learned that I have a big imagination and all I have to do is use it. (G4)
p)LEARNEDTHATMYIMAGINATIONSHOULDBEUSEDINSTEADOFJUSTSTAYINGINMYHEAD' 
• I have a very big one and I shouldn’t be afraid to use it. (G5)
• When I go deeper I get better ideas. (G5)
• I learned that you need to exercise it with creativity. I have an imagination that should be used. (G5)
• I learned I do not use it enough. (B5)
• You should use your imagination more rather than not using. (B5)
p)LEARNEDALOTOFTHINGSBUTONEOFTHEMOSTIMPORTANTTHINGSTOMEWASNOTTOBEAFRAIDABOUTJUSTUSEYOURIMAGINATION
and start. (G6)
p)LEARNEDTHATMYIMAGINATIONCANOPENDOORSFORALLKINDSOFARTSANDITmSMYJOBTOUSEIT' 
• I learned that you imagination will take you anywhere you want to go and you shouldn’t be afraid to show that. (G7)
• I learned that I don’t use my imagination very much. But if I do I can unleash many emotions and ideas. (G7)
• After today, I realized that I really have a great imagination but I don’t use it that much. (B7)
• I learned that if I use my imagination more often I can create a lot more that is way more creative. (G8)
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p)LEARNEDTHATMYIMAGINATIONISNOTJUSTFOCUSEDIMAGESBUTITISABSTRACTASWELL"
• I learned that your imagination is very powerful and that it can take you places that aren’t possible to go to in reality. (B5)
• I thought that everything has to be normal, like mountain must be a green, water must be a blue. But my imagination
view has been changed. My imagination could make big different. (G7)
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2. Art is imagination:
• I learned about art that my imagination came true. (B3)
• Art is like imagination. It also has no limits. So Art rules. (G5)
• Art is anything that comes up in your mind. (G5)
• Art is your imagination in disguise. It is your imagination that expresses you, not the other way around. (G5)
• Art is a piece of your imagination world. (G5)
• It’s a whole new world if you don’t think of boundaries. There are not walls for art. (G5)
• I learned that art is your imagination. (B6)
• Art is like a vision that comes to you. (B6)
p!RTISNOTJUSTABOUTPASSIONANDSKILLITmSABOUTIMAGINATION"
• [I liked to] explore my mind to draw a picture. (G7)
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3. Art does not need directed thinking:
• I thought all your art comes from your brain. Now I know everything you draw comes of your imagination. (G3)
• I learned about the imagination you can make different pictures with not knowing. (B4)
• I learned my imagination could take over my mind and draw a beautiful picture. (G4)
p)LEARNEDABOUTTHEIMAGINATIONTHAT)WASVERYCREATIVE)FOUNDTHEREWASMORETOARTTHANJUSTDOINGWHATYOUARETOLD'
• You don’t need to plan out a picture to make a great one. (G8)

4. Let the imagination be free while you make art:
p)NEVERYPIECEOFARTWORK YOUSHOULDOPENYOURDOORTOYOURIMAGINATIONANDLETITÛY'
• I learned that my imagination went crazy and it made [me] think what I wanted to draw. (B4)
p;-YÚRSTDRAWINGSURPRISEDME=BECAUSEUSUALLY)DONORMALDRAWINGq)DONmTDOABSTRACTTHATMUCHBUTNOW)LIKEIT"
• I learned that when it comes to art it’s your imagination that lets you free your mind, lets you go to a place with no
experience. (G5)
• I learned that you should let your imagination soar because it lets you go to any depth, place, and be anything you
want. (B5)

5. Artwork comes from the heart and shows your feelings, emotions and values:
• Art is not about good and bad it is about your feeling. (B4)
p)LEARNEDTHATARTHASALOTOFFEELINGS!RTCANLEAVEYOUCOLD ORWARM HAPPYORSAD STRONGORWEAKJUSTBYLOOKINGAT
art. (G5)
• We learned that painting comes from the heart and soul. (G5)
• What I learned about art was when I drew what my imagination and heart said. (G5)
• I learn that anger could help you draw. (B5)
• I found out a lot of art comes from feelings and ideas that are put together. (B5)
• What I learned about art is that art can be fun, it opens your imagination, and I learned that art sometimes can express
feelings of you inside. (G6)
• I learned that art can be wonderful when it comes from the heart. (G6)
• I learned that art can be wonderful when it comes from the heart. (G6)
• That if you’re mad you can put it on paper and after you will be OK. (G6)
• If you feel anger you can express your feeling by paper. (B6)
p-YÚRSTDRAWINGSURPRISEDMEBECAUSEITWASEXPRESSINGMYFEELINGS"
• I learned [art] is not only about drawing and stuff but it is to express our feelings too. (B6)
p-YÚRSTDRAWINGBROUGHTOUTSTRONGEMOTIONS"
• What I learned about the creative imagination is that you can let all your feelings out and it can make something good. (G8)
• I learned about the imagination to always think outside the box and create what you feel. I learned that you have to be
creative and use as much variety as possible. Use your imagination. (G8)

• One thing I learned about art is to always use your imagination to help you. (G4)
• When you are doing art let your imagination lead you. (B4)
• What I learned about art is that you should use your imagination and that no artwork is ugly. (G5)
p)LEARNED;THEIMAGINATION=WASNmTJUSTTHERETOHELPMEDESIGNORDRAWBUTTOCREATESOMEINTERESTINGTHINGS'
• If you trust your imagination everything you make will be beautiful. (B5)
p7HATEVERYOUTHINKINYOURMINDJUSTDRAWIT'
p4HATIFYOULETYOURIMAGINATIONLOOSEYOUMIGHTJUSTCREATESOMETHINGVERYNICE"
• I learned if you listen to [the imagination] you can make great artwork. (B6)
• I learned about art that you have to let your imagination do all the work. (B7)
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6. Trust your imagination while you make art:

7. Art doesn’t have to be perfect:

8. Making art from your imagination needs time, patience and calm:
• I learned that you have to have patience to do art and if you want to do something good you should take your time. (G5)
• I learned [about art] that you have to have patience and lots of lots of curiosity and much imagination. (B5)
• You have to be unstressful so that you can draw. You also have to keep your mind thinking. I think art is more relaxing
than anything else. (G6)
• We had the chance to seat by ourselfs and think, act, feel, draw different. (G6)
p)LIKEDTHEDRAWINGANDTHEQUIET"
• I learned that art takes patience, love and calmness. You can’t rush. You have to let the ideas slide into your head. (G8)
• I am calm and my imagination goes everywhere when it comes for art. (G8)

9. Art is about inner reality not just outer reality:
• [Art] is not about what you see, it’s about what you imagine. (G4)
• [The imagination] makes you think your picture is real. (B4)
• I learned that when you draw what you imagined on a piece of paper, it turns out much different than in your head. (G5)
• Art doesn’t always have to be real. (G5)
p)LEARNEDTHATARTISMORETHANJUSTWHATYOUSEEONTHEOUTSIDE IFYOUTAKEALOOKAROUNDINYOURIMAGINATION'
• Before I believed that art had to resemble something but now I don’t. (B5)
• The program made me see the emotions on the inside of the painting instead of what shows on the outside. (G7)
p4HATARTDOESNmTNEEDTOBEASPECIÚCTHINGqITCANCOMEFROMYOURIMAGINATION"
p-YWORKREÛECTMYMOODANDPERSONALITY"
• I found out a new method to start painting and that you can draw from your emotions. (B8)

10. Art is fun and creative when you use your imagination:
• I learned that art can be really fun if you use your imagination. (G5)
p)LEARNED;ABOUTART=THATIFYOULOOKDEEPINTOYOURIMAGINATIONYOUWILLÚNDSOMETHINGNEW'
• If I use my imagination anything I want can happen. (B5)
• [Art] is fun, creative and you have to have an imagination to make a really good artwork. (G6)
• I learned how to concentrate my imagination on a picture and understood where it will take me. I learned my imagination
would also make me creative. (B6)
• I learned that by using your imagination you can do everything imaginable. (G7)
• By looking at what the artist did, it made me believe that anyone can do such great art only if they love what they’re
doing, and use their imagination well. (G7)
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• There is no wrong to art. (B3)
• I learn about art that it doesn’t have to be perfect. (B5)
• I learned about art is that anything you draw is OK and nobody could make mistakes. (G6)
p)LEARNEDTHAT)SHOULDJUSTDRAWWHATEVER)THINKOFANDSOMETHINGGOODWILLCOMEOUT)ALSOLEARNEDTHATIF)MAKEA
MISTAKEITWOULDBEEASYTOÚXIF)THINKOFDIFFERENTIDEAS"
• I found out there is no wrong or right way to make art. (G7)
• That there can never be a right or wrong answer in art. (B7)
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5.3.3 Art ⇔	
 Creativity
1. Art makes me creative:
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• You can create anything. (G3)
• I can be creative with pictures and colours. (G3)
• I learned I am full of creativity. (B3)
• I found that I am very talented. (G4)
• My imagination is very creative, I can’t believe how much I learned. (B4)
• It was very professional to work in there. (B4)
• I learned that [art is] creative because you could draw whatever you like and what you feel. (G5)
• I learned about art you can transform things. (B5)
• I learned that I could turn anything into something it is not. In this case art. On my piece of art I imagined many things
that could be happening in the art. (B5)
• I learned about texture, creativity and imagination. (G6)
• [My artwork] was really creative. (B6)
p;-YÚRSTDRAWINGSURPRISEDME="ECAUSE)NEVERKNEWTHAT)COULDBEARTISTIC"
• I’m pretty creative when I work by myself. (B8)

2. My attitude to art changed:
• I thought art was boring but it is interesting. (G4)
• I learned that my imagination is very creative. I can’t believe how much I learned. Before I didn’t really like art but the
experience here made me love it. (B4)
• I never knew art could be fun to do. (B4)
• I used to hate art and think that art was boring. I used to draw bad, but now I draw okay. (G5)
• Before I thought that art was boring but they said that art is all about expressing yourself and using your imagination.
That made me feel better about doing artwork. (B5)
• I learned to be creative. My ideas about art changed because I never knew that art is not a waste of time. (B5)
• I thought I couldn’t do [art] and once I started to I loved art. (B5)
• Before I thought art was dumb, but now I think it is pretty cool. (B5)
• When I was small I loved to draw but then I stopped. Now I love art again. (G6)
• I thought art had to be perfect but now I know there is never a right or wrong answer. (G6)
• I thought that it had to be good in order to be art but it doesn’t. (G6)
• My view of art changed because I know how serious art is.(B6)
p)mVEALWAYSHATEDANDSTUNKATART.OW)FEELALITTLEMORECONÚDENT"
• Because I’ve never felt like this before. (B6)
p"EFOREARTWASNmTREALLYMYTHING BUTAFTERTHISEXPERIENCE)HAVEREALLYENJOYEDART'
p)THOUGHTARTWASJUSTABORINGHOBBYBUTNOW)MIGHTJUSTTAKEANINTERESTINIT"
• The program made me a lot more interested in art because we were shown through someone else’s art and that
person’s experiences. That for me inspired an entire different set of artistic ideas of my own. (B7)
• I learned that I am more creative than I think I am and my art is good even if I don’t like it. (G8)
• Art is everything. Art is made from feelings, experience, and creativity. (G8)
• I can express myself in more creative ways than I thought. (B8)

3. I can be creative in art if I use my imagination:
• I learned how to picture things in my imagination. Now I am going to draw things in my life and what I feel like. (G5)
• I learned I had more imagination and creativity than I thought I had. I never really loved art and now it seems so fun
and interesting to me. (B5)
• I learned lots of things about my imagination like I could make great things if I set my mind to it. My ideas of art
changed because I could make anything now if I try really hard. (B6)
p)LEARNEDTHAT)SHOULDJUSTDRAWWHATEVER)THINKOFANDSOMETHINGGOODWILLCOMEOUT"
• Art is my work. It’s not for showing off or to get a good mark in the school. What I think is “now” art is one of thing
that shows our imagination. (G7)

4. Art has a message and is meaningful:
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• I learned about art that now the message matters. (G5)
• Sometimes your subconscious makes similarity with things. (B5)
• Sometimes you can’t understand the picture right away, but once you look at it for a while you can understand it. (B5)
• Now I can see more meanings of art work. (B6)
• Before I thought art was useless and boring but now I know it has a message. (G7)
p-YÚRSTPICTUREHADAVERYDEEPMESSAGE9OUCANONLYUNDERSTANDITIFYOULOOKVERYCLOSELY'
• Art can take different forms and have an underlying meaning to it. (G8)
• Art represents emotions. You can draw spontaneously on what you feel. There are secret meanings in paintings and
everyone interprets something different from a painting. (G8)
• I learned that I can in fact draw art that has meaning and that everyone can draw. (B8)
• I learned about the art was there’s a meaning in each painting. (B8)
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5.3.4 Creativity ⇔	
 Identity
1. I am good at art:
• I can do any kind of art. (B3)
• I am very good at art. (B4)
• I had more art in myself than I noticed. (G4)
• I learned I could make anything. (B5)
• I learned that I have a very good artistic culture. (B5)
• I learned I have art. (G8)
• I learned there is no limit to what I can create. (G8)

2. I am an artist:
• I am a very good artist. (G3)
• I can be artistic. (B3)
• I am a good artist if I think I am. (B4)
• I am a drawer and I might even become an artist. (B4)
p)AMREALLYJUSTASGOODANARTISTASANYONEELSE'
• I learned that you’re a great artist no matter what, if you put your mind into it, especially your imagination. (G6)
• I can be a great artist with imagination. (B6)
• I learned that if you believe in yourself you can become an artist. (G8)
• I am an artist myself. (B8)
p)LEARNEDTHATIF)PUTMYMINDTOIT)CANDRAWBETTERTHAN)THOUGHT)HAVETHECAPABILITYTOBEANARTISTrFORFUTUREIF)
were to take the proper steps. (B8)

3. You can discover your feelings and values through art:
• The second picture made me feel better. (B4)
• [I liked most] when we experienced our talents. (B4)
p;-YARTWORKS=REÛECTEDONME'
• I have a new side of me that I discovered through my art. (G5)
• Now I realize that art is anything you do to express yourslf. (G5)
• I never knew that you could draw what you felt. (G5)
• Art is belief. (G5)
• I learn that everything that’s wrong, we learn from it. (B5)
• Art is your imagination and your feelings. (B5)
• I learned art represents yourself. (B6)
• I like that they actually reach into you and pull the creativity and the images out of you, which is amazing. (G7)
• I learned that my imagination is crazy but has a lot of feelings and that I have a lot of love. (G7)
• I learned that you can let all your feelings out and it can make something good. (G7)
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• Art is such a beautiful way of expressing life. I appreciate [it] even more. I learned art is a wonderful way to express your
feelings. (G7)
• I learned that colour affects people’s moods. (B7)
• I never thought my imagination was so deep. I found out my artwork symbolizes me. (B7)
• I learned that [art] is a way to express yourself. (G8)
• I found out that my ideas are really good and if I look into them I will be good. (B8)
• I like how I got to express myself and show what I know and how I feel. (B8)

4. Everyone is an artist in their own way:
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• I learned that I have a good imagination, no, the best imagination and no one is better than me. (G4)
p)LEARNEDABOUTARTTHAT)AMUNIQUEINMYOWNWAY"
• I learned that everyone had different designs and no one has the same drawing. (B4)
• I am very special in my own way. (G5)
• I learn that my imagination can go wild and it’s not the same as anyone else’s. (G5)
• I have always known this but that I am very different than others. (B6)
• I learned that they could draw from powerful to light, light to dark, sorrow and loneliness, love and peaceful. (G8)
• I learned that everyone can be creative if they draw based on what they imagine. (G8)
• I am an artist. Everyone is in their own way. (B8)

)LEARNEDTOBELIEVEINMYSELFANDAMMORECONÚDENT
p)LEARNEDTOJUSTBELIEVEINMYSELF' 
• I learned that you have to believe in yourself. (G4)
• Imagination is whatever you are. (G4)
• I am not boring. (B4)
• I love me. (B4)
p)LEARNED)COULDUSESHAPESANDCOLOURSTOEXPRESSMYFEELINGS)HAVEMORECONÚDENCE'
• I learned that you need to do what you think. I can draw very good for a beginner. (G5)
p!TÚRST)WASALLSCAREDAND)DIDNmT;KNOW=WHATTODOBUTNOW)DO'
p)FEELMORECONÚDENT"
p)AMCREATIVEAND)JUSTHAVETOBELIEVEINMYSELF'
• I don’t always have to be perfect…I can’t be anyone else…you need to be yourself. (G8)
p)LEARNEDTOBECONÚDENTINYOURART"
• I should always think positive and not put my own work down. (B8)
• I have a new perspective on things in life. (B8)

6. Now I don’t worry what others think about my art:
• I am not scared to show my art. (B4)
• Now I don’t worry about what other people think of what my art turns out like. (G5)
• I learned there is all kinds of art, messy and neat, rough and plain etc. I also learned to not care about my art, the way
it looked, and be proud of my work. (G6)
• I thought people wouldn’t like it. Now I understand that it matters if I like it. (B8)

7. I learned to keep trying and never give up:
• If you want to do something, you go for it. (B5)
• I learned that before you sketch if you go ahead and sketch and it doesn’t look that good don’t stop still, keep on trying
till you get it and then you will get use to sketching and be really good at it. Which means you never give up. (B5)
• I learned that even if I believe I don’t have the power I can make it with my imagination. (G5)
p)LEARNEDTHATBEINGANARTISTISAFUNBUTTOUGHJOBANDTHATITTAKESRESPONSIBILITYANDDETERMINATION'

1. Everyone has a different imagination:

2. Everyone makes different art:
• Everyone is an artist in their own way. (B4)
• Everyone is a artist. Even with less or more effort art makes everyone beautiful in a way. (G5)
• I learned that my classmates have art in them. (G5)
• I learned everyone can be creative. (B5)
p)HAVELEARNEDTHATEVERYONEISUNIQUEINTHEIROWNWAY'
p)LEARNEDTHATEVERYONEISANARTISTINTHEIROWNWAYJUSTLIKEME' 
p7EAREUNIQUEPEOPLETHATHAVEADIFFERENTPERSPECTIVE'
p4HEYAREALLUNIQUEANDAREGOODARTISTS" 

3. My classmates have different feelings and points of view:
• I learned that everyone is different inside. (G3)
• They are kids who like different things and no one is the same. (G4)
• Everyone has different feelings. (G4)
• I like that we get to know what others did and what they like. (B4)
• A lot of people were very emotional in their pictures so I learned that a lot of my friends are emotional. (G5)
• I learned that everyone thinks differently and has different opinions. (B5)
• I learned that they all express their feelings in different ways. (B6)
p)LEARNEDTHATEVERYONEINMYCLASSTHINKDIFFERENTLYANDUNIQUELY BUTTHATDOESNmTMEANTHEYmREWRONG'
• They are more profound than I thought. (G7)
• Everyone is different in every way. (B7)
• I learned how the people in my class think and feel about things. (G8)
• I learned that everyone has different feelings that they bottle up and don’t know how to deal with them. (G8)
p)LEARNEDTHATÚRSTIMPRESSIONSARENmTALWAYSCORRECT"
• You get to see your classmates perspectives and respect. (B8)

4. My classmates show respect, listen to each other and are friendly:
• It’s fun working together. (B3)
• I learned if you be nice to them they will be nice to you. (G3)
• What I learned about others is respecting them and teaching me art. (G3
• They will listen to each other. (G4)
• That some people that are shy could express themselves with art. (G4)
• I learned they are friendly on the inside. (G5)
• I learned that others in my class can take it if I say something good or bad about their drawing. (B5)
• I learned that they have respect, they don’t laugh at your art. (G6)
• [I liked]about the time where we discuss our paintings and feelings and we get to know each other better. (G6)
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• [I learned] that we all have a different imagination. (G3)
• Everyone can have their own imagination. (B3)
• They have different imagination and no one is the same. (G4)
• What I learned about others was that they had a fun creative imagination that is actually helpful. (G5)
• I learned that I have an imagination and everyone has their own imagination and if you think you don’t have an
imagination look at a picture in depth. (B5)
• I learned that everyone has one and I have a good one. (B5)
• I learned that everyone can have a different view of the same thing. For example M-, N- and I all had a different
impression of the picture. (B6)
p)LEARNEDTHATUSINGYOURIMAGINATIONYOUWILLBEABLETODRAWSOMETHINGUNIQUE"
• There are a lot of students that I didn’t know had such a big imagination. (G7)
• The imagination is different with many people. (B7)
p-YIMAGINATIONWASDIVERSEANDUNIQUEFROMEVERYONEELSEmS)TWASALSOINTERESTING' 
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5.3.5 Identity ⇔	
 Community
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• I liked the fact that you are able to express yourself without being laughed at or teased. (B7)
• Sharing the art was the main focus and we got to meditate. (G7)

• I learned that all of us could bond together and have a fun class. (G8)

Summary of Topics
5.3.1 Mind ⇔ Imagination
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1. I can imagine pictures in my mind (head, brain):
2. I have an imagination:
4HEIMAGINATIONÛOWS
4. The imagination is like a whole new world in your mind:
5. The imagination is helpful, so let it be your guide:
6. What you imagine is true, good and beautiful:
7. The imagination shows your feelings and values:
8. The imagination has a mind of its own and speaks to you:
9. The imagination is hard to control:
10. You can learn a lot from your imagination:
11. To imagine you have to put your mind to it:
12. The imagination needs time, quiet and patience:
13. The imagination is different from outer reality:
14. I should use my imagination more:
15. The imagination gets better with practice:

5.3.2

Imagination ⇔	
 Art

1. Art comes from your imagination:
2. Art is imagination:
3. Art does not need directed thinking:
4. Let the imagination be free while you make art:
5. Artwork comes from the heart and shows your feelings, emotions and values:
6. Trust your imagination while you make art:
7. Art doesn’t have to be perfect:
8. Making art from your imagination needs time, patience and calm:
9. Art is about inner reality not just outer reality:
10. Art is fun and creative when you use your imagination:

5.3.3 Art ⇔	
 Creativity

1. Art makes me creative:
2. My attitude to art changed:
3. I can be creative in art if I use my imagination:
4. Art has a message and is meaningful:

5.3.4 Creativity ⇔	
 Identity

1. I am good at art:
2. I am an artist:
3. You can discover yourself feelings and values through art:
4. Everyone is an artist in their own way:
)LEARNEDTOBELIEVEINMYSELFANDAMMORECONÚDENT
6. Now I don’t worry what others think about my art:
7. I learned to keep trying and never give up:

5.3.5 Identity ⇔	
 Community

1. Everyone has a different imagination:
2. Everyone makes different art:
3. My classmates have different feelings and points of view:
4. My classmates show respect, listen to each other and are friendly:

Discussion

6.1

Northrop Frye Revisited

The pendulum continued to swing back and forth. In the
second half of the 20th century education was dominated by
cognitive science, stimulus-response behaviorism, and the
computational model of the brain. The imaginative, “magical”
thinking of children was regarded as a passing phase on
THE WAY TO MATURE nSCIENTIÚCo THINKING  WHICH SHOULD BE
relatively free of symbolic representations (Piaget, 1962).
Humanists responded by promoting the creativity, empathy,
social skills, and the inner-directed maturation of the child
INSO CALLEDnCONÛUENT oORnTRANSPERSONALoEDUCATION*ONES 
1968; Rubin, 1973; Hendricks & Wills, 1975).
Northrop Frye weighed into the debate with the CBC Massey
Lectures. In The Educated Imagination he argued that while
scientists and artists come to their disciplines from opposite
directions, both require an educated imagination (Frye,
1963).1 Scientists investigate the world as it is in the here and
now and explain their data by means of reason, logic and
mathematics. But when they propose possible models, they
call on the imagination for metaphors. (Frye did not provide
examples, but the Big Bang, Black Holes, and Dark Matter
would qualify.) Artists, he continued, imagine alternative
worlds and translate them into everyday experience,
often using advanced materials and new technologies.
1
The need to educate the imagination of both scientists
and artists was recognized in the 19th century. Cf. RootBernstein (2010).

Frye went on to say that the relationship between self and
other is grounded in the imagination. Imagining the minds
of others enables us to understand differences among
peoples with respect to their customs and systems of belief.
“Bigots and fanatics,” he wrote, “seldom have any use for
the imagination” (ibid., p. 32). The moral imagination,
he stated, enables us to conceive of a better world and a
worse world and then to make a choice for the one that we
prefer. Moral imagination gives us the ability to relate to
society and ultimately to the environment as a whole. Frye
thus anticipated the idea of ecological consciousness: “The
limit of the imagination is a totally human world.” He also
noted the importance of rituals and ceremonies as sites for
creativity: “Weddings and deaths and initiation ceremonies
have always been points at which the creative imagination
came into focus both now and thousands of years ago”
(ibid., p. 56). The imagination enables us to realize our
visions by negotiating between the inner reality of dream
and metaphor and the practical reality of the outer world.
%CHOING'OETHE &RYEAFÚRMEDTHATTHEIMAGINATIONISnTHE
power in the human mind that constructs and builds”
(ibid., pp. 66, 67).
Frye’s manifesto was largely ignored. An extensive survey of
arts literacy in Canada revealed that teachers and researchers
in the arts had little interest in educating the imagination
(McIntosh, 1995). Cognitive psychologists are interested in
the re-creative or reproductive functions of the imagination
(Harris, 2000; Currie and Ravenscroft, 2002), but not in the
creative, productive and transformative functions to which
Shakespeare, Goethe, Coleridge and Frye refer. Cognitivism
admits the “magical thinking” of adults only as a “by-product
of the adaptive functioning of the mind” (Nemeroff & Rozin,
2000, pp. 19-20). Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple
intelligences is based in cognitive science on the premise
THAT THE INTELLIGENCES ARE ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIÚC SITES IN
the brain (Gardner, 1983). While the theory broadened
the understanding of intelligence, it failed to include
intelligences associated with the creative imagination,
empathic relationships, ecological consciousness and
spirituality (see Section 6.3 below).
The one-sided emphasis on cognitivism in public schooling
has resulted in a widespread decline in social studies, the
arts, the humanities, and physical and outdoor education
(Kohn, 2004; von Zastrow, 2004; Ravitch, 2010). Linear,
segmented curricula, comprehensive and detailed lists
of expectations, and tightly scheduled timetables now
dominate the classroom (Wien, 2004). The pressure to raise
scores on high-stakes tests for literacy and numeracy, and
the emphasis on science and technology suppress intrinsic
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The competition between the Reason and the Imagination
over which should rule the mind has been an age-old theme.
In A Midsummer Night’s Dream Shakespeare dramatized
the contest between “cool reason” and the imagination
that “bodies forth the forms of things unknown.” The play
culminates in the royal wedding between avatars of the
Reason (Duke Theseus of Athens) and the Imagination
(Hippolyta, Queen of the Amazons). But the marriage
did not last. Reason divorced the Imagination during the
Enlightenment, and they didn’t resume relations until late
in the 18th century, when the Romantics discovered the
unconscious and became fascinated with the creative
imagination (Ellenberger, 1970). In a novel published in
1796 Goethe wrote: “There lies deep within us this creative
force that is able to call into being what is to be and does
not let us pause or rest until we have given expression
to it outside ourselves or about ourselves, in one way
or another” (Goethe, 1977, p. 173). And a few decades
later Samuel Taylor Coleridge complained that educators
placed too much emphasis on “the judgement” and instead
should cultivate “those faculties in a child’s mind which are
ÚRST AWAKENED BY NATURE AND CONSEQUENTLY ÚRST ADMIT OF
cultivation, that is to say, the memory and the imagination”
(Coleridge, 1950, pp. 401-402).

Thus artists and scientists both operate with a mixture of
hunch and common sense: “A highly developed science
and a highly developed art are very close together,
psychologically and otherwise” (ibid., pp. 4-11).
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motivation for learning. A recent report on arts education
in the U.S.A. found that efforts to improve access to arts
education in the public schools have been vulnerable
not only to policy and political changes, but also to testbased assessments of non-arts subjects and the related lack
of time in the school day for other than tested subjects.
This is compounded by the fact that the arts have been
off the agenda for so long that the present generation of
teachers and school leaders have had little exposure to the
arts, whether as students or as professionals (Bodilly, et al.,
2008, pp. 79-80). Dianne Ravitch, assistant secretary of
education when the U.S. federal government implemented
the “No Child Left Behind Act,” was responsible for
instituting the program of mass testing. She now rejects
that policy as a failure and advocates returning to a
model of education that provides the full range of liberal
ARTS  SCIENCES AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 3HE AFÚRMS THAT
motivation for schooling increases when children have the
opportunity to develop individual talents and aptitudes in
a wide array of activities, including athletics and the arts
(Ravitch, 2010). The responses of teachers and students to
the Exploring Creativity in Depth program indicate that the
situation in Ontario is similar to that south of the border
(see above, Sections 3 and 4).
Frye’s challenge, which remains as urgent today as it was
nearly 50 years ago, has been taken up by John Ralston Saul
with redoubled urgency, for the stakes in an increasingly
administered and technologically mediated world are now
much higher (Saul, 2001). A new relationship between the
Reason and the Imagination is afforded by neuroscientists
WHO ARE INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF REÛECTIVE EXERCISES ON
the developing brain, body and mind. In The Mindful Brain
Daniel Siegel writes, “Our human mind is both embodied—
IT INVOLVES A ÛOW OF ENERGY AND INFORMATION THAT OCCURS
within the body, including the brain—and relational, the
DIMENSIONOFTHEMINDTHATINVOLVESTHEÛOWOFENERGYAND
information occurring between people” (Siegel, 2007, p. 5).
Both the embodied and relational functions of the mind are
STRENGTHENED BY MEDITATIVE EXERCISES 2EÛECTION  ACCORDING
to Siegel, is the pathway by which the brain supports
ÛEXIBILITY AND RESILIENCE  THE BASIC INGREDIENTS OF INDIVIDUAL
well-being and a compassionate society. “Personal well-being
and prosocial behavior require that we nurture the capacity
for self-understanding and empathy in youth, qualities that
EMERGEFROMLEARNINGTOBEREÛECTIVEo3IEGEL  P 

6.2

Educating the Creative Imagination

Restoration of the arts and the imagination to general
education has been advocated by many educators, among
THEM 'REENE -ILLER %ÛAND %ISNER
(2002), Egan (2004, 2008) and Dobson (2008). Bernard
Neville surveyed a number of therapeutic disciplines,
including psychosynthesis, neurolinguistic programming,
and the psychology of Carl Jung, for concepts and methods
that stimulate the imagination in various expressive media
(Neville, 2005). Research in neuroscience on the effects
OF REÛECTIVE  MEDITATIVE EXERCISES IN LEARNING  HEALING
and general well-being indicates that “intention is made
CAUSALLYEFÚCACIOUSTHROUGHATTENTIONo3CHWARTZ"EGLEY 
2002, p. 360). Norman Doidge and Daniel Siegel report
ONTHEEFFECTSOFREÛECTIVEEXERCISESINBRAINDEVELOPMENT
Doidge states that the faster one can imagine an action,
the faster one can do it, and that the mental practice of
imagining an activity produces observable changes in the
structure of the brain (Doidge, 2007, pp. 203, 207, 213).
3IEGELAFÚRMSTHAT nATTUNINGTOTHESELFrBEINGMINDFULr
CAN ALTER THE BRAINmS ABILITY TO CREATE ÛEXIBILITY AND SELF
observation, empathy and morality.” He recommends that
REÛECTIVESKILLSBETAUGHTÚRSTTOTEACHERSANDTHEN INAGE
APPROPRIATE WAYS  TO STUDENTS4HE FOURTH l2m  2EÛECTION 
should be a fundamental part of basic education (Siegel,
2007, p. 260).
The Exploring Creativity in Depth program was developed
from a university course on the creative imagination that
MADE USE OF REÛECTIVE  MEDITATIVE EXERCISES IN VARIOUS
expressive media (Clarkson, 2003, 2005). An exercise for
viewing a work of visual art was adapted for an interpretive
exhibit in an art museum so as to be suitable for children as
well as adults (Clarkson & Worts, 2005). One visitor wrote
that the painting “became a part of me and I a part of it.”
Another, “I have learned to hold the moment—enter into
it—and to be with it. The distance between myself and the
painting is no longer.” Another: “Art is also the EXPERIENCE,
giving a whole new dimension to it” (ibid., pp. 268f.). The
exercise in the art gallery exhibit became the basis for the
visioning exercise in ECID.

!CTIVATINGTHEIMAGINATIONPRODUCESAMEDITATIVE REÛECTIVE 
introspective state that is referred to variously as the “tertiary
process” (Arieti, 1976), the “transcendent function,” (Jung,
1960), the “presentational state of awareness” (Langer, 1942;
While the 4,000 students and 100 teachers who have come Arendt, 1978), the “peak experience” (Maslow, 1962), and
through the ECID provide only a small sample from a large THE nÛOW EXPERIENCEo #SIKSZENTMIHALYI    7AKEFUL 
metropolitan school board, their responses over the eight conscious awareness, by contrast, is referred to as the
years the program has been running thus far support the “representational state.” In the representational state meanings
contention that the embodied and relational functions of DERIVEFROMRELATIONSAMONGSIGNIÚERSANDTHEIRREFERENTS WHILE
the mind can be enhanced by activating the imagination in the presentational state felt, symbolic meanings emerge
THROUGH REÛECTIVE EXERCISES AND BY ENGAGING THE DEEP directly from the experience itself. Harry Hunt describes the
structure of the creative process.
presentational state as a condition of “presence-openness”:

describes as “a beautiful thing” that is all her own for her to
hold. She wonders what she will discover as she explores
THEMIRACLESANDDREAMSTHATSHEÚNDSTHERE4HEPOEMISA
remarkable expression of mindfulness.

The effect on the concept of mind is perhaps the most
impressive outcome of activating the imagination.
Encountering a part of the mind that is independent of
DIRECTED THINKING CAUSES A COGNITIVE SHIFT  WHICH A ÚFTH
grader expressed in a poem. “In my mind I wonder what’s
THEREo P III  ABOVE  PICTURES THE IMAGINATION AS ÛOWING
through the “delicate system” of her mind, which she

directly from the imagination enables all children to be
successful and feel creative. This prompts a dramatic change
in the attitude to art. What was once boring, dumb, hateful
and a waste of time is now exciting, fun and worthwhile.
3INCE THE INTERPRETATION PROCESS ÚNDS THAT DRAWINGS HAVE
meanings and express feelings, art conveys messages and
is meaningful (5.3.3.1-4).
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Activating the imagination suffuses the whole personality
with energies that integrate mind and body and give a sense
of well-being. This is evident from the words with which
the children describe how they feel after the program:
“relaxed,” “thoughtful,” “lovely,” “great,” “unique,” “calm,”
“inspired,” “more proud,” “more creative,” “more excited,”
“more exploring,” “interested and infuential,” “more
energetic,” “joyful,” “awesome,” “amazing” (Appendix
The children describe the state of presence-openness C, Question 9). A grade 8 girl who had not been to the
IN VIVID LANGUAGE n-Y IMAGINATION ÛEW AND ) GOT IDEAS ECID before said that she knew the dictionary meaning of
about the things that were inside”; “It is like a whole new the word ‘imagination,’ but she “didn’t know exactly how
world in your mind”; “I learned to have an open mind.” In it feel and what it really means” (Appendix D, 5.2). The
the state of presence-openness the mind is revealed as a program gave her an experience of felt meaning.
world of wonders, powerful feelings, and beauty. Finding a
new world in the mind that is free of conscious control is The discovery of the imagination and self-created meaning
liberating and exhilarating (Section 5.3.1.4).
has consequences for the child’s sense of identity. Children
EXPERIENCE THE EGO AS ÚXED  SELF CONSISTENT  UNITARY  AND
!CTIVATING THE IMAGINATION STIMULATES A ÛOW OF MENTAL identical with itself (Giegerich, 2005). When they discover
energy from the viewer to the artwork. Heightening the that the imagination is independent of the ego, they infer
attention with the intention of viewing a work of art appears that the mind contains a region that is ‘Other’ than the ‘I.’
to transform the picture from an inert object into an active When they give over control of the creative process to the
PARTICIPANTINTHEEXPERIENCE6ISITORSTOTHEMUSEUMSAID IMAGINATIONANDÚNDTHATMAKINGARTDOESNOTNEEDDIRECTED
THATAPAINTINGTHATATÚRSTAPPEAREDDULLANDBORINGSEEMED thinking, they conclude that art comes directly from the
to come alive (Clarkson & Worts, 2005, p.268). In the ECID imagination, and even that art is imagination (5.3.2.1-3). If
CHILDRENOFTENUSETHEWORDlÛOWmTODESCRIBETHEINÛUXOF the imagination is allowed to act freely, art will come from
MENTALENERGYTHEIRIDEASANDIMAGESÛOWTHEIMAGINATION the heart and express your feelings, emotions, and values
ÛOWSEASILYANDWITHOUTSTRESSTHEHANDSEEMSTOÛOWBY (5.3.2.4-5). If you trust your imagination, the art you make
ITSELFWHILETHEYAREDRAWINGTHEIMAGINATIONÛOWSINTHE will be beautiful (5.3.2.6). Since there is no right or wrong
mind (Section 5.3.1.4).
way to make art, and art doesn’t have to be perfect, it’s OK
to make mistakes. And if you take risks, you may discover
The imagination is wild and wonderful and yet it has something new (5.3.2.7). Art takes time patience, calm, and
knowledge that is useful and helpful. The images are true, love (5.4.2.8) and is about inner reality, not just outer reality
good and beautiful and convey your feelings and values (5.4.2.9). And if you use your imagination and persevere, art
(5.3.1.5-7). Even though the imagination has a mind of is fun: “I learned that being an artist is a fun but tough job
its own and is hard to control, you can learn a lot from and that it takes responsibility and determination” (5.3.2.10).
it (5.3.1.8-10). The imagination takes time, quietness, Since the imagination seems to know more about the ‘I’ than
patience and effort, so you have to put your mind to it the ego, the ‘I’ is not identical with itself, and the mind is
(5.3.1.11-12). The reality of the imagination is different more inclusive than the ego: “Imagination is whatever you
from outer reality (5.3.1.13), and yet it is such a valuable are”; “I found out my artwork symbolizes me.” Making art
capacity of the mind that one should take responsibility for becomes an adventure of self-discovery.
it and use it more often (5.3.1.14). Children who have been
to the program more than once notice that the ability to Since creativity depends on the imagination and everyone
imagine improves with practice (Section 5.3.1.4).
has an imagination, then everyone is creative. Making art
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“Meaning emerges as a result of an experiential immersion in
the expressive patterns of the symbolic medium. . . . Here, felt
meaning emerges from the medium in the form of potential
semblances that are ‘sensed,’ polysemic and open-ended,
and so unpredictable and novel. It is the receptive, observing
attitude common to aesthetics, meditation, and classical
introspection that allows such meanings to emerge” (Hunt,
1995, p. 42). In the state of presence-openness individuals
have “a sense of presence, or ‘I am’. . . one’s here and now
being, . . . a special sense of felt reality and clarity, with a
concomitant sense of exhilaration, freedom, and release”
(Hunt, 1995, 200).
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The creative process has an important role in the formation Recommendations
of identity and the cultivation of resilience. Children say
they learned from the program that they are good at art 1 Educating the creative imagination should be reinstated
as a priority across the curriculum until a balance is
and even that they are artists (5.3.4.1-3). By sharing their
obtained with educating the reason. Both the reason and
DRAWINGS WITH EACH OTHER THEY ÚND THAT EVERYONE IS A
the imagination are necessary if children are to achieve
unique artist in their own way, which enhances self-esteem
their full potential as individuals and citizens.
ANDSELF CONÚDENCE  4HEYARENOLONGERSCARED
2
The arts are the primary subject area for educating the
to show their art and don’t worry about what others think
creative imagination, as they encourage maximum
of it (5.3.4.6). And they learned that to accomplish a task
creativity, experimentation, problem-solving, and
you must keep trying and never give up (5.3.4.7).
expression of individual thoughts, feelings, and cultural
values. Learners of all cognitive and physical abilities
While interpreting their drawings together, they share
can have success in the arts, thus enhancing feelings of
personal stories and points of view and see their classmates
well-being and motivation for learning.
in the round. Seeing that everyone has a different imagination
3
The creative imagination strengthens mental and
AND CAN BE AN ARTIST  THEY ÚND THAT CLASSMATES ARE nMORE
COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS  REÛEXIVITY AND SELF UNDERSTANDING 
PROFOUNDo THAN THEY THOUGHT  AND THAT nÚRST IMPRESSIONS
inferencing and metaphorical thought, and promotes
aren’t always correct” (5.3.5.1-4). The children notice that
empathy and reciprocity with others. Educating the
their classmates show more respect, listen to each other,
creative imagination thus enhances identity formation
and are more friendly (5.3.5.5), and teachers observe an
and inclusivity.
increase in mutuality and reciprocity in the class.
4 Teachers (pre-service and in-service) should receive
mentoring programs on educating the imagination
The relationship between the ‘I’ and the ‘Other’ within
THROUGHTHEARTSANDGUIDELINESONPRINCIPLESOFREÛECTIVE
provides a model for the relationship between the
learning across the curriculum.
individual and others in the outside world. Jerome Bruner
noted that the practices by which the meanings of the
‘I’ are achieved and put to use provides students with a
more distributed view of the ego (Bruner, 1990, p. 116).
The sense of well-being that results from discovering the
IMAGINATION ALLOWS THE EGO TO BECOME MORE ÛEXIBLE 
differentiated, resilient and inclusive. Engaging in the
creative process together results in a community that is
more empathic and collaborative. The psychiatrist Arnold
-ODELL AFÚRMS THAT THE CAPACITY FOR RELATING TO OTHERS
rests on the paradox “that one is similar to the other and
yet one remains oneself.” He notes that the capacity to
empathize with others relies on the faculty for imaginative,
metaphoric thought: “The acceptance of paradox assumes
a capacity for metaphor—a cognitive capacity that allows
for the play of similarity and difference” (Modell, 2003,
pp. 175, 176). Modell thus supports Frye’s claim for a link
between creative imagination and moral imagination.

6.3

The Rhetorics of Creativity

Since ‘creativity’ is now a metaphor for any kind of change
ORINNOVATION THESEMANTICÚELDOFTHETERMISSOVASTTHAT
it needs to be subdivided. Rhetorics of Creativity (Banaji &
Burn, 2006) reviews the literature as applied to education
and provides a helpful framework for localizing the
approach to creativity adopted by the ECID.

Rhetoric 1. Creativity is the special capacity of geniuses
(big ‘C’ creativity). / Creativity is innate to all people (small
‘c’ creativity). The belief that creativity is the preserve of
geniuses (big ‘C’ creativity) leads to the assumption that
children are incapable of creativity because they cannot
MAKE EXCEPTIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO ÚELDS OF HUMAN
endeavour. A widely cited study of creativity states:
“Children can show tremendous talent, but they cannot
By referring to the children’s own language, we have shown be creative because creativity involves changing a way of
HOWEDUCATINGTHEIMAGINATIONBENEÚTSTHEIRUNDERSTANDING doing things, or a way of thinking, and that in turn requires
of the relationship between the mind, the imagination and having mastered the old ways of doing or thinking”
art, and between creativity, identity, and community. The (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996, p. 155). The concept of big ‘C’
Exploring Creativity in Depth program provides a well- creativity dominates the culture to such a degree that the
tried model for engaging the deep structure of the creative members of the general public (including teachers) assume
process in the medium of visual art, however, the model that they are not creative and that creativity cannot be
could be adapted to music, drama, and dance. The Ministry taught. However, there is a strong movement that claims
of Education has published a new Ontario Arts Curriculum that everyone of whatever age has the ability to be creative
for Grades 1 to 8 that gives high priority to the creative according to their particular talents and aptitudes. Richard
process. We shall discuss below the implication of the Florida states unequivocally that every single human being
ÚNDINGSFROMTHE%#)$PROGRAMFORTHEIMPLEMENTATIONOF is creative and that policy initiatives should be measured
the Arts Curriculum across the Province.
according to how it mobilizes creative capabilities. The

Rhetoric 3. Creativity is an economic imperative, as it
furthers success and prosperity in the competitive national
economy. / Creativity is a basic component of individual
well-being. This dialogue focuses on the difference
between inner-directed creativity that serves the authentic
development of the individual, and creativity directed
to the economic development of the region. The Martin
Prosperity Institute Report, Ontario in the Creative Age,
DEÚNESCREATIVITYASnTHEULTIMATEECONOMICRESOURCE oAS
it is the basis for generating “new ideas and better ways
of doing things” (Martin Prosperity Institute, 2009, p. 5).
Rhetoric 2. Creativity pertains to the production and The Report departs from the premise that while all jobs
consumption of elite art forms. / Creativity pertains to require more creativity than they did in the past, there is
everyday cultural and symbolic practices of the population a hierarchy of creativity/autonomy, with jobs that require
at large. This is a variant of Rhetoric 1. The principal more creativity receiving greater compensation:
cultural institutions—museums, theatres, opera and dance • Working Class: occupations that depend on physical
companies, and orchestras—mount educational programs
skills and repetitive, rote tasks, e.g., construction trades,
that encourage the appreciation of the works of the great
mechanics, crane operators, assembly line workers;
masters. But consumption of art by the great masters does • Service Class: low-autonomy occupations in the service
not by itself affect the small ‘c’ creativity of the population
sector, e.g., food service workers, janitors, grounds
at large. A project to engage the creative imagination
keepers, secretaries, retail clerks;
of the general public resulted in the installation of an • Creative Class: high-autonomy occupations where
interpretive exhibit in a major art museum. It included
workers are paid to think, e.g., artists, writers, doctors,
a visioning exercise for activating the imagination while
nurses, senior managers, architects.
viewing a landscape painting (Clarkson & Works, 2005). 4HE2EPORTÚNDSTHAT7ORKING#LASSJOBSAREDECLININGIN
During the ten years the exhibit was in operation tens number, while Creative Class jobs are increasing along
of thousands of visitors—youngsters, teens, adults and with the Service Class jobs that support the Creative Class.
seniors from many walks of life, educational backgrounds, The Report states that the Creative Class earns higher
and nationalities—sat in the booth, put on a headset and incomes than the other classes, but does not consider the
LISTENEDTOTHE MINUTEPROGRAM6ISITORSLEFTSOME  fact many artists, writers, musicians, actors, directors, etc.
“share-your-reaction” cards in the booth that documented have to take Working or Service Class jobs to survive, or
meaningful and sometimes transformative experiences. that crane operators earn more than teachers.
Novice museum-goers said that the program gave them
CONÚDENCE IN HOW TO EXPERIENCE ART  AND MUSEUM The Report recommends that participation rates in higher
professionals applauded the exhibit as a bold initiative. education must increase in order to build up the Creative
6ISITORSWHONORMALLYWOULDSPENDONLYAFEWSECONDSIN Class, and to achieve this additional resources should be
front of a painting discovered that 12 minutes of creative assigned to primary education: “the greatest opportunity of
engagement greatly increased the depth and intensity of all lies in early childhood development.” Early childhood
the viewing experience. Professional artists commended ENVIRONMENTS ARE IDENTIÚED AS CRITICAL DETERMINANTS OF
the exhibit as an excellent means of facilitating the viewing skills development: “The attitudes and skills developed
process, and art teachers said that they would adapt the in early childhood are truly lifelong skills that are critical
exercise for their own students.
for successfully competing in the creative age” (ibid.,
P   4HE -ARTIN 0ROSPERITY )NSTITUTE 2EPORT IDENTIÚES
The exhibit demonstrated that it is possible to establish the creativity of the population at large as the agent of
a feedback loop between small ‘c’ and big ‘C’ creativity. economic development and prosperity. It recommends
Many visitors indicated on the cards that they wished increased resources for early childhood education so that
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The new Ontario Arts Curriculum Grades 1 to 8 (2009)
takes a giant step toward refocusing arts instruction on
creativity. It asserts that “all children have the capacity to
be creative,” and it expects classroom teachers to teach
the creative process at each grade level and in each stream
$ANCE  $RAMA  -USIC  6ISUAL !RTS  )MPLEMENTATION OF
the new Arts Curriculum needs to address the fact that
the present generation of teachers lacks background
in the arts and has no experience of how to engage the
creative process or activate the imagination. The responses
of children and teachers to the ECID leave no doubt that
they are creative and able to see themselves as such. They
also show that cultivating small ‘c’ creativity enriches the
ability of children and teachers alike to appreciate the big
‘C’ creativity of the great masters.

similar exhibits could be installed in every gallery in the
museum, however this has not happened. The mounting
and mass marketing of major shows appears to take
precedence over facilitating the creative engagement of
individual visitors. However, teachers who have been to
the ECID mobilize small ‘c’ creativity in response to big
‘C’ creativity. They show students a great master painting,
give them the visioning exercise, then let them make their
own artworks in response.
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present school system is antiquated and squelches creative
thought. He calls for a system of learning and human
development that harnesses creative talent en masse
(Florida, 2010, pp. 182, 183).
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greater numbers of citizens will go on to higher education
and enter the Creative Class. This policy suggests that more
resources should be directed to developing the creativity
of those going on to higher education than those ending
up in the working or service classes. It is an outer-directed
approach to education. If all students have the capacity to
be creative, then their creativity should be encouraged no
MATTERWHATPLACETHEYÚNDINTHEECONOMY

Full-Day Early Learning Curriculum requires that play be
directed to problem-solving (2010-2011, p. 3).
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The attitude that play in early childhood should be directed,
that is, “problem-based,” is a survival of cognitivism. Jerome
Bruner was at the forefront of the cognitive revolution
in education, but he opposed the developments that
WERE DOMINATED BY ARTIÚCIAL INTELLIGENCE AS nFRACTIONATED
and technicalized” (Bruner, 1990, p. 4). He pointed out
The Full-Day Early Learning Program for 4- and 5-year- that cognitive psychology was initially concerned with
olds instituted by the Ontario Ministry of Education is a the construction of meaning, but that this approach was
consequence of this rhetoric. However, the outer-directed, replaced by information processing and the computational
instrumentalist agenda is evident in the expectation that MODEL OF THE BRAIN (E OBJECTED TO HOW ARTIÚCIAL
play be “directed” rather than “free.” A combination of intelligence viewed the mind as an artifact that conforms
directed and free play is essential in order to achieve a to the principles of computation, and that learning is
balance between educating the reason and the imagination. merely a matter of information processing and knowledge
Responses to the ECID indicate that children who come in acquisition. Bruner sought to redirect the science of the
touch with their authentic creativity through a combination mind around “the concept of meaning and the processes
OFFREEANDDIRECTEDPLAYÚNDTHEIRINDIVIDUALTALENTSAND by which meanings are created and negotiated within
aptitudes and establish meaningful correspondences a community” (ibid., pp. 10, 11). He emphasized the
between personal inner reality and social outer reality. importance of meaningful interactions with others as the
#HILDREN WHO HAVE CONÚDENCE IN THEIR CREATIVE POTENTIAL basis for a cultural-psychological approach to interactive,
will be better prepared to adapt to a rapidly changing work inter-subjective pedagogy: “Learning is an interactive
environment, as it is not possible to predict what jobs process in which people learn from each other, and not
and careers will be available in another generation. They just by showing and telling” (Bruner, 1996, p. 22).
should have a better chance of achieving a productive life
INWHATEVERCLASSOFWORKTHEYÚNDTHEMSELVES
The ECID models an approach to the creative process
that combines directed play and free play. Play is directed
Rhetoric 4. Creativity is a function of play. / Creativity is a during the warm-up Activity and the Interpretation Groups,
COGNITIVE CAPACITY DEMONSTRABLE BY ARTIÚCIAL INTELLIGENCE BUTDURINGTHE6ISIONING%XERCISEAND0ICTURE -AKINGITIS
This rhetoric again opposes inner-directed creativity to free. It was noted in the assessment of 2009 that 16% of
creativity that is described by an algorithm that can be the children used the word ‘fun’ on the feedback forms
delivered generically. The Full-Day Early Learning Program (Wittmann, 2009). Fun is a measure of free play. It is thus
currently implemented by the Ministry of Education was disappointing that the new Arts Curriculum does not call
preceded by a study on early childhood (McCain, Mustard for play, either free or directed, as a component of the
& Shanker, 2007). The study noted how children make sense creative process. Not even in Grade 1.
of the world through play, and that play is an essential tool
for learning: “Play stimulates the imagination, encouraging Rhetoric 5. Creativity is inherently benign. / Creativity
CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING PLAY HELPS DEVELOP CONÚDENCE  challenges and deconstructs the status quo. Creativity
self esteem, a sense of strengths and weaknesses, and a has been idealized as inherently constructive and benign,
POSITIVEATTITUDETOWARDLEARNINGPLAYISASIGNIÚCANTFACTOR however the creative process has a de-constructive aspect.
in brain and muscle development” (ibid., p. 49). This seems The status quo must be disturbed and disrupted in order
to describe “free play,” but the study then recommends that to bring into being a new state of affairs. The sprout splits
play should be “problem-based” (ibid., p. 140), that is, should the seed, the chick breaks out of the shell, and a child
BE DIRECTED BY ADULTS TO ACHIEVE SPECIÚED COGNITIVE SKILLS who thought that art was a waste of time discovers that
The study fails to discuss the difference between free and it is worthwhile. To experience the power of creativity to
directed play, or what combination of the two is desirable.
transform the status quo, children need to compare the
situation before with the situation after. The ECID is based
Charles Pascal (2009), who designed the Full-Day Early on two cycles through the creative process so that children
Learning Program, reiterated the central role of play: “When can experience the transformation that occurs between
children are fully engaged in their play, their activity and their two drawings. A grade 5 boy said, “I learned about art
learning is integrated across developmental domains…. you can transform things.” Change is an essential aspect of
Through play, children learn trust, empathy, and social creativity. The varieties of transformation in the children’s
skills” (ibid., pp. 8, 9). This again seems to suggest free play, drawings are discussed in Section 6.4 below. The benign
but the curriculum for the Extended-Day Program of the aura of creativity supports the notion that the arts are nice

6.4 The Creative Process and Transformation

imagination needs time, patience and calm (5.3.1.12,
5.3.2.8). After getting in touch with authentic creativity,
there are endless possibilities for enhancing it by means
of electronic technologies in various media. Artwork may
be archived with digital photography and slide shows
of the program may be made at the request of teachers
who do follow-up exercises. Electronic technologies and
social networking can multiply the effects of the artwork
produced in programs such as the ECID.

Recommendations
5 The innate creativity of children provides the basis on
which to scaffold the experience, appreciation, and
understanding of the creativity of great masters. The
major cultural institutions should do more to promote
the creativity of children and thereby enhance their
knowledge of the great masters of dance, drama, music
and visual art.
6 There should be a combination of free play with directed
play from early childhood through elementary school in
order to maximize creativity.
7 The benign aura of creativity supports the notion that
the arts are hobbies and entertainment but not essential
to education. The robust idea of creativity as agent
of personal growth, social change, and economic
prosperity supports the inclusion of the arts in the core
curriculum.
8 The creative process should be introduced by means
OF REÛECTIVE EXERCISES THAT MINIMIZE THE USE OF DIGITAL
technologies. When children have learned the creative
process, then technologies of all kinds can enhance the
creativity of individuals and groups.

Ideas about creativity changed after World War II, when
theories of mind were dominated by cognitive science.
The unconscious was dismissed as a mentalistic concept
without rational basis, and the Wallas model of the creative
process was attacked by those who denied the existence
of the unconscious. Creativity was regarded as a matter of
rearranging known ideas in novel ways (Winner, 1982, pp.
39-42; Weisberg, 1993, 42-50). Piaget’s theory of cognitive
development held sway. While respecting the importance
of the “magical thinking” of children, Piaget believed that
this was a passing phase in the development of intelligence,
and that mature cognitive thought should be relatively free of
symbolic representations (Piaget, 1962, p. 289).
Some educators resisted cognitivism and advocated so-called
nCONÛUENTo OR nTRANSPERSONALo EDUCATION THAT EMPHASIZED
creativity, the feelings, and self-directed maturation. Richard
Jones described Bruner’s theory of instruction as, “the
psychology of alloplastic [other-directed] development of
the forms in which knowledge can best be brought into the
human mind and the forms in which it can best be put out
again, and of the processes by which we learn to represent
recurrent regularities in our environments.” Jones advocated
a holistic curriculum that cultivates inner-directed learning
and individual creativeness: “a psychology of autoplastic
[inner-directed] development, of the transformations which
take place between intake and output, of the processes
by which we present irregularities and thereby introduce
novelties into our environments” (Jones, 1968, p. 109).
Cognitivists study thinking as though it consists of nothing but
rational problem-solving mechanisms and procedures. They
make “little room for the emotional aspects of thinking—for
wonder, imagination, empathy, and inspiration” (Crain, pp.
329f.). There was a burgeoning of self-help books on creativity
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The British social scientist Graham Wallas was interested
in the creative process and interviewed leading scientists,
philosophers, writers and poets on how they arrived at their
Rhetoric 6. Creativity is afforded and enhanced by original ideas. He proposed a model for the creative process
electronic technologies. / Creativity is afforded and that has been widely adopted. It consists of four stages: the
enhanced by holistic methods that engage body, mind Preparation stage is for investigation of the problem in all its
and spirit. The ECID is based on engaging the imagination aspects; the Incubation stage is for mulling over the problem
and the creative process unmediated by electronic without thinking about it consciously; the Illumination
technologies. Children who bring cell phones are asked stage is when the new idea emerges spontaneously from
to leave them in their lunch bags. The program requires a THEUNCONSCIOUSANDTHE6ERIÚCATIONSTAGEISFORGIVINGTHE
calm environment in which each child has a peaceful time NEWIDEAPRECISEFORMANDTESTINGITINPRACTICE)NÛUENCED
AND QUIET SPACE FOR INDIVIDUAL REÛECTION AND CREATIVITY by the psychology of William James, Wallas emphasized
Some children are unused to focusing for such a long time the role of the unconscious in the Incubation phase: “It is
desirable not only that there should be an interval free from
and say that they didn’t like “being patient,” “staring at
conscious thought on the particular problem concerned, but
the picture,” “sitting in front of the image for a long time,”
also that that interval should be so spent that nothing should
“the art meditation,” “too much concentration,” “closing interfere with the free working of the unconscious or partially
my eyes.” However, they represent less than 1% of the conscious processes of the mind. The Incubation should
students (Figure 4.3). Most students appreciate the program include a large amount of actual mental relaxation” (Wallas,
so much that they don’t want it to end. Children appreciate 1926, p. 87). Wallas’s model of the creative process balanced
the opportunity to focus and work independently, and the roles of the reason and imagination by placing as much
MAY REMARK THAT THE IMAGINATION IS BETTER THAN46 AND importance on Incubation and Illumination as on Preparation
video games. Many remark on how making art from the AND6ERIÚCATION
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as hobbies and entertainment but they don’t belong in the
core curriculum. The robust idea of creativity as agent of
personal growth, social change, and economic prosperity
supports the inclusion of the arts in the core curriculum.
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THATDESCRIBETHECAREERSOFFAMOUSACHIEVERSINWELL DEÚNED
domains and analyze how they arrived at their inventions
and new ideas. Robert Sternberg, a widely published author,
DEÚNED CREATIVITY IN TERMS OF THE MARKET PLACE THE CREATIVE
individual is “a good investor in the marketplace of ideas,”
nDEÚESTHECROWD oANDnBUYSLOWANDSELLSHIGHINORDERTO
execute successful trades” (Sternberg, 1995, pp. 2f.).
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directed creative process. The program has shown that the
open-ended attitude to the creative process works as well for
people who do not think they are creative as for trained artists.
The children coming to the ECID are as successful in engaging
the creative process as professional artists who have done the
program several times. Both novices and skilled practitioners
experience the transformative power of the creative process.
The child who says after the program, “I learned [about art]
Howard Gardner, who based his work on cognitive science, THAT IF YOU LOOK DEEP INTO YOUR IMAGINATION YOU WILL ÚND
describes the creative person as one who can “solve something new” (5.3.2.10), has succeeded as well as the
problems, create products, or raise issues in a domain in a professional artist who is working on a series of canvases for
way that is initially novel but is eventually accepted in one a show. Both have experienced some change as a result of the
or more cultural settings” (Gardner, 1999, p. 116; Gardner, creative process. While the details of the transformation vary
2006). For Gardner, creativity is valid only when there is greatly from one individual to another, some basic patterns of
AN IDENTIÚABLE PRODUCT THAT IS DEEMED NOVEL BY EXPERTS IN CHANGECANBEIDENTIÚED
THE ÚELD )N ORDER TO MAP THE DEVELOPMENT OF GENIUSES  HE
analyzed the careers of Freud, Einstein, Picasso, Stravinsky, 1. A tentative initial situation is deepened and energized:
T.S. Eliot, Martha Graham, and Gandhi (Gardner, 1993). Not 4HEÚRSTDRAWINGISADRAFTFORTHESECONDDRAWING WHICHISRICHER
surprisingly, these seven “exemplary creators” illustrated in feeling tone, more focused in design, and more individual in
Gardner’s seven intelligences, which he assigned as follows: form and content (see Figures 5.1, 5.6, 5.9, 5.17, 5.19). In Figure
linguistic and personal intelligences (Freud); logical- 5.8 the theme of the doorway to the imagination is presented
spatial intelligence (Einstein); spatial, personal, and bodily WITHAMOREINTENSEÛOWOFENERGY
intelligences (Picasso); musical and other artistic intelligences
(Stravinsky); linguistic and scholastic intelligences (Eliot); 2. A scattered, unfocused situation becomes a centered,
bodily and linguistic intelligences (Graham); and personal focused situation:
and linguistic intelligences (Gandhi). However, Gardner’s Drawings in which the feelings are diffuse and unclear are
intelligences do not account for all the notable gifts of these FOLLOWED BY DRAWINGS WITH  CLEAR FOCUS AND WELL DEÚNED
geniuses. Gardner recounted Einstein’s imaginative thought- feelings (Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.19, 5.23).
experiment of travelling on a light-beam that led to the theory
of relativity, but he failed to point out that Einstein regarded 3. An introverted attitude is complemented by an extraverted
THEIMAGINATIONASESSENTIALTOSCIENTIÚCCREATIVITY'ARDNERmS attitude:
system does not include an intelligence of the imagination). 4HE ÚRST DRAWING IS INNER DIRECTED  WHILE THE SECOND POINTS
Similarly, he assigned Freud and Gandhi high marks for outward to feelings for friends and family (Figures 5.4, 5.5,
personal intelligence (“understanding of one’s self and the 5.10).
others around one”), while providing numerous instances of
their dictatorial and arrogant treatment of family members 4. An extraverted attitude is complemented by an introverted
and associates. To score high in personal intelligence it was attitude:
SUFÚCIENTFOR&REUDAND'ANDHITOANALYZETHEIRTHOUGHTSAND An outer-directed scene is followed by a quiet scene of the
motivations rationally. They did not have to demonstrate an inner life (Figures 5.7, 5.13, 5.16). A death mask that stares
intelligence for sustaining empathic and nurturing personal lifelessly to the outer world transforms to a mandala-like
relationships. Gardner described Gandhi’s gifts as a spiritual depiction of the mind (Figure 5.20).
leader, but did not grant him the intelligence of spirituality.
A system of intelligences that excludes the imagination, #ONÛICTED BLOCKEDFEELINGSCHANGETOFEELINGSOFPEACE 
empathic relationships, and spirituality limits the concept of love and well-being:
creativity, whether of the big ‘C’ or little ‘c’ varieties.
Pictures of loneliness, alienation, and depression transform
into pictures about home, happiness, joy, and love (Figures
An example of the practical application of the cognitive 5.12, 5.15, 5.18, 5.21).
approach to creativity is the “Creativity Wheel” (Redmond,
n.d.) published by the Arts Council of England. According to the 6. A disengaged attitude transforms to an engaged attitude:
n#REATIVITY7HEEL oCREATIVITYMUSTHAVEAPRACTICAL DEÚNABLE In the morning the student is disengaged and shows resistance,
outcome the originality of which is judged by an expert in the but in the afternoon is completely absorbed in the creative
domain: “Imaginative activity . . . is about having a purpose process (Figure 5.23).
and taking action to pursue it. . . [it can] only be creative if it is
of value in relation to its purpose” (ibid., p. 12).
!QUESTIONISANSWEREDBYANAFÚRMATION
A drawing that poses a question or problem is answered by a
By contrast to goal-oriented, outer-directed approaches to drawing that provides a possible solution (Figure 5.2).
creativity, the ECID permits individuals to experience original
images and feelings that emerge from an open-ended, inner-
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!NAFÚRMATIONISCHALLENGEDBYAQUESTION
 2EÛECTIVE,EARNINGAND6ISIONING
!CONÚDENTRICHLYWORKEDDRAWINGISFOLLOWEDBYADRAWING
.EUROSCIENCENOWCONÚRMSWHATPERFORMINGARTISTS STORYTELLERS 
that poses a serious question (Figures 5.26, 5.27).
athletes and warriors have known for countless generations,
9. The persona (the face presented to the outside world) namely, that with focused attention, strong intention and
sustained practice the mind and body merge into a seamless
changes to the authentic personality:
! GRADE  GIRL TITLED HER ÚRST DRAWING n,AND OF *OYo AND entity of the intended action and the action itself. Attention,
described it as a land of happiness without sorrow and pain. intention, and sustained practice are crucial factors in
Her second drawing was titled “Two Sides.” On the back she development of mind and body. Athletes, musicians, and
wrote that people only see her funny side, but that she really dancers train by imagining the routines that they are about to
has two sides. On the feedback form she wrote that in the perform; physicians and psychotherapists prescribe meditative
second drawing, “I learned to be myself.” The morning drawing practices to promote healing; and organizations in businesses
showed the face that she presented to the world, while the and government conduct brainstorming sessions to come up
with “vision statements.” Evidence that sustained exercise of the
afternoon drawing provided a window to the true Self.
imagination is a powerful agent for developing the mind and the
brain supports the use of visioning in education, but teachers
%NERGIESINCONÛICTCHANGETOENERGIESINHARMONY
The battle between the forces of evil and good is a favourite ARE ONLY BEGINNING TO APPRECIATE THE IMPORTANCE OF REÛECTIVE
THEME OF BOYS )N &IGURE  THE CONÛICTED ENERGIES OF THE EXERCISESINTHECLASSROOM.EVILLEAFÚRMSTHATREPEATEDEXERCISES
for activating the imagination can markedly change the student’s
morning become focused and harmonized in the afternoon.
self-image, attitude and behaviour. He describes how visioning
exercises can be designed around curriculum content and how
11. Blocked energies change to strongly opposed energies:
4HEÚRSTDRAWINGDEPICTSACONDITIONOFBLOCKAGEANDSTASIS  they assure students “of their inner knowledge and their ability to
WHILE SECOND DRAWING SPLITS THE PICTURE PLANE INTO ÚELDS OF ÚNDTHEIROWNDIRECTIONo PPF 
opposing energies (Figure 5.11).
In the Revised Ontario Arts Curriculum (ROAC n6ISUALIZATIONo
is listed as one of a number of teaching strategies and described
4HEPRESENTSITUATIONOFCONÛICTTRANSFORMSTOACONDITION
as “a process of making an object, an event, or a situation visible
of hope and peace:
in one’s imagination by mentally constructing or recalling an
A war-torn homeland leads to a vision of the homeland at
IMAGEoP 6ISUALIZATIONISRECOMMENDEDINORDERTOnDRAW
peace (Figure 5.22). A vision of a rainbow coalition of people
on [students’] own prior experience and extend their thinking
brought together in harmony leads to a vision of the magical
creatively” prior to creating an artwork. However, the ROAC
world of the imagination (Figure 5.25).
provides no guidelines on how to lead a visualizing exercise,
and teachers who come to the ECID indicate that such exercises
The facilitators help the children to see these transformations,
lie outside their area of expertise. Several teachers have asked
some of which are powerful, while others are more subdued.
FORTHESCRIPTOFTHE%#)$6ISIONING%XERCISE ANDWEPREPAREDA
If they see symptoms of severe disturbance (for example, both
n'UIDETO6ISIONINGo#LARKSON  
drawing are extremely violent), they refer the drawings to the
teacher. In almost every case they can point to some change.
Because the children experience their drawings as expressions l6ISIONm HAS SEVERAL MEANINGS   4HE FACULTY OF SIGHT AND
of themselves, when they see some change, they sense that what is seen in outer reality; (2) The ability to discern and
they themselves have changed. Coming in touch with the thus to foresee; (3) Something that one imagines, or envisions;
whole personality releases deep-lying energies that leave the and (4) The spiritual and mystical experience of prophets and
students feeling empowered, exhilarated, and with a sense of visionaries. (Oxford English Dictionary 6ISIONINGEXERCISESARE
well-being. They have had a taste of how the inner-directed CONCERNEDMAINLYWITHTHEÚRSTTHREEMEANINGS!NEXERCISE
that starts with a familiar image may produce images that are
creative process can further the experience of the Self.
strange and unfamiliar. Aptitude and talent for visioning varies
according to personality type, thus exercises must be given
Recommendations
SUFÚCIENT TIME SO THAT ALL STUDENTS FEEL RELAXED  COMFORTABLE
ANDUNHURRIED6ISIONINGEXERCISESREQUIRESPEACEANDQUIET
9 The creative process should be taught as an integral cycle
and should be timed to avoid interruptions by school bells
in order to experience transformation of the individual and
and announcements. The imagination produces images and
change in the community. Opportunities for inner-directed
feelings that are personal and meaningful, thus they should be
creativity should be provided in each strand of the arts
recorded and processed. Crayons or pastels and paper should
curriculum in all elementary grades.
be on hand to document the images and feelings. After the
10 Interpretation of artwork is an integral part of the creative
children have drawn and written about what they imagined,
process and should be conducted in an atmosphere of
they can share in “think-pairs.”
enquiry, receptivity, trust and mutual respect.
11 In subject areas other than the arts, creative projects should During interviews with teachers after the ECID, we ask how
include a component that is non-directed and open-ended. they have adapted visioning exercises for their classrooms.
Combining inner- with outer-directed creativity provides The exercises they described have been excerpted from the
scope for individual problem-solving.
%#)$'UIDETO6ISIONING
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1. Community Circle.!REÛECTIVEEXERCISEDURINGTHEMORNING help or something goes wrong. The teacher said that the
Community Circle helps children be focused and centred in children get more out of the event when they are prepared in
PREPARATION FOR THE DAY AHEAD ! PERIOD OF REÛECTION AFTER this way and know what to expect.
recess or lunch will do likewise for the afternoon.
7. Drawing to music. Students make two spontaneous, gestural
2. General Application. Teachers who have been to the ECID drawings with oil pastels while listening to two different
ANDHAVEAPPLIEDREÛECTIVEEXERCISESINTHEIRCLASSROOMSÚND pieces of music. The teacher gives a visioning exercise while
that they help children absorb lesson materials, integrate they look at their drawings. The students then combine the
them into their personal schemas, and scaffold remembered two types of gestures into a watercolour painting.
and future experiences. They note that young children need
a lot of practice in listening and viewing, as they tend to 8. Media Literacy. The teacher gives a visioning exercise
respond to stimuli immediately and to forget what they have while the children look at reproductions of various types of
JUST SEEN AND HEARD 2EÛECTIVE EXERCISES TAKE THEM INTO advertisements, etc. in order to explore their personal reponses.
their own minds and keeps them there for a while. By not
sharing right away, children focus on their personal thoughts 9. History. The teacher gives a visioning exercise while
and feelings, integrate facts and concepts, and come to their reading about an historical event. The students imagine role
own conclusions independently. In this way visioning helps PLAYINGTHEHISTORICALÚGURESANDTHEREBYEXPLORETHEMEANING
children to develop self-regulation, independent inferencing, of the event. They write out a dramatization of the event and
meta-cognition, and higher order thinking processes.
illustrate it with drawings.
3. Language Arts.
a. The students choose one of their drawings from the ECID
AND PLACE IT ON THE ÛOOR BESIDE THEIR DESKS 4HE TEACHER
gives a visioning exercise and asks them to write a story that
describes what happened before, during and after the scene
in the picture. The students share and discuss their stories in
“think-pairs.”
b. The students choose a drawing from the pile without
knowing who made it. The teacher gives a visioning exercise
and asks them to write a story that describes what happened
BEFORE  DURING AND AFTER THE SCENE IN THE PICTURE4HEY ÚND
out whose drawings they used and share in pairs with those
classmates.

10. Math and Science. The teacher gives a visioning exercise
on a problem in Math or Science by asking children to identify
with symbols, numbers, and processes. The students may be
asked to focus on and visualize diagrams, charts, etc.

6. Mental rehearsals. The teacher gives a visioning exercise
to prepare for upcoming trips, events, science experiments,
and so on. With the children’s eyes closed she describes in
detail what is going to happen, what they will be doing, her
expectations of their behaviour, and what to do if they need

The statements that the children make about the mind, the
imagination, creativity, identity, and community, and the
teachers’ statements about the effects of the program on
CONÚDENCE SELF ESTEEM MOTIVATION SELF REGULATIONANDSOCIAL
SKILLSCONÚRMTHEÚNDINGSOFNEUROSCIENCEREGARDINGTHEBENEÚTS

In centuries past schooling strengthened the brain functions of
children by means of memorization, attention to handwriting,
elocution, general knowledge of factual information, and
vigorous sports. These activities strengthened auditory
MEMORY AND ÚNE AND GROSS MOTOR SKILLS  WHILE EMPHASIS
on vocal production stimulated the whole neural apparatus
(Doidge, 2007, p. 42). Traditional, authoritarian schooling
HASBEENABANDONEDFORGOODREASON BUTSOMEOFITSBENEÚTS
for brain development have not been replaced. Neuroscience
4. A follow-up drawing or painting. The teacher displays has established that young children respond quickly to brain
the reproduction of a painting by a master painter, gives EXERCISES BECAUSE THE CHILDmS BRAIN HAS ÚFTY PERCENT MORE
the visioning exercise, and the students make an original synapses than the adult brain (ibid.). Daniel Siegel states that
watercolour. The interpretation process begins in “think- nREÛECTIVE THINKINGo ASSISTS CHILDREN IN SORTING EXPERIENCES
pairs” to discuss how two responses differ. The whole class INTHEFORMOFIMAGERY2EÛECTIVESKILLSMAKECHILDRENAWARE
then discusses how a single artwork gives rise to many of their minds and that the mind matters. Siegel adds that
different responses. This develops understanding of multiple knowledge of one’s state of mind and the meaning of the
interpretations and points of view.
material has positive effects on learning, and that the ability
to put words to feelings increases resiliency and the capacity
5. Illustrations for a story. The students close their eyes while FOR SELF REGULATION4HE ABILITY nTO REÛECT ON OUR OWN INNER
the teacher reads a passage from a story. She asks them to worlds is a basic part of our skill set and knowledge base
imagine illustrations for the story and then to draw what they that promotes well-being and a meaningful life.” Siegel states
imagined. She then shows the illustrations published in the that attentional processes, emotional regulation, and the
book and leads a discussion on how what they imagined CAPACITYTOOBSERVEINTERNALLY TOINTROSPECTANDREÛECT AREALL
DIFFEREDFROMTHEILLUSTRATIONS7HENTHESTORYISÚNISHED SHE trainable skills. “Mindful learning,” he concludes “activates
shows the movie that was based on the book. She then leads the self of the learner, likely interlacing the new material in
a discussion on how what they imagined differed from both a much wider scaffold of neural connectivity than absolute
the movie and the illustrations in the book.
knowledge” (Siegel, 2007, p. 97, 272-276).

Recommendations
126ISIONING EXERCISES HELP TO FOCUS THE MIND AND ATTUNE
THE BODY IN PREPARATION FOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 2EÛECTIVE
learning enhances the ability to absorb and integrate images,
feelings, and concepts, and helps children to formulate
independent responses to questions and problems.
136ISIONINGEXERCISESAREESSENTIALTOTHEPREPARATIONSTAGE
of the creative process.
147ORKSHOPSANDWEB BASEDSEMINARSONREÛECTIVETEACHING
and learning should be made generally available to all
TEACHERS! MANUAL AND VIDEO ON HOW TO LEAD REÛECTIVE
exercises should be uploaded to a resource website.
Teachers should be invited to post blogs on how they apply
REÛECTIVELEARNINGINTHEARTSANDOTHERSUBJECTAREAS

6.6

The Revised Ontario Arts Curriculum
Grades 1 to 8

By claiming a central role for the arts in elementary schooling
and by mandating the teaching of the creative and critical/
analytic processes, the Revised Ontario Arts Curriculum (ROAC)
breaks new ground. It states that the arts enable students to
explore, express, and understand themselves, as well as to
interpret the world around them; that participation in the arts
involves intense engagement, development of motivation
AND CONÚDENCE  AND THE USE OF CREATIVE AND DYNAMIC WAYS
of thinking and knowing; that the arts nourish and stimulate
the imagination and develop the ability to think creatively
and critically; and that the arts nurture intellectual, emotional,
and social development, and provide students with tools,
techniques and skills to gain insights into the world around
them and to represent their understandings in various ways. To
achieve these goals, the ROAC prescribes a greatly expanded
set of expectations organized around three main topics: (1)
#REATING AND 0RESENTING   2EÛECTING  2ESPONDING  AND
Analyzing; and (3) Exploring Forms and Cultural Contexts. The
ROAC thus strikes a sensitive balance between the reason and
the imagination, between the experiential and the intellectual,
and between the individual and the social.

Asked how they would deal with the new expectations on the
creative process, there was a tendency to equate creativity
with simple productivity. A grade 1 teacher said that much
discussion takes place in class around work samples, the
rubrics used, and what can be done to improve work to the
next level. She tied creativity to oral language, linking visual
art with language by means of in-class discussions. Students,
she said, compare their work to exemplars of other students’
work, then discuss how to improve their work, and how
they would grade their work. A grade 2 teacher said that the
criteria for creativity could be met as separate expectations
ANDGIVENSPECIÚCCONSIDERATIONDURINGLESSONDEVELOPMENT
The only one to address the question directly was a grade 4
teacher who said that creativity has to be deliberately and
consciously taught and reinforced through consistent effort
and cross-curricular integration.
On evaluating creativity as part of the student’s performance
on report cards, a grade 1 teacher said that she has made
use of the ROACINREGARDTO6ISUAL!RT ASTRANDWITHWHICH
SHEFEELSCONÚDENT ANDCITESTHEEXPECTATIONSWITHAMODIÚER
according to the level of achievement. However, a grade 2
TEACHERWHOHASLESSCONÚDENCEINHERCREATIVITYDIDNOTTHINK
it was possible to assess creativity on the report card. She
thought of marks as a clear-cut matter of judging the ability
of the child to do or not do something. A grade 6 teacher
said that the criteria for creativity are reportable if integrated
INTOOTHERSUBJECTAREAS3HEWASNOTCONÚDENTOFEVALUATING
creativity in art itself. A grade 7 teacher with background in
drama said that the criteria on creativity are reportable, but are
limited by the space on the report card. He said that the four
lines allotted to Drama do not allow for comments on all the
benchmarks required to assess a student’s skills. The teachers
interviewed who had been to the ECID several times were
motivated to teach and evaluate creativity and to integrate
THE ARTS WITH OTHER SUBJECTS4HOSE WHO WERE NOT CONÚDENT
of their creativity did not think it was possible to evaluate the
creative process in art as such.
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In my mind I wonder what’s there,
Miracles, dreams, all about me.
-YIMAGINATIONÛOWSTHROUGHTHISDELICATESYSTEM 
In my mind I wonder what’s there.
.OSPECIÚCPORTION SHAPEORSUBJECT 
-YMINDISMAGICAL SOMETHINGFORMETOÚGUREOUT
In my mind I wonder what’s there,
All my own for me to hold,
My mind a beautiful thing.
In my mind I wonder what’s there.

Ten teachers who have been to the ECID were interviewed
in the spring of 2010 on the ROAC. Two had not seen the
document, while the others said that they had looked at it
but had received no guidance on implementation. They were
aware that staff members at their school had attended Ministry
workshops on the ROAC, but they had not been contacted, so
THEREWASNOFOLLOWTHROUGH!GRADETEACHERWHOISCONÚDENT
IN TEACHING 6ISUAL !RT LIKES THE LAYOUT BASED ON THE THREE
categories of expectations and thinks that the ROAC is readerfriendly. Those who looked through the document said they
CHECKEDTHESTRANDS$ANCE $RAMA -USIC OR6ISUAL!RTS THAT
they were comfortable teaching. A grade 1 teacher who lacks
dance background said that no one in her school is available
to coach Dance, so she omits Dance from her timetable. The
expectations of some strands far exceed the competence of
some teachers. A grade 2 teacher said she would need a music
degree to meet the Music requirements, as they are far beyond
her skills and knowledge. The majority of teachers said that
they have not yet changed what they teach, how they teach, or
how much time they give to the arts based on the ROAC.

0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

OF REÛECTION 4HE %#)$  IT TURNS OUT  IS AN ARTS ENRICHMENT
program that also achieves mindful learning. To close this
section I would like to recall the drawing of an eighth grade
boy, which he titled, “Complexity & Depth of THE MIND,” and
said it was about the endless intelligences and possibilities of
THEMIND!NDTHEPOEMOFAÚFTHGRADEGIRL
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This small sample of responses points out some of the obstacles Recommendations
to implementing the ROAC. The arts have been marginalized
in Ontario schools for so long that they are vestiges of what 15 The Revised Ontario Arts Curriculum states that the arts should
play a central role in elementary education and mandates
they once were. One indication is that some teachers do not
the teaching of the creative process. Since teachers need to
bother to obtain the ROAC, and those who do have a copy feel
experience the creative process in order to appreciate its
hard-pressed to meet its greatly increased demands. Since few
effects on the mind, imagination, and body and its power for
teachers have the background and experience needed to meet
change and transformation, the ROAC requires a sustained,
the new expectations, they have little ability or motivation to
widespread, and well-funded program of implementation.
ÚNDTIMEFORMOREARTSINSTRUCTIONINTHEIRALREADYOVER CROWDED
The program should include: (1) Workshops and on-line
timetables. They perceive it as a zero-sum situation, where the
MENTORING THAT ILLUSTRATE THE TEACHING OF REÛECTIVE LEARNING 
pressure to raise test scores in literacy and numeracy means
the creative imagination, and the creative process; (2)
less time for other subjects, especially the arts. Those teachers
Discipline-based workshops and on-line webinars on the
WHO INCORPORATE THE CREATIVE IMAGINATION AND REÛECTIVE
NEW EXPECTATIONS IN $ANCE  $RAMA  -USIC AND6ISUAL!RT
learning observe the transformation: they have more pleasure
(3) Workshops and on-line mentoring on integrating the arts
and satisfaction from teaching, and the children have more
across the curriculum. A multi-year program of in-service
attention and motivation for learning.
workshops and on-line mentoring will build the needed
capacity for implementing the ROAC.
The ROAC is a brilliant achievement of many gifted and
16
Research
and Development: The implementation program
experienced teachers, but if the full value of that substantial
should
be
accompanied by a program of documentation,
investment is to be realized, there must be an equally
research
and
development. Each component of the
sustained, well staffed and adequately funded program for
implementation program should be documented for
implementation. The program should include: (1) Workshops
effectiveness and outcomes: (1) Teacher feedback on the
and web-based mentoring that illustrate methods for
effectiveness of workshops and on-line mentoring programs;
REÛECTIVE LEARNING  ACTIVATING THE IMAGINATION  AND TEACHING
(2) Post-program interviews with teachers to document how
the creative and critical/analytic processes; (2) DisciplineTHEYAPPLYCONCEPTSANDMETHODSOFREÛECTIVETEACHINGIN
based workshops and web-based mentoring programs on the
their classrooms; (3) Student responses; (4) Compilation
NEWEXPECTATIONSIN$ANCE $RAMA -USIC AND6ISUAL!RTS 
of applications of creative and critical/analytic processes
including approaches to assessment of both non-directed
in the arts in on-line teachers’ handbook; (5) Longitudinal
and directed creativity; (3) Workshops and web-based
studies that track cohorts of student with respect to the
mentoring for teachers and principals on integrating the arts
EFFECTSOFREÛECTIVELEARNING THECREATIVEIMAGINATION AND
across the curriculum. (4) Documentation and assessment
the creative process in the arts on aesthetic awareness, selfof the implementation program. A multi-year program of inUNDERSTANDING ANDMOTIVATIONFORSCHOOLING 3ITESPECIÚC
service workshops and web-based mentoring would build
studies of schools that adopt the arts as a core component of
the capacity for implementing the new Arts Curriculum and
elementary education, with special attention to the effects
would have the potential to transform elementary education
on EQAO scores, attitudes to the arts, and development of
in Ontario.
communities of difference.

Educating the Imagination

2EÛECTIVE,EARNINGAND6ISIONING
126ISIONING EXERCISES HELP TO FOCUS THE MIND AND ATTUNE
THE BODY IN PREPARATION FOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 2EÛECTIVE
learning enhances the ability to absorb and integrate images,
feelings, and concepts, and helps children to formulate
independent responses to questions and problems.
136ISIONING EXERCISES ARE AN ESSENTIAL TO THE PREPARATION
stage of the creative process.
147ORKSHOPSANDWEB BASEDSEMINARSONREÛECTIVETEACHING
and learning should be made generally available to all
TEACHERS! MANUAL AND VIDEO ON HOW TO LEAD REÛECTIVE
exercises should be uploaded to a resource website.
Teachers should be invited to post blogs on how they apply
REÛECTIVELEARNINGINTHEARTSANDOTHERSUBJECTAREAS

The Revised Ontario Arts Curriculum

15 The Revised Ontario Arts Curriculum states that the arts should
play a central role in elementary education and mandates
the teaching of the creative process. Since teachers need to
experience the creative process in order to appreciate its
Rhetorics of Creativity
effects on the mind, imagination, and body and its power for
change and transformation, the ROAC requires a sustained,
5 The innate creativity of children provides the basis on
widespread, and well-funded program of implementation.
which to scaffold the experience, appreciation, and
The program should include: (1) Workshops and on-line
understanding of the creativity of great masters. The
MENTORING THAT ILLUSTRATE THE TEACHING OF REÛECTIVE LEARNING 
major cultural institutions should do more to promote the
the creative imagination, and the creative process; (2)
creativity of children and thereby enhance their knowledge
Discipline-based workshops and on-line webinars on the
of the great masters of dance, drama, music and visual
NEW EXPECTATIONS IN $ANCE  $RAMA  -USIC AND6ISUAL!RT
art.
(3) Workshops and on-line mentoring on integrating the arts
6 There should be a combination of free play with directed
across the curriculum. A multi-year program of in-service
play from early childhood through elementary school in
workshops and on-line mentoring will build the needed
order to maximize creativity.
capacity for implementing the ROAC.
7 The benign aura of creativity supports the notion that the
arts are hobbies and entertainment but not essential to 16 Research and Development: The implementation program
should be accompanied by a program of documentation,
education. The robust idea of creativity as agent of personal
research and development on implementing the ROAC.
growth, social change, and economic prosperity supports
Each component of the implementation program should
the inclusion of the arts in the core curriculum.
be documented for effectiveness and outcomes: (1)
8 The creative process should be introduced by means
Teacher feedback on the effectiveness of workshops and
OF REÛECTIVE EXERCISES THAT MINIMIZE THE USE OF DIGITAL
on-line mentoring programs; (2) Post-program interviews
technologies. When children have learned the creative
with teachers to document how they apply concepts
process, then technologies of all kinds can enhance the
AND METHODS OF REÛECTIVE TEACHING IN THEIR CLASSROOMS
creativity of individuals and groups.
(3) Student responses; (4) Compilation of applications of
creative and critical/analytic processes in the arts in onThe Creative Process
line teachers’ handbook; (5) Longitudinal studies that track
9 The creative process should be taught as an integral cycle
COHORTSOFSTUDENTWITHRESPECTTOTHEEFFECTSOFREÛECTIVE
in order to experience transformation of the individual and
learning, the creative imagination, and the creative process
change in the community. Opportunities for inner-directed
in the arts on aesthetic awareness, self-understanding,
creativity should be provided in each strand of the arts
AND MOTIVATION FOR SCHOOLING   3ITE SPECIÚC STUDIES
curriculum in all elementary grades.
of schools that adopt the arts as a core component of
10 Interpretation of artwork is an integral part of the creative
elementary education, with special attention to the effects
process and should be conducted in an atmosphere of
on EQAO scores, attitudes to the arts, and development of
enquiry, receptivity, trust and mutual respect.
communities of difference.
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1 Educating the creative imagination should be reinstated
as a priority across the curriculum until a balance is
obtained with educating the reason. Both the reason and
the imagination are necessary if children are to achieve
their full potential as individuals and citizens.
2 The arts are the primary subject area for educating the
creative imagination, as they encourage maximum
creativity,
experimentation,
problem-solving,
and
expression of individual thoughts, feelings, and cultural
values. Learners of all cognitive and physical abilities can
have success in the arts, thus enhancing feelings of wellbeing and motivation for learning.
3 The creative imagination strengthens mental and cognitive
FUNCTIONS  REÛEXIVITY AND SELF UNDERSTANDING  INFERENCING
and metaphorical thought, and promotes empathy and
reciprocity with others. Educating the creative imagination
thus enhances identity formation and inclusivity.
4 Teachers (pre-service and in-service) should receive
mentoring programs on educating the imagination through
THEARTSANDGUIDELINESONPRINCIPLESOFREÛECTIVELEARNING
across the curriculum.

11 In subject areas other than the arts, creative projects should
include a component that is non-directed and open-ended.
Combining inner- with outer-directed creativity provides
scope for individual problem-solving.
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L’éducation de l’imagination
1

2

58

3

4

L’éducation de l’imagination devrait être rétablie comme priorité
dans le curriculum d’enseignement jusqu’à ce qu’elle soit en
équilibre avec l’éducation de la raison. Raison et imagination
sont nécessaires pour que les enfants réalisent complètement leur
potentiel en tant qu’individus et citoyens.
Les arts constituent la matière première dans l’éducation de
l’imagination car ils encouragent un maximum de créativité,
l’expérimentation et la résolution de problèmes, et, ils stimulent
l’expression de pensées et sentiments individuels et de valeurs
culturelles. Les élèves de toute capacité intellectuelle et physique
PEUVENT RÁUSSIR DANS LES ARTS ET  AINSI  VIVIÚER LEUR SENSATION DE
bien-être et leur motivation d’apprendre.
L’imagination créatrice renforce les fonctions mentales et
COGNITIVES  LA RÁÛEXIVITÁ ET LA COMPRÁHENSION DE SOI MÂME 
la capacité de raisonner par inférence ou métaphores, et, elle
promeut l’empathie et la réciprocité avec les autres. Eduquer
l’imagination créatrice favorise la formation de l’identité et
l’inclusion.
Les enseignants (avant qu’ils entrent en fonction et pendant
leur emploi) devraient être soutenus par des programmes de
mentorat en matière d’éducation de l’imagination par les arts,
et, ils devraient recevoir des lignes directives sur l’utilisation de
LmAPPRENTISSAGERÁÛEXIFAUTRAVERSDUCURRICULUM

Les rhétoriques de la créativité
5

6
7

La créativité innée des enfants est la base sur laquelle s’échafaude
l’expérience, l’appréciation et la compréhension de la créativité
des grands maîtres. Les grandes institutions culturelles devraient
s’engager plus dans la promotion de la créativité chez les enfants
AÚNDEFAVORISERLEURAPPRENTISSAGEDESGRANDSMAÆTRESDELADANSE 
du théâtre, de la musique et des arts visuels.
Il devrait y avoir une combinaison de jeux libres et de jeux
DIRIGÁSDANSLESCLASSES DELAPETITEENFANCE¸LAÚNDELASCOLARITÁ
PRIMAIRE AÚNDmÁVEILLERAUMAXIMUMLACRÁATIVITÁDESENFANTS
La créativité et les arts sont souvent envisagés avec la légèreté
caractéristique d’un hobby ou d’un moyen de distraction.
Lorsque l’on admet que la créativité est en réalité un concept
bien plus robuste, elle se révèle comme agent de développement
personnel, de changement social, de prospérité économique et il
devient évident que les arts doivent être inclus dans le curriculum
de base.

Le processus créateur
8

Le processus créateur devrait être introduit au moyen d’exercises
RÁÛEXIFSQUIMINIMISENTLmUTILISATIONDETECHNOLOGIESDIGITALES#ES
technologies et d’autres de toute sorte peuvent être importées plus
tard, lorsque les enfants se seront familiarisés avec le processus
CRÁATEUR ET BÁNÁÚCIERAIENT DmUNE NOUVELLE STIMULATION DE LEUR
créativité individuelle ou de la créativité de groupe.
9 Le processus créateur devrait être enseigné en respectant l’intégrité
de son cycle, c’est-à-dire en permettant la transformation des
individus et un changement dans la communauté. Des occasions
de laisser leur vie intérieure diriger leur créativité devraient être
données à tous les enfants du cycle primaire et dans toutes les
branches du curriculum en éducation artistique.
10 L’interprétation des oeuvres d’art des enfants fait partie intégrante
du processus créateur et devrait être conduite dans une atmosphère
DmENQUÂTE AVECRÁCEPTIVITÁ CONÚANCEETRESPECTMUTUEL
11 Dans les branches qui sont autres que les arts, les projets de
nature créative devraient inclure des éléments qui sont nondirigés et sans but précis. Il s’agit là d’aider les enfants à combiner

leur créativité dirigée de l’intérieur avec la créativité dirigée
par l’extérieur et d’ainsi améliorer leur capacité individuelle à
résoudre des problèmes.

!PPRENTISSAGERÁÛEXIFETVISUALISATION
12 Les exercices de visualisation aident l’esprit à se concentrer et
préparent le corps à participer à tout apprentissage. L’apprentissage
RÁÛEXIF ACCROÆT LA CAPACITÁ DES ENFANTS ¸ ABSORBER ET  INTÁGRER
images, émotions et concepts, et, il aide les enfants à formuler
des réponses personnelles aux questions et problèmes posés.
13 Les exercices de visualisation sont essentiels dans la préparation
au processus créateur.
14 Tous les enseignants devraient avoir accès à des ateliers et à
des séminaires sur internet traitant de l’enseignement et de
LmAPPRENTISSAGE RÁÛEXIFS 5N MANUEL ET UNE VIDÁO EXPLIQUANT
COMMENT MENER DES EXERCICES RÁÛEXIFS DEVRAIENT ÂTRE PUBLIÁS
sur un site de ressources sur internet. Les enseignants devraient
aussi être invités à poster des blogs décrivant leur application de
LmAPPRENTISSAGERÁÛEXIFDANSLESARTSETLESAUTRESBRANCHES

La Révision du Curriculum de l’Ontario en éducation artistique
15 La Révision du Curriculum de l’Ontario en éducation artistique
AFÚRMEQUELESARTSDEVRAIENTJOUERUNRÌLECENTRALDANSLmÁDUCATION
primaire et il mandate les enseignants à enseigner le processus
créateur. Puisque les enseignants ont besoin de vivre l’expérience
DUPROCESSUSCRÁATEURPAREUX MÂMESAÚNDmENAPPRÁCIERLESEFFETS
sur l’esprit, l’imagination et le corps et d’en sentir le pouvoir de
TRANSFORMATION LA2ÁVISIONIMPLIQUELACRÁATIONETLEÚNANCEMENT
d’un large programme de mise en application avec suivi. Ce
programme devrait inclure: (1) Des ateliers et du mentorat sur
internet qui illustrent ce qu’est l’enseignement par apprentissage
RÁÛEXIF LmIMAGINATIONCRÁATRICEETLEPROCESSUSCRÁATEUR $ES
ateliers spécialisés et des séminaires sur internet expliquant les
nouvelles attentes en danse, théâtre, musique et arts visuels;
(3) Des ateliers et du mentorat sur internet montrant comment
intégrer les arts dans tout le curriculum. Seul un programme
PLANNIÚÁSURPLUSIEURSANNÁESETOFFRANTDESATELIERSETDUMENTORAT
aux enseignants déjà en service pourra constituer la base de
connaissance nécessaire à la mise en application de la Révision
du Curriculum de l’Ontario en éducation artistique.
16 Recherche et développement: La mise en application du
programme devrait être accompagnée d’un programme de
documentation et de recherche et développement sur la mise
EN APPLICATION ELLE MÂME ,mEFÚCACITÁ ET LES EFFETS DE CHAQUE
composante du programme de mise en application devraient être
DOCUMENTÁS   ,E nFEEDBACKo DES ENSEIGNANTS SUR LmEFÚCACITÁ
des ateliers et du mentorat sur internet; (2) Des interviews postPROGRAMME DES ENSEIGNANTS AÚN DE DOCUMENTER COMMENT ILS
ont appliqués les concepts et méthodes d’enseignement par
APPRENTISSAGERÁÛEXIFDANSLEURSALLEDECLASSE ,ESRÁPONSESDES
élèves; (4) Compilation, dans le manuel internet pour enseignants,
de leurs utilisations de processus créateurs et critiques/analytiques
dans les arts; (5) Des études longitudinales qui suivent certaines
COHORTESDmÁLÀVESETREPÀRENTLESEFFETSDELmAPPRENTISSAGERÁÛEXIF 
les effets de l’éducation de leur imagination créatrice et les effets
de leurs processus créateurs sur leur sensibilité aesthétique, sur
leur compréhension de soi et leur motivation en classe; (6) Des
ÁTUDES SITE SPÁCIÚQUES DES ÁCOLES QUI ADOPTENT LES ARTS COMME
élément central dans l’éducation primaire, avec une attention
particulière pour les effets du nouveau système sur les résultats
aux tests de l’OQRE, sur l’attitude des enfants envers les arts
et sur leur aptitude à former des communautés basées sur la
différence.
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9.0 APPENDICES
APPENDIX A

Teacher Questionnaire
%80,/2).'#2%!4)6)49).$%04(
FEEDBACK FORM 2009-2010
TEACHER_______

TEACHING ASSISTANT______

NAME___________________________________________GRADE________DATE________
SCHOOL____________________________________________________________________
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1. Approximately how many minutes do you spend per cycle on art/creative activities? Dance_____Drama_____Music_____
6ISUAL!RT??????)NTEGRATEDINOTHERSUBJECTS?????????
2. Based on the effects of the ECID program, would you like to spend more time on art/creative activities? If so, how would you do it?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Which statement best describes your feeling about teaching art/creativity? Please circle one.
A

I would like to spend more time, but lack the necessary knowledge/skills.

B

I have the necessary knowledge/skills, but do not have enough time, given other curriculum demands.

C

I have the necessary knowledge/skills and spend enough time teaching art/creativity.

4. In which of the following areas do you see a positive change in your students as a result of this program?
Please circle those that apply and comment:
A
Experience of the creative process
____________________________________________________________________
B
Use of the imagination
____________________________________________________________________
#
#ONÚDENCEANDSELF ESTEEM
____________________________________________________________________
D
Ability to focus and pay attention
____________________________________________________________________
E
Presentation and communication skills
____________________________________________________________________
F
Increase in empathy
____________________________________________________________________
7HATDOYOUTAKEAWAYFROMTHE%#)$PROGRAMTHATYOUCANIMPLEMENTINYOUROWNTEACHING0LEASEBESPECIÚC
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Facilitators __________________________________________________

B

Facility _____________________________________________________

C

Warm-up activities ____________________________________________

D

Focusing exercise ____________________________________________

E

Picture-making activity ________________________________________

F

Group discussions ____________________________________________

G

Staff show and tell ____________________________________________

H

Art materials used ____________________________________________

I

Cost

_____________________________________________________

J
Other comments?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
7. Do you have background in the arts? No ___ Yes ___
)F9ES PLEASECHECK $ANCE??????$RAMA??????-USIC?????6ISUAL!RT???????
High school_____ College _____ University______ AQ courses______ Other ____
(please specify)________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
8. Are you interested in an ECID workshop for teachers? No____ Yes ___ Maybe___
Please provide contact information:
tel____________________________ email____________________________
4(!.+9/56%29-5#(&/2(%,0).'534/-/.)4/24(%15!,)49/&4(%%#)$02/'2!-Ø
The Milkweed Collective
Austin Clarkson, Director tel. 416 231 5060, clarkson@yorku.ca
Patricia McPhail, Assistant Director, tel. 416 255 9388, lpmcphail@sympatico.ca
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6. Please make comments or suggestions for improving the elements of the program:
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APPENDIX B

Student Questionnaire
%80,/2).'#2%!4)6)49).$%04(&!,, 7).4%2302).'
FEEDBACK FORM FOR STUDENTS
Name________________________________________________ Date_______________________________
-ALE????&EMALE????!GE????'RADE????4IMES)HAVEDONETHISPROGRAM    
School___________________________________Teacher_________________________________________
1. What was specialABOUTYOURÚRSTpicture? __________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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2. What was special about your second picture? _______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What do you like about the program? ______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
4. What do you not like about the program?___________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
5. What did you learn about your imagination? ________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
6. What did you learn about art? _____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
7. What did you learn about yourself? _________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
8. What did you learn about other students in your class? ________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
9. This workshop makes me feel
☐	
 MOREHAPPY 

☐	
 MORECONÚDENT 

☐	
 MOREBORED 

☐	
 MORECREATIVE 


☐	
 LESSHAPPY  
☐	
 LESSCONÚDENT 
☐	
 LESSBORED  
☐	
 LESSCREATIVE  

☐	
 NOCHANGE
☐	
 NOCHANGE
☐	
 NOCHANGE 
☐	
 NOCHANGE

Add your own words: _____________________________________________________________
10. Would you like to do more arts and crafts? Yes ☐	
 No ☐ 
If yes, please check which ones: ☐	
 Drawing/Painting ☐	
 Photography ☐	
 Dance ☐	
 Music ☐	
 4HEATRE 
☐	
 &ILM6IDEO ☐	
 Other (pottery, weaving, etc.) ___________________________
4HANKYOUVERYMUCHFORÚLLINGOUTTHISFORM
The Artist-Teachers of the Milkweed Collective

APPENDIX C

B3 and G4 indicate grade 3 boy and grade 4 girl, respectively.
(Wittmann, 2009, 2010)

Question 5: What did you
learn about your imagination?

5b
It helps me draw. 30%
You can draw anything with your imagination. G3
With my imagination I could create anything. G4
Your imagination is the one that controls the painting. B4/5
My imagination is I could make great pictures. B5
I just like to draw. G5
Drawings are usually made by imagination. G5
Your imagination can take you anywhere! When I drew my
arm went wild! G5
I can express more emotion in my pictures if I put
imagination in it. G5/6
I can put my imagination on paper. G7
I think I have a good imagination because I never did
something like this before. B7
That my imagination can be expressed in many different
ways including these pictures. B7/8
5c
Generally positive statements. 11%
It will make me do anything I feel like doing. B2/3
I learned prettiness. 88, B3
It has a mind of its own. B4
I can do more than I think I can. B5
5d
It makes me feel unique. 5%
Everyone has different imagination. G5
No one else has an imagination like yours and in your
imagination you are not wrong. G5
No one has a better imagination than you and no one has a
bad imagination. G5
It is different from others. G5/6
Everyone’s imagination is different. B4/5
That imagination is different with many people. B7
That it can be different from other people. B7
That I can use my imagination to express myself. G7/8
5e
No answer (5%) Nothing (4%)
That mine is barely existent. 367, B7/8

6a
There is no right and wrong in art. 35%
There is no wrong to art. B2/3
You don’t have to be happy with your art. G4
I learn about art that it doesn’t have to be perfect. B5/6
I learned that you don’t even have to like what you did. B7
6b
Generally positive statements. 30%
I love it. G4
There is abstract art. G4/5
There does not have to have a meaning you can just
scribble. G5
What happens when you do not think about what you draw
you just draw. G5
That art is actually about imagination, not being good at
drawing, painting, etc. G5
That there is all sorts of art. B5
I learned that many forms of art are in this world. B7
6c
Learned skills (blend colours, use imagination). 20%
I learned to scribble. B2/3
In art you learn that you can use imagination. B3
Colours and lines and movement. G4
I learned that when you draw you don’t have to be
very very neat. G5
I learned to be free with my mind. B5
Lots of new strategies about capturing movement. B7
I learned about texture, creativity and imagination. G7
6d
Art is about self-expression. 9%
It can show lots of emotion. B3
I learn to draw a dream. B3
Art shows what or how you feel. B5
Art comes from the heart not only the head. B5/6
Art represents yourself. B5/6
You can make anything your heart/head desires. G5
People get a different thing from the same picture. G5/6
You can do a lot of things with art even put your
anger on paper. G7
Every form of art is related to emotion. G7
Art is how you describe your feelings through paper
and paint. G7
6e

No answer (4%), Nothing (2%)

Question 7. What did you learn about yourself?
7a
I have an imagination and am creative
I can be creative with pictures and colours. G3
I am full of creativity. B3
I have a lot of imagination. G3
I have more imagination than I thought I had. B4
I had a great imagination and I was very creative. B4
I’m creative. G4
I had more to my mind than I thought. G4
I can imagine anything and draw it. G4
I could do anything with my imagination and God. G4
I can create lots of things if I use my imagination. G4
I can make any picture I visualize. G5
My imagination is unlimited. B5
I can be creative with just my imagination. G5
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5a
I have an imagination. 44%
Even if you don’t think it’s magic you can always
magically have it. G2/3
My imagination has a lot of colours in it. G3
You always have it. B2/3
It’s fun to imagine things. B2/3
My imagination is bigger than I thought. G4
It takes me to a different world. B4
It’s a big place. B4
Imagination is a part of us. G5/6
It could be very wild. B5
My imagination has no limits. B5/6
I have a good one. G7
It is very smart and has a life of its own. B7

Question 6. What did you learn about art?
0THNPUH[PVU(Y[*YLH[P]P[`

Responses from Student Questionnaires
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I can be more creative but I just need proper tools. G5
If I imagine I can make beautiful things. B6 1x
I can have more imagination that I never knew before. B6 1x
I have a wonderful imagination. B6 1x
I have a good imagination. B6 1x
I may just be creative and I do have an imagination. G7
I’m more creative than I thought. G8
I can be imaginative. B8
I’m very creative. B8 2x
I learn that I know the dictionary meaning of imagination,
but I didn’t know exactly what it really means. G8 1x
Imagination is unlimited. G8 1x
I am really creative. G8 2x
When I use my imagination I could do anything. G8 1x
My imagination and art go well together. B8 2x
A lot. I learned I have art. G8 1x
That I have lots of creativity and imagination. B8 2x
I am very capable of imagination. G8 1x
That I have a good imagination G8 1x
7b
I learned to like art and be an artist
I like art. G3
I can be artistic. B3
I am a very good artist. G3
I am a artist every day. G3
I can do any kind of art. B3
I am a great artist because in art there’s no mistakes. G3
I can draw well. B3
I learn about how to study and colour. G3
Now I know how to draw good and my imagination
is working. G3
How to draw better and colour faster. B3
I had more art in myself than I noticed. G4
I do a better job with pencils but I am good at pastels. G4
If I use my own imagination I can be a good artist. G4
I can be a wonderful artist not by how it looks but what the
message is. G4
I really like doing abstract art. B4
I am very good at art. B4
I could make anything. B5
I am better at making art and stories than I have ever thought. G6
There is more in life than just people. G6
I can be a great artist with imagination. B6
I can draw more better than I thought I could. B6 1x
You can draw whatever’s in your head and hand. G7
I am more interested in art now. G7
I can actually draw. G8
I can draw. G8 1x
I have hidden talent. B8 1x
I’m artistic. G8 1x
7c
Everyone is unique in their own way
I am unique in my own way. B4
My art is very very crazy. B5
I am very special in my own way. G5
I always have known this but that I am very different than
others. B6
I have different artistic skills than everyone else. B8 1x
A lot about my personal style and imagination. B8 2x
I am an artist. Everyone is in their own way. B8 1x
We are unique people that have a different perspective. G8 1x

7d
If I try hard, I can make good art
I could make anything if I tried and used my imagination. G3
Like a artist is to work hard and do your best. G3
If I push myself to my limit I can make something more
beautiful than I thought. G4
Try your best and be good. G3
I can do it if I try my best. G5
If I try I can draw anything. B5
I can do anything I put my mind to. B5
I can be very good at things if I try hard and imagine. I have
learned a lot and have improved. B8
I can do better if I try. G8 1x
7e
I can show my feelings in my artwork
I have warm colours inside. G3
Me and you have different feelings. G4
I can show more through my artwork from feelings. G5
I have a new side of me that I discovered through my art. G5
If you mix myself with your imagination you can make art. B5
You can express your feelings and art is like hidden pictures
of life. G5
You don’t have to like what you do but you might like it. B5
I can express myself through art in a thousand ways. G6
I am very emotional. B6
The mood I am in changes my artwork. G7
I am somewhat darker on the inside than I appear. B7 1x
I have a dark side to me only 0.01% of me. B8
I have different emotions of various topics depending on
what I am doing. B8
I draw picture according to my emotion. G8
Well I learned that I can express myself freely through
the arts. B8 2x
I can express my feelings through art. B8 1x
Although I might try to hide my emotions, I really don’t
have to. G8 1x
I could draw hearts and express myself to others. G8 1x
My imagination is mostly about how I feel about
other people. G8 2x
I can express my feelings on paper. G8 1x
F

)AMMORECONÚDENTANDCANACHIEVE
if I put my mind to it
To just believe in myself. G3
Everybody appreciates my art work. B3
It’s OK to make mistakes. G3
I can be more and more creative year after year. G3 3x
I learned about myself to have fun. B3
I learned to be calm and happy. B4
I love me. B4
4OBECONÚDENTINMYSELF"
I am a good artist if I think I am. B4
We can do anything. G4
When I put my mind to it I could do it. B4
You could be whatever you want to be. G4
I can draw better than before with practice. G4
If I believe in myself I can do it. G4
I am not that bad for what I can do what I can. G4
I always try my best no matter what. G4
I am not boring. B4
I’m not perfect. G5
"ECONÚDENTANDHAVEFUN'
I’m a really fun person when it comes to art. G5
I’m the awesomest. B6

8a
They can draw too. 42%
They are good artists too. B2/3
They did creative things. G5
That they are creative and what they think of when they draw. G5
That they can draw just as good as me. B5
8b
We are all unique. 19%
I learned that everyone can have their own imagination. G3
They all have different pictures. B3
They have different imagination and no one is the same. G4
Everyone has different feelings. B4/5
Everyone is different in every way. B7
I learned that other people can see the same picture as
something completely different. G7/8
8c
General positive statement about others. 11%
It is fun working together. B2/3
They love art. B4
They will listen to each other. G4
People are surprising. G4/5
I learned that they are friendly on their inside. G5
)LEARNEDTHATÚRSTIMPRESSIONSARENmTALWAYSCORRECT"
8d
They have imagination too. 10%
I learned that they have many imaginations. B5
I learned what people like to look out for art. B5/6
I learned that other students in my class have a wild
imagination just like me. G5
They are more profound than I thought. G7
There are a lot of students that I didn’t know had such a big
imagination. G7
What they like about art. B7
8e
No answer or didn’t understand question. 7%
8f
I don’t know. 2%
8g
Negative statement. 1%
I learned that some people in my class aren’t good
at drawing pictures. G5
Some need to get their imagination on. B7

9a. Grade 3
Really excited. G3 1x
More creative. G3 1x
Nice, beautiful, lovely. G3 2x
This place makes me more creative. G3 2x
Inspired, enjoyed. G3 2x
Interesting. B3 2x
Excited. B3 2x
More imaginable. B3 2x
GREAT!!!! B3 2x
9b. Grade 4
To express myself. G4 1x
Surprised. G4 1x
I love here!! B4 1x
This trip was awesome!! B4 1x
I felt like a creatisore [sic]. B4 1x
It makes me feel unique. B4 1x
9c. Grade 5
Amazing. G5 2x
More energetic. B5 1x
More excited. B5 1x
Cool. B5 2x
9d. Grade 6
More happy to draw. G6 1x
Exciting. B6 1x
Helpful, joyfull, etc. B6 1x
I really enjoyed mine and my classmates imagination. B6 1x
I feel energetic. G6 2x
I want to come here again. B6 2x
This art makes me happy. B6 2x
Good. B6 2x
9e. Grade 7
),/6%4()302/'2!-'X
Excited. G7 1x
Proud. I’m not often complimented in art. G7 1x
More proud in my work. B7 1x
I love this program. G7 2x
More exploring. G7 2x
More fun. G7 2x
More artistic. B7 2x
9f. Grade 8
Interested/ want to do the activities/ excited. G8 1x
Excited, interested. G8 1x
I really did enjoy myself!!! G8 1x
More calm. G8 1x
At times it was a bit bored. G8 1x
Awesome. G8 1x
And thoughtful. G8 1x
)mMGLADTHATWEÚLLEDTHISFORMTOREÛECTABOUTOURDAY'X
It makes me feel relaxed. B8 1x
More eager to learn art. G8 2x
I feel the same way. G8 2x
Love it. G8 2x
)NTERESTEDANDINÛUENTIAL'X
It was a fun, peaceful experience. B8 2x
I actually found my talent!! B8 2x
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Question 8. What did you learn
about other students in your class?

Question 9. This workshop makes me feel . . .
Add your own words.
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I can believe in myself. B6
I am creative and I just have to believe in myself. G6
)AMCONÚDENTWHENITCOMESTOHAVINGIMAGINATION'
I never knew I had the ability to make whatever I did. G7
I am more good at art than I expected. B7 1x
In my own way I’m a great artist. G7
I can do anything just being myself. G7
I can think quite deeply. B8
When I express myself through art I feel more relaxed. G8
I am calm, and my imagination goes everywhere when it
comes for art. G8 1x
I’m a good storyteller. G8 2x
I’ve always thought I was bad at art but I’ve found my
niche in art. G8
I should always think positive and not put my own
work down. B8
It’s not so scary to talk with a group, and I also learn to be
MORECONÚDENTINMYSELF'
I am pretty creative when I work by myself. B8 2x
I have potential to reach as far as I could. G8 2x

APPENDIX D

5.8
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Questionnaires of Selected Students

2009-2010
Spelling and grammar are somewhat normalized.
4.1
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5.1


5.2

5.7







Boy 4, Grade 4. First time.
Q1
That I got to draw what I wanted to draw.
Q2
That I did better on the second one.
Q3
That I learned new things.
1
7HENOILPASTELGOTINMYÚNGERNAILS
Q5
That your imagination is a key to another world
Q6
That art is not about how good you do, it’s
about how good you feel.
Q7
That I am very good at art.
Q8
That the other students are very good at art too.
Q9
This trip was awesome!!

Boy 1, Grade 3.
Q1
That I tried my best.
Q2
That I thought about it and then tried it after
to see if it was going to turn out good.
Q3
That I got to draw.
Q4
That if you mess up you still have to draw that
picture.
Q5
That you can do anything with it.
Q6
That if you mess up on a picture you can
make something else with it.
Q7
That I can be anything if I put my mind to it.
Q8
That they can all draw if they put their mind to it.

5.9

Girl 1, Grade 4. First time.
Q1
It was abstract.
1
)TWASSPECIÚC
Q3
Making pictures and doing group talk.
Q4
Nothing.
Q5
It comes with me everywhere.
Q6
It is imagination.
Q7
I’m good at art.
Q8
They are good at art

Boy 5, Grade 5. First time.
Q1
It had lots of things going on.
Q2
It had shapes that felt like they were moving.
Q3
It is really fun.
Q4
Nothing.
Q5
My imagination is really big and it can never
be gone.
Q6
I learned many techniques of art.
Q7
That I can also be an artist.
Q8
That other students are artistic too.

5.10

Girl 6, Grade 5. First time.
Q1
It represented a lot of feelings and expression.
Q2
It represented more of my history and how I feel.
Q3
That we didn’t need to [do] anything exact,
we did what we wanted to do.
Q4
Nothing. I loved it.
Q5
That you can use imagination everywhere.
Q6
That art can be anything.
Q7
That I can show more through my artwork
from feeling.
Q8
That every art has a different story.
Q9
I love this workshop and I would like to
come again.

5.11

Boy 6, Grade 6. First time.
Q1
Because it is like you’re trapped in an illusion.
Q2
Because it was two worlds colliding and
mixing colours together.
Q3
That you can let your imagination run free
and wild.
Q4
Nothing.
Q5
That it’s never the same and your imagination
can be powerful.
Q6
That art is good no matter how messy and
bad it is.
Q7
That I can have more imagination that I never
knew before.
Q8
That they are good drawers too.

5.12

Boy 7, Grade 6. Second time.
Q1
It looked good and the bull was scared.
Q2
It looked good and it shows that the little bull
got away.
Q3
That we can do artwork.
Q4
Nothing.
Q5
That with my imagination I can make
anything.
Q6
That art is your imagination.
Q7
That I can make great artwork.

Girl 2, Grade 8. First time.
Q1
Because I didn’t know what I was going to do
after, so I use my imagination more.
Q2
Because after seeing everyone picture, I have
a better idea of how created I could be.
Q3
Because it make you used your imagination,
which I don’t get to do in school every day.
Q4
There is nothing that I didn’t like about the
program. (Maybe the lunch space could be bigger.)
Q5
Is that I could use my imagination everyday,
before I didn’t really know the real meaning.
Q6
There were some AMAZING art work, it just
made my think; will I ever be able to use my
imagination like the artist did.
Q7
I learn that I know the dictionary meaning of
imagination, but I didn’t know exactly how it
feel and what it really means.
Q8
Other students have different point of view of
what they thought about the different painting.
Q9
I really did enjoy myself!!!
Girl 5, Grade 3. Second time to the ECID.
Q1
It had a lot of feeling in it about me.
Q2
It had spring in it which [is] my birthday.
Q3
That you get to make pictures and you get to
eat cookies and freezies.
1
4HATYOUDONmTGETTOMAKETHREEPICTURES
1
4HATMISTAKESAREGOOD THEYHELPYOUÚND

YOURREALCONÚDENT
Q6
That you are good at anything.
Q7
That it is okay to make mistakes.
Q8
That it is okay however you draw.
Q9
Nice, beautiful, lovely

5.13

That everyone make good artwork.
This are makes me happy.

Girl 7, Grade 6. First time.
Q1
The tower.
Q2
The water and the bubbles.
Q3
The art on the wall are wonderful.
Q4
[no comment]
Q5
Use your mind to make art.
Q6
You can act out art.
Q7
I have good ideas.
Q8
They have respect and don’t laugh at your art.
Boy 8, Grade 6. Second time.
Q1
Because I used a lot of bright colours in it.
And when you are seeing it, it looks like you
are moving.
Q2
It was quiet and when you are looking at it
you feel sleepy.
Q3
We get to draw pictures and we got to draw
a second picture too.
Q4
NOTHING!
Q5
We reach for our hand and take imagination
and plunk it to your head.
Q6
There is no mistakes.
Q7
I am creative.
Q8
They drawed really good.

5.15

Girl 8, Grade 6. [First time.]
Q1
It shows a gloomy day, and how the world’s
ending.
Q2
It shows my emotions: happy, peaceful, and
joyful. It also shows a beautiful world.
Q3
How they teach you how art [is] mainly
about how you’re feeling inside.
Q4
Well, I wish that there were more tools for
the pictures.
Q5
That imagination plays a big role in
everybody’s life.
Q6
That art is mainly about your imagination,
and how you’re feeling.
Q7
I [am] better at making art, and stories, than
I had ever thought.
Q8
We are all different.



Boy 9, Grade 7. First time.
Q1
How I put racing cars and making look like
it was a victory picture.
Q2
That I put a little nature on my picture but it

WASSTILLSIMILARTOTHEÚRSTONE
Q3
That you get to do art and share your art
ideas with a group.
Q4
You don’t get to have recess twice.
Q5
It’s how you see the drawing in your eyes
that makes it good.
Q6
Art is very fun and you can make any
drawing you like, painting, many
Q7
I draw good with oil pastels. I thought it
would come out bad.
Q8
They all used natural pictures.

Girl 9, Grade 7. Second time.
Q1
Sadness, emotion
Q2
Happy, surprise
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8

I like to look at the art and draw some
picture.
Nothing.
I can imagine lots of thing.
There are no mistake.
I can do anything just being myself.
They have lots of imagination.

5.18


Girl 10, Grade 7. Second time.
1
)LIKEDTHEUSEOFLINES)USEDINTHEÚRST
picture and the colours.
Q2
the different shapes and the amount of
colour I used.
Q3
I like that they actually reach into you and
pull the creativity and the imagination out of
you, which is amazing.
Q4
There’s nothing really that I don’t like.
Q5
That everyone has an imagination, all you
gotta do is just reach out for it from your head.
Q6
That there are so many different types of art
and they are all beautiful.
Q7
That I may just be creative and I do have an
imagination.
Q8
That everyone is unique in their own way.

5.19

Boy 10, Grade 8. Second time.
Q1
How all the different portions, although
originally different colours, managed to
ultimately blend together and form a picture.
1
4HATTHEREWASGREATERDEÚNITIONINTHE
artwork and a more captivating focal point
to catch a viewer’s attention.
Q3
The fact that in the program and the art

WEMADETHERECANBENODEÚNEDRIGHT
or wrong; every “mistake” that is made leads
to something new.
Q4
That there was not enough time to do even

MOREACTIVITIESØ
Q5
That everyone has different “types” of
imagination; the viewpoint of person may be
different fromsomeone else’s.
Q6
That there is no “correct”/”incorrect”; as
long as you made an attempt, you can create
anything you want to.
Q7
That I have different emotions of various
topics depending on what I am doing.
Q8
That they are all unique in their perspectives,
and yet, all of those viewpoints are correct.







5.20



Boy 11, Grade 8. Second time.
1
-YÚRSTPICTUREHADMORETHOUGHTPUTINAND
more emotion, but not how I felt.
Q2
The second picture represents me more than

THEÚRSTONE
Q3
I like that we are allowed to basically
express our thoughts without limits.
Q4
Nothing.
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Q8
Q9

Q5
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Q6
Q7
Q8
5.21
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5.22




That I can express myself in more creative
ways than I thought.
That art isn’t boring.
I should always think positive and not put
my own work down.
They are EXTREMELY creative and have
amazing ideas.

Girl 11, Grade 8. Second time.
Q1
Because I did it creatively without being
afraid of messing up.
Q2
Because it was planned, about nature, and
turned out very beautiful.
Q3
We got to art meditate, which was really
cool, and we got to look at art and draw.
Q4
The break was a bit short. I could be better

TODRAWINTHEÚRSTPARTWITHPASTELS ANDDO
our second one with paint.
Q5
It can be wild sometimes!
Q6
You can express your feelings in art.
Q7
I can actually draw.
Q8
I learned a lot about how positive/negative
people in my class are.
Girl 12, Grade 8. First time.
1
-YÚRSTPICTUREWASSPECIALBECAUSE)SHOWED
what Afghanistan is going through in war.
Q2
My second picture was showing how
Afghanistan looked like before the war.
Q3
I liked how we got to draw pictures and
express ourselves.
Q4
I didn’t like how we only got to use pastels
instead of paint. Also I didn’t like how the

PASTELCAMEUNDERMYÚNGERNAILS
Q5
I didn’t learn much because I already knew
what I could do.
Q6
Not much, not to be rude.
Q7
I learned that I have patience.
Q8
That they have great imagination, and are
great artists.

5.23

Girl 13, Grade 8. First time.
Q1
It was special because I made it.
Q2
It was bring people together and see what
they are doing to the world.
Q3
You get to draw. Also lunch time and eating
cookies.
Q4
That you have to draw with oil pastels.
Q5
That you can really express yourself with a
little imagination.
Q6
That you don’t have to be an artist to draw.
Q7
That we are unique people that have
different perspectives.
Q8
That some of them are very unique.

5.24

Boy 12, Grade 8. Second time.
Q1
I liked how the members of my group found
a hidden meaning of this picture.
Q2
People really liked it.
Q3
It fun and you can use your imagination in
lots of different ways…I liked the cookies.
Q4
Nothing…more cookies.
Q5
That it can be used in many different ways.

Q6
Q7
Q8

Art can express your imagination as well.
My imagination and art go well together.
[no comment]

5.25

Girl 14, Grade 8. First time.
Q1
The black heart & the background of
different colours.
Q2
The person opening the doors to his
imagination.
Q3
I liked drawing at this program and sharing
with others.
Q4
I liked everything.
Q5
That the more you use it the [more] creative
you get.
Q6
Using imagination makes it better.
Q7
That I have a good imagination.
Q8
All of them are very good artist.

5.26

Girl 15, Grade 8. First time.
Q1
The colour and texture.
Q2
The shapes and also the colour I put on the
paper.
Q3
That we can express our self on a piece of
paper.
Q4
I liked everything because it kind of changed
me, but not really.
Q5
That I could imagine anything that comes to
mind.
Q6
You could express anything and how it’s not
just learning about shapes.
Q7
I didn’t really learn anything about myself.

)FELTTHESAMEWHEN)ARRIVEDTHERETHEÚRSTTIME
Q8
The some of them are different when it
comes to art.



5.27

Girl 16, Grade 8. Second time.
Q1
That I drew it by the ways I feel sometimes
like happy etc.
Q2
That I was thinking hard about how I felt
about going on this trip.
Q3
I like our conversations and our drawing and
getting to have a little snack.
Q4
How lunch period was very short and there
was no time for playing.
Q5
I learned that if you can imagine you will
have a great imagination.
Q6
I learned that art comes from the heart and
how your feeling at the moment.
Q7
I learn that I draw picture according to my
emotion.
Q8
I learn they are very good at imaginating
things.
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